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wliich commodities shall be sold, the time is
not far distant when all
things will be in common and grass
grow in Broadway.
If the principles above stated be correct, it
is enough to condemn the scheme of this
eight
hoar labor league, to say that if executed it
would diminish production, tor eight hours of
work cannot produce as much as ten hours,
which is now called a day’s work. To diminish production would lie rj diminish capital,
the fund out of which labor is paid. It would
diminish capital, also, by taking, for the labor-
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er, a portion of it that belongs by natural law,
and therefore justly, to the capitalist; and still
more by the loss of confidence in the security
of propei ty and the stability of business that
I would be caused by the tyrannical interference
of the Government with the freedom of indusj try and the sanctity of contracts, and
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INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

Over

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

increased only by increa ing capital or by dimini3hing the number of laborers. The plan
in question proposes to prevent the
growth of
capital at the very moment when emigration 13
more
adding
rapidly than ever before to the
working ^classes. Moreover, there never was
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Ladies,Misses & Children
Of their

Wo have all the

MOST APPROVED
Sash

uh are

Sold in New

Pkil-

or

Goods Purchased

adelphia.

calling more loutliy t han ever for work—
Thursday Morning, Nov. 2, 1865.
free work, energetic work, well rewarded work.
The nation calls for it, too, in order that she
may bear the heavy load of debt and taxaThe Eight-Hour Movement.
tion imposed by the war. More than ever beTliat very able paper. The Nation, takei
fore is work needed and demanded, better
ground very strongly against the moveiuen; than ever before is it paid. What is the anrecently started in some places for reducing swer of the working-men if they are represented by this labor league ? “We shall work
the hours of labor. We have already presentless than ever, and must be paid as much for
ed to the readers of the Press the
arguments
the small as for the large quantity. We conused by those who support this
trol political power, and by its hand will add
movement;
to
our wages the profits of the capitalist.
and we here give the view of the case as taken
All
who oppose us are monarchists, aristocrats,
by the Nation:
free
enemies
to
shall
feel
our
veninstitutions,
I
Wealth is the result of the combined opera- i geance.”
tion of labor and capital. Two consequences
This movement comes certainly at a most
would seem to follow from this truth. One
is, ! unpropitious moment for ns all. The labor of
that their combined action, to produce ilie two hours a day for the whole country would
best effects, must be harmonious; and the pay the iuterest of the national debt twice ovotiier is, tliat the product of their joint action er. The loss of capital which the violent
must be divided between them according to
measures of the labor league, it' carried
out,
the natural laws by which each is respectively ; would cause, would amount to a much
larger
governed, 'these Jaws cannot he resisted with- sum. Only by the united efforts of labor and
out punishment. Only by obeying them is
capital can we expect to pay the debt. Can
success possible.
Success means the largest we do it without diminished rescources ? To
attainable production of wealth, and its just ; stop work is to impoverish the
country and
distribution between capital and labor.
If repudiate the debt.
this be so, then the “eight-hour
movement,”
as it is called, which is now
causing some ex
Physiological Phenomena.
citement and alarm in the public mind, is unAn army correspondent writes:
wise and injurious: for its effect, if successful,
In the army I have noted one fact, in parwould be to diminish production and give to
labor a part or the whole of the profits which, I ticular, somewhat at variance with usual theby a natural law, would belong to capital, ; ories. It is that light haired men, of the nerwhich, therefore, ought to belong to it! and vous, sanguine type, stand campaigning better than the
are
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a
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ASH
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Advance,
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MENT of
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NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Street.

/

hand A FINE ASSORT-

LATEST

Cuttiug Dane for Others to Make.
The public are invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 26, 1805.

P.

B.
94

FROST,

Exchange Street,

the Ladies of Portland and vihas secured the services of MR.
cinity
LITTLEFIELD as Cutter, and that of MRS. JONES,
late at the head of Mrs. Chick’s Establishment, to
superintend the making and trimming, and is prepared to fUrnish

WOULD

inform
that ho

Ladies' Out-side Garments!

jk iffnMf Fxqniiitc, Dtlicnfe nml I'm*
grnul Pcrl'tiinf*« Diwtillcd from the
Rare and Beautiful Flower from
which it lalteo ils mime.
Manufactured only by PIIAIjOIV A SO NT.

Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for Laiiea wear.
^‘“Particular attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Sample Garments
Oct 19, 1865.

LOOK

mau and every combination that
by opposing us, shows unmistakable hostliitj
not only to the movement we arc engaged in
but to the very spirit of republican institu
tions.” Such opponents are also stigmatize*
as
“monarchists"—'“unworthy the confidence
of the people.” The meaning of all this i
plain enough. By political agitation, and tin

J ulyl—ecxlCm

THIS!

Musical Theory.

Second-Hand

Clothing,

SLATE AT PAINE’S
MUSIC
1G3 Middle .Street,
Oct 23—oo«13m#
tU

vote

1

SOU THU UK
BRADFORD

U

STORE,

I*1Tn M I

RENICK,

Jack Cade went no ftuffi
MERCHANTS*"! Broadway New
when li*
J York, execute orders lor Southern Timber" of any
declared, “Ihere shall be in England sevei
dimension with despatch, aud on the most
required
loaves
sold
for
a
halt-penny
penny and thf
tavorable terms. Shipments made directly to all dotliree-booped pot shall liave ten hoops
mestic and foreign ports. They arc also prepared to
He
fund h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
added, also, what was a very natural’conse
ocl2U3m
sawn to order,
qnence of the execution of such a promi-e-—
“All the realm shall be in common, and ir
to engage in a profitable busithose
wishing
Cheapside shall my palfry go to grass’.” Le„ TO ness: by calling for Agent at the American
islatures can and often have played the part *> House, or addressing P. 0. Box Gd2, Portland,Maine,
Jack Cade, and when either they or mob
you can obtain a most profitable agency, for some oi
works oat,
shall, in this Country, dictate the price a 1 the m it popular
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Oot

25,13W—d2w*

tOT II yon are in want of
any kind or PRINTING

call at the Daily

Prerfooee.
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ARE
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Thursday,

November

SELLING

OUT!

BUY

ALL SHADES and WIDTHS.

great variety

A

oi

TRIMMINGS I
AND

STEEL

ORNAMENTS 1

New and

pre-

are

Stock

Complete

FANCY

Those in want of the above should not ihil to

amine,

M.

ex-

elsewhere,

SMITH’S,

171 Fore Street.

successful operation
BURY’S CELEBRATED

WE

have in

Beautiful!

an

New Design* in

It will Plane on two sides, Tongue and Groove at
the same time, or it will do either separately.
Our facilities for doing all kinds oi Sawing, Turn-

OBDEKS
Shoo,

Belt

Clasps, Ac.,

Ac.

Fancy

145 Middle

St., Portland.

FALL GOODS!
Comprising a full Stock of

Black and Colored Corded Edge

RIBBONS i
Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GL0VE8,

At No. 11 Olapp’s Block, Ooneross St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns ot Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will be
kept In goo tk repair eue year tree ot charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,
Silk, Thread, &<\, constantly on hand.
5^**Particular attention given to repairing Wheel-

picture
made.
THE
place in Portland to get them Is at
ever

NEW

¥ ¥

Plaid

July 20-eod*w3m

One

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers!

The

only

A. M. McHES.VEV'S,
Congress St., corner of Centre Street.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m

any one with
No experience
necessary. The Presidents. Cashiers, and Treasurers of three Banks indorse the circular.
Sent free
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oc6d3m
Works, Springfield, Vermont.

Sept IC-d&wtf

Northern

rooms

New York City,
twelve o’clock noon.
Oct 30—d

A
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his entire atoc

A
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as

i
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It will he
is w

of the Stockholders
panv, wiil
57 BroadCoynpauy,
MuNDAY, Dec. ', 1865, at

themselves or friends, at reasonapictures
prices, for as good work as is to be had at am
in the city. Copying done of Gil kinds of pic-

competent artist at the
rooms.
Especial attention paid to ChiMrsn s picof
sick
or deceased persom
to
also
pictures
tuies;
out of town or m the city.
I hare the old negatives of Mr. Morriwn** at bp
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends win
had them there will find them here, from wliicl
copies can be taken without recopying, at the lowes

..

,il

TEN

MOSES GOULD,
U Middle Street.

CHANCE

THF ^dersigned contemplating
Trade, together with Horses.
ing

l

change
din**® of their Retail
making

Oct. 3,1S63_dtl

Silver Plated Cocks*

Bra** Si.

description of Water Fixture# tor Dwelling Houses.-Hotels, Pnbflr Buildings, Shops.
SX., arranged aud set up in tbe best mauiier, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
!;bds of JOBBING promptlv attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD FIFES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description^
aprt'dtl

Every

li

h

Bread Carts and Bakterms 11 applied tor

PEARSON Bt SMITH.

d

a n

Salt,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Luther Dana,

Woodbury 3. Dana,

John a. S. Dana.

June ldtf

CHA9. J. SCHUMACHER,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Portland* Maine*
Work executed In every part ot the State.

Junoldtt

a

KIMBALL,

P.

manufacturer

of

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
PRBBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

PORTLAND, ME.
3ale Room., T10 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,

juneltf

HENRY r. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

Commission and

Forwarding

MERCHANT.
S3T* Morchandiso of all kinds bought and sold

Northern

on

account.

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Noefolk, Va.
I3F* Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permtoiou. to Me*wra Mq~ft*. Lowell &
Center: Gcrrlsh & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
mayZldCm

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Piet urea S3,GO a Dozen, os good a
any one makes,
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—d&w3m

Removal.

yyE

k»ve thi» day removed to

D.

T.

STOBlE FORMERLY occupied by

CHASE,
Hon el of

FOR

SALE

A.T Al BARGAIN!
Carriage Mann factory No. 20 Prcbl
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances
first-class

sary to

carry
Business.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

Carnage Manutacturiui

on a

-also,BUGGIES and JENwarranted CONCOltl

A number of first-class TOP
NY LINDS, and Six (C)

Dcii (iMt,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. II. K A

ESQ.,

Los, Wharf.

BRADLEY, COOUDQE & ROGERS.
<12m
Portland, Oct. 2,1805.

PORTLAND, ME,

\DALL,

on

the

premises,

Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Kanaall & Woodbury’s,

Sept 20—eodtt

Commercial St.

Aug. 29—dtf.

New for Portland!

Something

uiUcribers bavin/ taken rooms at No. 1C1
Middle Si., are now prepared to niaiiulaetuxe

rl£

HASSOCKS!

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
and
1 )mper,

Tailor

93 EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactures to order and In tlie best manner MUL
tary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

In great variety of style, at short notice. The Carpet Himoc* U the beet Footstool in use, being light,
durable ami ornamental.
It la really an article oi

bcautv and far ruprrwr to
ol the kind ovei
before man nine lured In tbia vicinity,
can
have
their
Barties
remnants or Carpeting nmdi
Into this desirable footstool, In any style at trilling
expense.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

anything

CALL. AND

foil assortment constantly
tnrel to order at
TII0NLX»»01V

on

&

or

manufoc-

CO*B,

City

of
of

admitted

'{]

U. \V. TRUK.
October 6th, 1660.—octWd&wthv*

SINGER’S

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO,
A g e n t. p,
Wes, 04 and 00

Middle Street.

Needles and Trimmings always
maristf

CUT

NEAVTON F1TZ Is ready to receive pu-

MU.pils in

English and Italian Singing !

And also on tho PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can coun
am on? his past pupils many who now occupy proud
nenfc positions as musicians and vocalists, both in tk?
eountrvand abroad, and confidently points to hi
past success as a guarantee for hf9 capacity as
leachar. Orders may be left at PAINE’S Muai
Store, Middle St., Portland.
oct3dlm

The Only Perfect Piano Forte!

P

Call

FROM

hand,
__

MEASURE,

By CHARLES CrsTIS

*

CO.

MonTON Bloc«-

May 3—dtf

WARREJTS iMPKOVEn
?IRE AND

WATER-PROOF

FtlLT

CO^^POSI,I’I0^•
—

Grovel
janSBdti

AND

—

Hoofing

FLAT ROOFS.
E. HERSEV, Agent,
No M Union Street.

FOR

an,

be convinced.
A. M. MeKENNEY, Agent,
oc3eo-'fceowSm
284 Congress 8t., cor. of Centra

on

Pntterns

Shirt

MUSICAL 1

Patent Isolated Piano.

Partners W. C. Pwi

TRUE & CO.

\V.

CITY

Alt MET EKTS

as

name

SEWING MACHINES!

Portland,

TsEAgccEu’a Office,
1
March 11, 18<>G. f
OP PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDI
are far sale at this
ollice, in sums to suit, not lc::
taanSoOa, on one, two, three, Jour, and ten yeart
1 ^hlorcst
Coupons attached, payable semi-

nnnu

Street.

tbl» day
1HAVE
SAL and C. H. Tbck ; and future business wtli be
ot
under the linn
L>.

r*ortlniid

.e

NOTICE.

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

City

Tem,

continued

S*' “P °"e <U«hUfSt

Oct U

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
inch 17 d&wtf

EXAMINE.
hand

se^UdtfOl

__

a

implements, on reasonable
soon.

ME.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

are requested to call and give mo a
try
I am bound to make as good work as can bo found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c., will be foam

DATBl

Corner Lots of Land, to be sold cheap.

Closets,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

prices.

Bargain!
WITHIN

FINE Two-Story House, suitable for ouo or two
families; plenty of hard ondvoft water; central-

A RARE

A
i,

Great

located.
Also two

of Fall

LOW as to Buit everybody.
will take tbo balance of Stock and

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

one

ing

LAW,

PORTLAND, HAUTE.

found

at No. 122 Middle Street
MAY
where he is ready to wait upon any
wishfor
of

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

jctl&i3”_

so

a

II. DUPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER !
be

AT

Sofloltor of Patents,

Fortes,

satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

Railroad.

CHAS. S. PJERHAM, Sec’y.

!

GOODS,

parties
Store at that time.
cJF“ Don’t tall to give him
much to yonr advantage.
Oct IT—oodAwiw
on. riarahS (oj 11
1 m

1 a w 4 w*

on

IF APPLIED FOR

Hosiery,

COUNSELLOR

C.

March 13—dtf

ly

e tiers

an-

Fortes, among which are
Steinway & Sons, of New York.
All instruments sold by us are warranted to give

sepSfidtl

Pacific

Annual

SLEEVES,

CLOSING

Other

C. O. FILES, 28 HAJtfOVEB ST.,
PRINCIPAL.

way,

and

WILLI AkThTc LIFFOR D,

and

with all the modem Improvements, which ties' can
as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
koep an assortment ol New York and Boston Blanc

PLEASE

Brilliants,

and

are manufacturing
on hand

A

Circular.

General Assortment of Goods#

DRY
TUI Nov. 1»', at prices

00 Middle Si.

5$ and

INSTRUCTION
GERMAN, *c.
Please send for

Swiss Muslins,
Merino Vests,
Lphen-Handkerchiefs, Dress Buttons,
Stamped Embroideries, Edgings,
Berlin Worsteds,
Tarns,

S

Immediately.

Jaconet Cambrics,

Cambrics,

to

that thev

CARPET

Hundred

regular
Meeting
of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co
THE
of the
beheld at the
No.

Nainsook Muslins,
White Flannels,

Oloves

WM. M. TOBEY.
Agent lor Maine.

given in DRAWING, FRENCH,

GOODS

COLLARS

Machines,
the best Family Machine, bctorc pur-

see

Portland ^Academy!

23 Free Street!

Aud a
octlt>d4w

234

(210 AAfVA YEAK made by
V^^sAsVrVr3l6—Stencil Tools.

& Wilson

WILLIAM H. HORTON k GO.,.
BOSTON.

undersigned begs leave

sell

I.

pohtiaxd.

Sept 7—dtr

Fresco and Banner Painter,

IpiIno jfobtesT
Piano

CLOAKS,

es ndd no midair nt.,

The public

DEEBING, MILLIKEN k 00,

Sept 4—d3m

CLOTHING AND

^ana&coT

June 16—iltt

-^a

Furnishing Goods !

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

F i

200 Fore Street.

nounco

OP

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

as

Wheeler&Wilson’sSewingMachine,

Wanted

13 and 14 Franklin Street,

And Gents’

neces-

-ALSO,-

TA7HITE Goods,

Hallotypes!

Me.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Call and
chasing.

SILKS,

Boxes !

made of 4, } or J inch lumber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, bv
S. T. SHANNON, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sopt. 19, 1866.
sep20.io.18m

Portland,

Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters* powerful,
double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump. Wai ranted to give satisfaction.
J. A. LLDBACK,
GEO. L. ABM8KE7.
B. T. LIBBY.
Oct ’9—ood2m

er

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

CO.,

terms.

CL keep constantly

Co.,

Co.,

l>vy Goods, Woolens,

B*wli,

tures, and worked up by

NEW AGENCY

NEW

JOBBI.H9

PORTLAND,

Has Removed from bis oil stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Fobe St., where he is prepared to fill all
orders for Carpenters* and other Tools, ol the
very befct quality, al short notice and on reasonable

*

m illiken &

Suecetsor) to r,. L. Stirrer

Force Pumps and Water

House

room

No* 4 Manufacturer! Black, Union St.,

Goods Headquarters,

Deerintf,

UAKCn OP

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite ILUTtFACTCEKES’ and TRAntEB* Bai.’K

ble

Doten & Co.,
•

Trimmings,
NETS,

Just Received at

Any Kind oi‘ Packing Boxes,

complete.

October 1—eodlm

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
slock equal to any in our largost cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon suen terms as will secure
their patronage.

hand,

or

arc

Machinists,

Decalcoraania, Vases, Sic,

beautiful

Mouldings

Foot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial Sts..

GOODS,

A lull Stock oi Straw mid Pelt Goods* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

most

and

LIBBY, LIDBSCK & CO.,

extensive

on

Advantage,

R x: MOV A. XL. !

Machines.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

1MORTELLES,

of WOOD-

HEAD

MRS. J. W. EMERY
from New York with

one

Planing, Tongneing and Grooving

Black English Crapes,

Novel and

CITY.

Planing Mills!

Steam

Aug. 20—dtf

Consisting of MOSCOW,
OVERCOATS, Cossiniere and Doeskin Pants and
Vests, Under-Garment Trave ing Shirts, and aH
kinds of Furnishing Goods, together with a wed selected Stock of CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS, and
TRIMMINGS; all of which will be sold
VERY LOW for the Next Sixty Days.

Best

No. 63 Commercial St.

And has the REVERSIBLE FEED.
It willpay to
call and see these machines before purchasing else-

where.
BARNUM'S SELF SEWERS. Needles, Twist,
Cotton, Oil, and ail kinds of Machine Trimmings.
New Machines Exchanged for Old. Machines to Let and Repaired.
W. S. DYER,
No. 137 1.3 Middle Street,
oct3eodlm
(up one flight qf stairs.)

Dealer* 2u all kinds or

PLUM 13 E It!

Sept 8—dtf

Stitches,

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

MY

AND

Machine l

Sewing

of and

Hardware & Window Glass,

Carpenters’, Ship-.Joincrs\ Coopers
and Calkers’ Tools, &c„

The BEST Machiite Foe FamiiaE Use is the

ing, Planing

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

Importer*

MERCHANDISE

Joseph Bradford,

HOLES!

DEXTER,

Successors to C'haie, Littlefield & Co.,

Aug 58—dtl

Manuiacturerol and Dealer in

Florence

ATo. J8 MARKET SQUARE,
Poktlaud, M».

JmnelStf

2fOo 10J Middle Strr.rt,

WISHING

Kingsford’s Oswego Oom Starch.

FOREST

complete repair,

by fire, again
pared to show a

WHOLE STOCK to bo disposed oi by January. Call and examine my largo stock ot

before purchasing

Corn Starch !

|37“ Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw

YOUR

CLOTHING,

in

Every artiole warranted as recommended. Gratefor the liberal patronage of the last Twenty year*,
hope for the continuance ol the favors ol our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3mos
Boston, September 30,1803.

U. T. S. RICE &

In suoh popular uso for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
pat up in imitation oi their stylo of packages-and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

Bonnots Repaired.
Oct 21—d2w t eud2w

MERRILL & SMALL
hi form their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spaeious store, lately damaged
is
in
and
now

Minafaaturer of WlTor A Plotiire f'anMi,

—OF—

Makes Four Differ rut

lleUings,

WINTER CLOTHING !

ourselves,

Designs,com-

foil to command tholavor of
whether In regard to dual-

Bought or Sold to the

Sewing Machines.

Silk Velvets

NO W IS YO UR TIME
TO

Station

rarsr' ubkabyP’UNNITURE,

2nd,

To which she invites the attention of her friends and
publio in general, to call and examine.
Oct 27-42w

FHKETT,

Phototfruphic .tiootla,
mirrors anil Ciiprnvlngg.

PARTIES

the

Winslow,

No. 113 Exchange Street.

ocl3d4weod

Passenger

Our stock, mostly manufactured
by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest

Millinery Goods,

HOLES made to order. Button Hole,
& Clark’s Improved, and Howe

and CHOICE SE-

in

Haymarkct Square,
we have opened with a new and fresh stock of

tul

BUTTON
Weed, Shaw

No. 99 Middle St., Portland,

Hi.

Dealer

175 Middle and 110 Federal Sts.

&_BANCROFT.

ity, Style or Price.

Winter Bonnets!

Hats and

MORRELL’S
*

Better, ami Cleaner

we

BUTTON

A. P. DARLING,

~J,

tho recent fire at our old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the
largo and beautifhl Halls ovor the

Aug. 7—d3m

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
fng bought and sold.
sept20dti

nr shook.
open Day and Eoenmq, for a hill and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St,
No. 161, opposite U. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal lias had 21 years* experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; anil that in y
DIPLOMAS and full SellolabsHips, are good all
over this GREAT WOBLD; bnt 1 do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States
of America; and also that our our Counting Booms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native IWriting, Mercantile Law, tfc,
Sc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious FACILITIES for BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College in tho U. S,
f t/" Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
Of Portion I
and vicinitv. his warm gratitude lor
their kindness
and liberal patronage the past fi teen
years; and with the promise of FAITHFULNESS, solicits outerfavors!
R. Jf. BROWN.
D
Portland, September 18,1863.
aepl9deod* wly

It.

Of all descriptions, by

Backing*
Is

BORDERING,

PORTLAND, MR.
and White-Washhvr
promptOrdors irom out ol townsol'cltcd.

ly attended fc>.
llay 22—dti

October 2—(13m

BUCKLEY

In every varlet •, cannot
all in want of Furniture

a

-or-

Oswego

An heretofore our customer* will tnd our prices at
the lowest market rates, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other Btores.
/Wends to extend to us their patronage.

G1DT

Q--

And

It is Ckcaper,
than Charcoal. TRY IT.
Oct 2S—d2w*

WOiUEEB,

Coloring:, Whitening

KING &

-BY TlUt-

^

For Sale at the GROCERY STORES.
THE BEST THING lor KINDLING HARD COAL.

KINGSFORD’S

LINEN HDKF3.

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

g^Cut Flowers and Boquets constantly
and fhrntshod to order.
Oct H—oodiw

Teacher of Piano Forte

BLOCK,

prepared to exhibit

>

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.

-FOR-

Road.

Wood !

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION!
Commission

CASHMERE

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.

______

DKERING

2

FASHIONABLE ASSORTMENT

And Velvet Ribbons l

To which she Invites the attention of her Sends and
the publle, at her rooms,

f ,r Phalon*M— Take no other.
Sold by drngglsta generally.

CUSHMAN,

■Will be

oc20eodlm

AT

Leather, Hemp Packing, fc.
all of which they invite the attention

Beware of Counterfeits.
AmJ;

:

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

Exhibition.

on

HAMPSHIRE,

Should apply to the

In

and elegant stock of

‘.

NO.

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MABSATLLES,

STUCCO AND MASTIC

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD CO.,

Bleached A Unbleached Cotton Flannels,

now

Has just returned

their

Street.

Fall and Winter Opening.

On

M.

SACKS, Ac., Ac.

Ra biter Belt*, Hue and Packing,
of

K'ndling

BoBton and Maine

Mrs.

ALSO,

plain AND ORNAMENTAL

SINCE

CO.,

oct20d4w

Henry White Twilled Flannels,
Ska her Flannels,
Superior Gray Flannels,
Red Flannels,
Yellow Flannels,

ENGLISH FROCKS,

Oct 24—dtt

To

COVERS;

per cent, less

30

are

Middle

133

Between United States A Preble House,
OctC—aodtf

CASSOCKS,

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of
Mon’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Calf and Thick Roots, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
rV~ Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS. and
CAPS.

old customers and the public generally.
Oct 13—slSmos

These goods arc fresh, and
than regular prices, at

Fall and

C.

SUCH AS

At A.

Lace

far $9.00
Cusnock far 9.00

A nice Black

Fine English Flannels,
White Colton and Wool Flannels,
5-4 White Flannels,

In aU the Various Styles!

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

HOYTS PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

PIANO

N. HOWELL, A. M„

of THOMAS P. RODMAN, 88 Cumberland Sti eet. Portlflid, Me.
Oct 11, I860.
oc!2tl3w

A nice Black Sack

Flannels, Flannels!

—Also,—

action every

thanThil

Exchange

M^IWDMEFS, BOYS’, MISSES’ andCHIL-

on the part of ind’viduals to violate the
security of property and the freedom of industry.
Such is the character of the eight-hour' labor movement. It is a gigantic
strike, the object of which 13 to force capitalists to pay a
rate of wages, to be fixed, not by contract betwi»p.n the narLiea. but bv the la IlfimiHl Anln
Eight hours is to be henceforth a legal day's
work, instead of ten hours, as at present, and
the capitalist is to pay for eight hours as much
He is to bo compellas he does now for ten.
ed to do so by law, such a law as cannot “lx
its
opponents may in
evaded by any artifice
vent,” and the members of the league pledg*
with
“visit
just and exemplar]
themselves to

(it has beet
accepted by the Democratic party), legislalioi
is to be obtained to
regulate the rate of wage:
according to the pleasure of the laborer, wliicl
happens now to be that eight hours of wprl
per day shall sell for as much as ten hours
and ail who oppose the plan are
pointed out a<
objects and victims of popular indbrnation.-

8

on

DAMASK;

FLAHTKKER8,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts.,

Military & Collegiate Institute.
Rail

Portland, Me.

palJ 10 'unalpmenu of nil Unda

Jtoss if- FL'IJJS 1,

GRANITE STATE

On tho Nashua and Concord

sired,

01

KjJ Orders (torn the Country reapectAilly solicited. Job Work done to order.
augOdtl

REED’S FERRY, NEW

3 Ume

o.

oftt“lt=ntlOD
Produce._i*p20dl,r

and

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.

EVER RECEIVED.

ALSO,

Goods!
FurnishingCASTER
and PILOT

J. S C. J. BARBOUR,

LADIES GARMENTS

A. O. OLNEY £

WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

DttlED APPLES, <£c.
A

IRON.

Solo AgonU in Portland for the Celebrated

Rev. S.

AND WHOI.E.IAT.T- dealers in

Butter, Cheese, Kegs, Lord, Beaus.

Stoves,

JIEAVF

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Shoot
Iron, In quantities to auit.

\. i>.

RUBBERS, RUBBEKS !

No.

ED

S3?" He Cuts and superintends his work himseli,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

St.,

WORK,

Plaid

French, Toilet and American Quills!

St.,

Which he manu&ctures to order in the
STYLES, and at FAIR PRICES.

JONES,

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

and

Office and Parlor

Commission Merchants,

Inquire

•

Hear? Black CHak Cloths; Plato
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

OOOLD,

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,
Cassimeres, &e.

THOMAS E. MOSELEY & CO,

H.

We hare this day opened the largest and best
selected assortment of

Cassocks from $9 to $45!
Large Stock Ladies Cloths!

MERCHANT TAILOR!

Full Value

B.

Gray Llnseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thihets, Ac.

Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLOR-

NATHAN

Goods

j

143 Middle St.

131 Middle

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for ha-

All Wool Delaines,

Poplins,

PKODUCE

MAINE,

OF

I EDWAHO GOVE & CO.,

SON,

Street,

PRINCIPAL.

ALSO,

Oct 12—€<xl&w4w

BALMORAL BOOTS,

Bradbury’s

working-men’s

PURCHASING.

141 and

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

otfer of the

PRICES!

LEWIS, ROLLINS 4 BOND,

Soles,

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

Shawls,

also,

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

Cashmere

&

Kxohutlscu

WORKERS

CASSOCKS!

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30!

Call and See Our Stock

great variety of

Patent

Plaid

—AND—

We invite all to

BEFORE

j

them,
upon
appropriated to means of production other than laof
the
to
the
loss
but
to
capitalist,
indeed,
bor,
his own ultimate injury also. When capita
ceases to be profitable in one branch of business it seeks another, and, if there ho.no other at home, it goe3 elsewhere.
If threatened
with unjust legal coercion or popular violence
and both these are implied or expressed in this
eight-hour labor movement, it disappears. Il
i3 very timid and far-sighted, and runs away
its
or hides itself at the approach of danger,
withdrawal is proof that the body politic is
life-blood
of
business, and
sick, ibr it is the
when it goes, enterprise languishes, trade bediminished
is
comes
inactive, production
wealth ceases to accumulate, poverty overtake*
all classes, wages fall, labor becomes degraded
and slavish, and civilization decays. These
as many examples in
history prove, arc the
fatal eifects of unwise and
oppressive laws on
the part of government, or 01
unjust attempts

Garments at

furnish

can

Poplins,

Trimmings.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

Bloch Silks,

Black and Colored Alpaccas,
Saxony Plaids,

BOTTOM PRICES.

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

New Collections of Church Music,

the Re-

FOR

dark-haired men of bilious temcannot be reiused without ill consequences to I
! perament. Look through a raw regiment on
both labor and capital.
its
way to the field, and you will find ftilly one
To prove this, it is only necessary to state
WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOE SALE
half its members to be of the black-haired,
one or two plain and simple
principles that lebilious
late to wages and proiits and their relations to
dark-skinned, large boned,
A LARGE STOCK
type. See
each other. These principles show that the | that same regiment on its return for musterand
-—OF-—
will
find
that
the
out,
black-haired
you
interests of labor and capital are not opposed,
clement has melted away, leaving at least twobut identical, that they are promoted by harthirds, perhaps three fourths of the regimeDt
monious action, and injured by discord, and
to be represented by red, brown and flaxen
that the share of each in the gains of both is
allotted by natural and necessary laws which hair. It is also noticed that men from the
cities, slighter in physique, and apparently at
cannot be resisted by any human contrivance.
the outset uuable to bear fatigue and privaiiie iulc ui
wages is umunmneft Dy compe11
tion, stand a severe campaign much better
tition among capitalists to obtain labor, and
than men from the agricultural districts. A
-AREamong laborers to obtain employment. Labor
thin, pale-looking dry goods clerk will do more
may be regarded as a commodity which one
and
class has to soli and the other wishes to buy.
marching
starving titan many a brawny
Like all other commodities, it is governed by plow-boy who looks muscular enough to take
a
bull
the
tail
and throw him over a staked
by
the natural law of supply and demand. When
AND WE SELL THEM AT THE
laborers are numerous in proportion to the de- and ridered fence.”
mand for them, wages are low; that is to
say,
Smallest Possible
when labor is plenty it is cheap, just as wheat
THU
is cheap when it is plenty. When laborers are
So that all who buy oar goods are sure of
few, and the demand grout, wages are high,
getting
just as a, failure of the wheat crop increases
j
its price. The capitalist who buys labor, like
Mr.
Last Work.
all buyers, tries to get it as cheap as he can.
The working-man who sells labor, tries, like i The Key Sale,—A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Mumo tor Choirs anti Singing Schools, by
all sellers, to get as much for it as he can.—
FOR
THEIR
MONEY l
William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury’s last preThe bargaining between the two is the process vious
work in this department, “The Jubilee,” has
by which the rate of wages is ascertained,just already had a sale ol over 200,000 copies, showing a
We invite all who are visiting Boston to call at our
as tiic market price of everything else is asj popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
certained. It can be fixed by no other means, jcind. The Key XjTote Is complete In all its departand assure them they will never be
Store,
urged to
ments, and is printed on clear, largo type, one part
for there is no tribunal possible with power to
on a staff.
Price, $1.50.
buy.
determine it from day to day, or with knowl- j
Dr. Mason's Last Work.
edge equal to that of the parties. Evidently
ONJC PRICE.
TERMS CASH.
one of the parties is not such a tribunal.—
Asaph ; Or the Choir Hook*—A new collecThe market price, then, thus established by tion of Sacred and Secular M usic for Choirs, singing
Conventions.
Lowell
Schools and
By
Mason, Dr.
free bargaining, is the necessary price. That
ot Music, and William Mason.
The Elements of
it is the just one, also, is to be inferred iroin
Musical Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
another principle.
! i>leasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, &c. The
The market price, which is finally settled by Tune Department contains mostly new music, and
SUMMER STREET,
ovides for every meter; and the Anthem Departcompetition or by the natural operation of the pi
ment is full and attractive. Price $1,50.
law of supply and demand, 13 that at which
(Comer qf Hawley),
the whole of the commodity offered for sale
Mr. Roots Last Work.
will absorb the whole of the fund applicable to
IB O S T O 3ST
The Diapason*—A Collection of Church Music,
its purchase.
Increase the commodity, the ; to which are
nrafixpd a new ami comprehensive view
Oct 23 -eod3mos
fund remaining the same, the price will fall. ! of Mush* and its Notation; Exercises lor coding
Increase the fund, the commodity remaining ; Music, and Vocal Training;'Son m. Part Songs,
&c. For Choirs, Singing Schools, Conventhe same, the price will rise. This is a univer- j! Bounds,
tions, &c. By George F. ItooT. Price, $1,50.
sal law, and rules alike the market for labor
■Manufacturer and Dealer In
The New Book for this Season.
and ibr coal, or com, or sold. The rate of wages will be that at which the whole of the i1 The Praise of Zion*—A Collection of Music
funds applicable to the purpose will be absorb- for Singing Schools, Ch irs and Musical Conventions;
of, I. A System oi Musical Notation. II.
ed in paying for the whole of the labor. If
by consisting
A variety of Exercises and does for Singing S hools.
low wages a part only of this fund be used, | III.
An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
No. Ill Federal
the remainder seeking similar employment
j large assortment of Sentences, Anthema, and Chants,
will cause competition among capitalists and j By Solon Wilder and Frederic S. Davenport.
PORTLAND, ME.
The publishers invite attention to this new book, !
raise the rate. If wages are too high, the fund |
with great confidence that it will prove very attract i
would be exhausted before the amount of la- ; ive and
useful to Sinking Sc tools, Choirs ana Conveiv I
!
bor is, and some of the laborers would either
tiohs. The authors have had at their command many 1
CUSTOM
new compositions by the most popular and dlstinremain unemployed or soon reduce the rate
finished composers, foreign aud American. A feaFor Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
by competition among themselves.
tuiv oi this work is the
of a number of
1 stock to be found in the
'The proportion therefore,between the num- I; hitherto uni>ublished presentation
^metropolitan n-n.-l foreign
compositions ot ChaRLeS
ber of laborers and the fund for their employ- i Zeuner, as well as some by Novelli and Neu- markets, made to order, and warranted to give ennow first published from their manuscripts
KOMM,
j
tire
satisfaction.
ment determines the rate of wages.
This
in addition to the rich contributions of living Aufund is the active capital of the country not !j fiors. The contents of the
Praise of Zion are char
-All First Class Boots Made
means
ibr
other
of
required
production, as, i aefterized by ftoshne*s, variety and practicability,
TVlth Fair StltoD.
for example, machinery. Therefore the rate ; and the publishers confidently predict lor it a very
le popularity and use. Price, $1.50.
of wages can be raised in two ways only: by wiMASON
None but the best workmen employed, and the
BROTHERS are also W Ushers of the
the increase of this fund or by the decrease
New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,60.—
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, reof the number of laborer?. It thus appears The Jubilee, by Wfilial* B. Bradbury, $1,50. The gardless of expense.
Sabbath Bell, by Geoige F. Boot, $1.50. The Shawm,
that by the normal, unfettered action of the
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
Boot and Hastings, $1,50.
Weis's
natural laws of industry, the capitalist and |! by Bradbury,
in manufacturing custom work in this
Church Music (lor the Episcopal Sendee J by Charles
city, has
the laborer are alike benefited. Should the
| Weis, $3,00: and also of many other Music Books in charge of the inmufacturing departmoDt.
capitalist be able to reduce wages below the ail departments. Copies by mail post paid at the
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishMASON i;ItOTflUikS,
natural standard, a portion of his capital would |ir ces.
ocH TliiSSw&irtvr
OfGBioadway, New York. ment, and all work ready for delivery when promremain unemployed to his I033. Should the
ised.
laborer succeed in raising wages above the rate
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
at which the law of supply and demand would
Sopt l£-»dtf
he would encroach
funds
fix
|*T,-

before

cent Advance!
And

had, consisting of

Merinos,

and

I shall also continue to execute IIAIR WORK,
all its branches, at the same place—27 Froe St.
OCtl7—dtf
II. K. VABNtil.

Empress Cloths,

—FROM—

STYLES,
York

"Manufacture,’’

own

French

And

in

now offering the choioost and moat exten\\7"E.are
M ▼ sive stock we
over

NOYES

(boking,

VABNET,

21 Free Street.

I

CONGRESS STREET.

Paris

E.

Millinery

have

N.

FURNACES, RANGES,

CHEERFULLY recommend to my former patron?,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Co., as in every
way prepared to furnish the Latest and Most E leyant
Styles

C. Ii.

Business Coats,

A.

PORTLAND

HUTCHINS <£• CO.,

H.

Dry Goods
-AT-

FOR

so

The destruction of war has
caused an enormous demand for
every commodity produced by skill and toil, vast fields of
enterprise and boundless sources of wealth
stimulate! adventure to unwonted boldness,
business thrives, prices are high, all pursuits
prosperous.

MBS.

/„

Business Cards.

Manutaciurera of and DaaJcr* In

Sacks,

movement as now,

laboring classes

Fall and Winter.

$ti

Miscellaneous.
No. 35

Successors to

wo ora

■

*^1 5jU

LARGE STOCK!

Ierm,

Goods^

Fancy

MILLINERY!

Fall and Winter

Coats,

Constantly Making Additions

and

JDry

NOW

FINE STOCK OF

A

1865.__

Dry and Fancy Goods.

OPEXING

Large and Well Selected Stock

j

MORNING, NOVEMBER 2,

THURSDAY

*_PORTLAND,

ORIGINAL AND 8ELEOTED.

DAILY PRESS,

The

Thursday Morning,
----»

The

daily

—'

——

■

Nov. 2, 1865.

of tkt Press is larger than the com.
%ied circulation of all the other dailies in the city.
issue

Terms —98,00 per year in advance.

The Democrats will still have the
nouncing, slandering, and

Reading Matter on all Four Pages.

h„aest party and

Do the Democrats favor Usurpation?

right

of de-

misrepresenting

upright public

men.

—

an

[Trib-

une.

For four or five years, during the prevalence
of our great civil war, we never ceased to hear
from the Democratic journals dolorous com-

If

-1-Sf

Congress,

says a Jersey Copperhead,
“can say that a negro shall vote in
Virginia,
they can say that a Democrat shall not vote in
New Jersey.
This comparing the negro to a
Democrat is one of the most
acts of in-

plaints about usurpation, and the tendency
of the times to Executive despotism. Any
manifestation of a disposition on the part of
the President to influence the action of Con-

flagrant
justice ever perpetrated upon a long-3ufl'ering
and down-trodden
race.—[Tribune.
EtSfGen. John Cochrane, who was recently
claimed by the copperheads, is annouuced to
speak at Union meetings in New York in com-

the means

legitimate
used, or any apparent forestalling of the action
ot Congress by the Executive, was sure to
wake up all the party watch-dogs, and concentrate their voices in one general howl. Who
lias forgotten the manner in which the President was assailed for suspending the privilege
gress, no matter how

It says

Utter refusal to pardon a single Black loyalist
for the crime of being Black.”
{S^'Thi* election Is to decide the sovereignty of New Jersey. If the Republicans carry
Thu3
the State there will ho no rights left.”
saith a Jersey Copperhead; but he is mistaken.

■ ■ ——-

■

is Eharp.

“What most men mead to-day by Hhe President’s plan of reoonstftntioa’ is the pardon of
the
every Rebel ftw the crihie of Rebellion, and

PORTLAND.
~——•"

Iniiepe»d-‘ni

:

pany with Daniel S. Dickinson.
C3T* Gen. John A. Logan, Gen. Joseph
Hooker, and Gen. KilpatrieK are all stumping

for the Unien ticket in N w Jersey.
The canvass waxes warm in New York.
The issues are distinctly made and every inch
of ground is being hotly contested. The Tribune says that all those politicians who wished

of the habeas corpus, even when the life of
the nation was threatened by traitors in arms,
and prompt action alone could save it? Who
has forgotten the charges of Executive usurpa- New England kicked out of the Union in the
tion, and the allegations that the president hope of thereby coaxing the slaveholders to
stay in, are to-day clamorous for the triumph
was doing acts that
Congress alone had pow- of
the Slocum ticket.
er to perform ?
Horatio Seymour, who wished the
But all this is now changed, and simply beUnion preserved by having our State adopt the
because the so-called Democrats would feign
Montgomery Constitution and thus make Jeff.
lieve that the Executive is less radical than
Davis our President, D stumping for the ticket
to
make
the
less
and has
disposition

Congress,

of the ^elf-styled

Democracy.—[Tribune.
65?~The New York World denies that it was
ple security against
ever a Republican
paper; says that for two
Toe Democratic papers now do not hesitate
years it was published as a religious daily, exto invoke usurpation, and to call upon the
pressly disdaining any affiliation with either
President to interfere with the other depart- party, and although then controlled by gentments of the Government, which are made as
lemen who are now acting with the Republican
independent of him by the Constitution, as he 1 can party, it was faithful to the pledge given
to its original subscribers and stockholders
of
i3 independent in the exercise of his functions,
of them. We give an example.
independence of potitical parties. It failed as
In the Advertiser yesterday we find a brief a religious dafly, was bought by its present editor, avowed its faith in Democratic principles,
editorial article from which we quote:
and has since advocated those principles. We
“We are glad to learn from our
that the
way of treason

a

hard one,

or

to demand am-

future rebellion.

—

exchanges

have the impressioiT that Mr. Marble before
avowing his Democratic principles, tried to
raise the means among Republicans, to make it

President Lias no cjunicnauoc for the ilicUouists who

thinking about getting Mr. McPherson, the Clerk
ol tho House of Representatives, to bar the door
Southern Congressmen, vftio are coming there
against
with properly accredited r nr Utica ton of election. The
are

a

President is anxious to have the House organized at
once, ia order to go on as rapiiiy as possible with the
great work he lias on han i—the work of reconstruction.”
Here we have it very distinctly asserted,
that the President is disposed to interfere with

ESfMr. James Wilkensonof Chelsea, Eng.,
burnt a quarter of a pound of phosphorus and
nitrate of potash (cost only 4d.) in a garden at
night, which made a strong light, seen two
miles, and lasting six minutes,
out the

House,—its organization and membership,
_that the work of reconstruction is his work,
on his hands, and more than this, the spirit ot
the

fire engines.

legislative department of the
Government. The whole thing is an insult to
the President, who knows as well as any other
man; that he has no right to exercise such interference, and that the whole work of reconstruction is a work for Congress and not for
We have made the above
the Executive.
of the

quotation only

to show the present animus

of the party which claims such superior reverIt is painfully apence for the Constitution.

regain lost power, the
present Democratic party are ready to break
down all the barriers of freedom, to bridge
parent that,

over

bringing

A

photograph of the scene illuminated was taken,
equalling any picture
on a
bright day.”
Old stories of the war are constantly
coming to light. It is stated that when Gen.
Bragg was in command at Augusta, Ga., last
winter, Jeff Davis telegraphed to him “to hold
the state at all hazards, stop up the roads, destroy the supplie and crush Sherman.” At
the close of the dispatch the rebel president inquired, “What is your available force for this
Gen. Bragg promptly
purpose ?
replied,
“Five proclamations and one brigade.”
6S?~ Work upon the Chicago lake tunnel is
to be carried on through the winter, and
provisions, coal and st ,ves have been carried out

the article shows that the writer would have,
the President thus usurp the powers and pre-

rogatives

Republican journal.

in order to

in tuns to warm and comfort the laborers in the
cool depths. About thirty-five men will winter
in the crib.
A young and pretty woman has just been

the constitution whenever it suits their

convenience, and to play the despot whenever arrested in Parkersburg, Va., for bigamy and
Within three months she has been
they can find a tool base enough to do the ty- swindling.
married to four military officers, each of whom
rant’s work. Their spirit is that of the southshe has robbed and deserted soon after the wedern rebels, with whom they would have joined
ding ceremonies were performed.
a3
did
hearts
bauds openly,
they
secretly, had
sSS* At the goiden wedding of Ex-Got. Hall
they dared to do so, or had they bean inspired and wife of Sandisfiehl, Mass., the occasion was
with sufficient confidence in success.
made peculiarly and singularly pleasant
by the
The President knows them,root and branch; presence of the two bridemaids of Mrs.
Hall,
and no doubt, with all his outward blandneas atthe original wedding, one now a Mrs. Brown
of
and
the
other
Pittsfield,
and suavity toward them, feels a perfect conliving in Central
New York.
fcy A miser

tempt for their wicked schemes and shameless
He knows, and they should
machinations.
know, that the House has full control of the
qualifications of its own members, and that the

denzdorf,

reconstruction, like the work of making war and of concluding peace—which latter work it really is—is one delegated to Colgress alone.

aged 81 has just died at GauVienna, having left the whole
of nearly 2,000,000 francs hy will to

near

pray personally for the soul of the donor.

A New Kink in tho Hebei Coil.

The rebels do not find it perfectly plain
work to unwind their treasonable coil and restore themselves to their former normal relations to and in the Union.
They have seemed to think, and so have their triends at the
North, that they had only to will to return,
and no obstacle would be found in their way;
that no conditions were to be imposed, no disabilities to be inflicted upon leaders or others,
and that they would come back, all armed and
equipped to rule “the Union a3 it was” under
“the constitution as it is.” But they arc likely to find a Union without a slave, and a constitution that will forever prohibit holding
one.

In Georgia
snag has been found. The
coil a3 it unwinds has been perforated as efa new

fectually as was the Atlantic cable by the
struggling piece of wire which put an end to

1

ty The trial of Mrs. Grinder, the Pittsburg
poisoner, is now progressing in the Alleghany
county Court. The whole of Monday was occupied in empannelliug a jury. Thl*trial is
oausing great excitement in Pittsburg, and the
court room is continually thronged with citizens anxious to hear the evidence of the witnesses, as well as to get a glimpse at the countenance of the murderess, who sits with unveiled face beside her counsel.
[jyThe first class hotels in Boston have
raised their prices to S4^0 per day.
65?f“The wealth of Philadelphia according
to the last census was in 1860 §394,144,468.
tif Certain tribes of Indians have contracted with a firm in Kansas for 1200 plows.

!&y Oysters are selling in Richmond at one
dollar per gallon.
fcSF“ rhe New Bedford Mercury suggests that
the people of Boston ought to petition the Governor to give State Constable
King the title of

Provo-King.
8^“The fearful steamboat explosion in New
its insulation and its operations.
The convention to’reconstruct” that State, York, by which several lives were lost, is attribunlike that of North Carolina, has declined to uted to the use of an inferior quality of iron in
the boilers, used to save expense !
show disrespect for the rebel debt, and Provisfc^/^Gen. Sir William Fenwick Williams,
has
ional Gov. Johnson
communicated with
the “hero of Kars,” has boon appointed Lieut.
Washington ,upon the subject. The result is
Gov. of Nova Scotia, ad interim. Gen. Wilthe forwarding to him under date of Oct. 23th,
liams is a native of that province.
of the following dispatch:
President Johnson’s family are on a visit
“Y our several telegraphs "nave been received. The
to New York.
President of the United States cannot recognize the
oi any State ai having resumed tho relations
oi loyalty to the Union that admits as legal, obligations contracted or debts created in their name, to
promote tho war of tho rebellion.
William H. Sewabd.”

people

This is a settler on that point. Col.
Forney,
who in such matters may be regarded as the
Executive shadow, says there is another condition to be

exacted,

and that is the ratifica-

tion of the abolition constitutional amend-

StJP"A great deal of damage was done at
Key West by the late gale. It is estimated at

$150,000.
Montgomery Blair may be a rose in the
Democratic boquet, but certainly not a rose
without

thorn. In his recent speech at Auburn, New York, accordiug to the report in
t^e World, he “proceeded to scathe Buchanan”
for his supineness at the outbreak of the rebellion, and also for his part in the
a

Lecompton

ment.

President Johnson is understood to say, business. On some points Mr. Blair’s memory
is muoli too long and his discretion too limited
therefore, in the light of Mr. Seward’s disfor the comfort of his new associates.
that
the
of
the
rebel
State
patch,
repudiation
£jr"Some people say saleratus will Rot harm
debts is, so far as he is concerned, a sine qua
the stomach. ItisaZey.
non in restoring any State to its
proper practiSixteen ocean steamers sailed from New
cal relations to the Union. In short he makes
York in one day last week.
this repudiation a condition, and one as to
Pierre Soule is amoug the recent recipwhich the returning States are to exercise no ients of
mercy.
discretion whatever.
Lieutenant-General Grant has rented
Up to this mark in the
conduct of their own local affairs
they must the residence formerly occupied by John C.
corns, or he will have nothing to do with them.
Breckinridge, adjoining the property of the
North Carolina had a hint of this and acted late Stephen A. Douglas, and has not purchased
accordingly; Georgia needed something more the latter, as stated in some of the papers.
than a hint, and received the plainest
£l^”The severe illnes* which afflicted Wirz
possible
explanation of the-truth; how South Carolina injthe middle of his trial at Washington, is
and Mississippi will be effected, and whether perhaps explained by the reminiscence that he
they will not find that they have some work was pardoned out of a Swiss house of correction when only one fourth of his term had exto be done over again, it is yet too early to
say:
pired, on account of apparently dangerous sickAlabama bad already taken the course advised
ness.
and as for the few remaining States, they will
ilfThe New York Timts say3 good coal is
probably be warned in time.
delivered in Elizabeth, N. J., for §8 a ton.
On-this subject, and in view of the facts
ty^Gen. Slocum has written a jaunty letter
here brought to view, the Boston Advertiser *®P ying to the
cotton speculation charges, and
well says:
c.osing with the
testimonial of rcNow this method of
annexing conditions to the retorn of a slate to its place in the Union is not at all
the entertainment which our
Democratic friends had
1 to themselves. In lee 1 Mr. Johnson is to
SBCUred from them in advanMg^tulatcd,l.r-lla.vin8
“ applied p.cdgci of
eunnorl

admiration and

,-lr

Ms “plan” might include.
OToSSLfilwhate™They
plaSi ani at,tb0 ™bel States should resume thefr
Fates mnit£i lucLt'ons,f‘,kedi that all that
eeinstrSrt rtbms” 1,t™’1?uld n® P™9u“cd that
and that in all

re-

d? wrong,
tocal1fca£cr
altairs there should
no

dictatmnm*®
e8I,8c|ally
Sf,

be no “outside
was it a
art of
the Democratic ideaiion’
“£ “tote present iug Itself at
Washington with a
to vote on the
ready
Democratic side
I}
n“J
Capitol doors wide
open.
But instead of this simnle
restoration of
the old Democratic alliance
Mr. Johnson
himself, without waiting ;or
lay'ng down
a condition of recognition.
If
88 truly
“dictati in” as anything that
on behall of negro suffrage, wo will
Proposed
“antt
to
the distinction.

should®i

?,a,r
[

following

Weed
,Mc88,,sro\e the

and

He
:
republican coach until it
came to a dangerous
road, when he slipped off,
giving the re,ns to Mr. Greeley. Now it is
about entering on a good road
again; he has
very adroitly slipped hack into his old
place,
knocking Greeley s hat over his eyes, s,latchhim."
reins
from
the
ing
(e

]

ITEMS OP STATE NEWS.

S®“The Augusta correspondent of the Star
writes : “Governor Cony has appointed Thursday, Dec. 7th, for Thanksgiving Day in this
State, instead of Nov. 23d, as many papers have
had it." T iis intimation that “many papers”
mistaken is hardly fair. It was the Auof the Star who first misgusta correspondent
led them. And we will wager a fat turkey
that, bnt for the President’s proclamation, the
were

23d would have been the

day;

that that

fixed upon. It is said that the 30th

was

day was

daily paper.
til*’A correspondent

at Biddeford writes us
that the extensive oil clotli manufactory in that
city, of Messrs. A. Folsom & Son, was destroyed by fire yesterday morning, Nov. 1.
The
loss is large—estimated at $75,000 or $80,000, on
which there was insurance for only about
000. Incendiarism is suspected.

$12,-

<L ir At West Minot,during the Cattle Show,
on
Wednesday of last week, some fellows went
to a stable and selecting a horse and buggy,
made off with them. The wagon belonged to
Mr. Oliver of Oxford and the horse to an Oxford man. No trace of the robbers has been

discovered.—[Journal.
E3?” The

Lewistcn

Journal learns that
yesterday morning, Nov. 1, Mr. Edwards, baggage master on the Grand Trunk at Yarmouth
Junction, was found dead, hanging suspended
by one arm over the railroad bridge,' his head
horribly mutilated. It is supposed that in attempting to get off a car in motion, he made a
misstep, and fell under the train. Ho was usually a very careful man. He leaves a family.

B3?“The communication about the New Haven

catechism is old.

We read it or its like

long years ago.
6ff“Three weeks successively the meeting
in Bangor in favor of and to aid the E. & N. A.
Railway has been postponed. We hope there
is no screw loose in the enterprise.
Will the

Whig inform us how the 8500,000 subscription
gets along. We are anxious up this way to see
that enterprise put through.
E3?“The statue of Major General Hiram G.
Berry, who fell at Chancellorsville,1 was inaugurated at Rockland, by the Masonic fraternity, yesterday.

Rev. N. Butler of Camden, delivered an appropriate address on the occasion.
E3P"Mayor Frye of Lewiston, has a commu-

nication in the Journal of that city, informing
the people of the reasons why their demands
for a new Grammar School House and for a
steam fire

engine

not heeded.
He says
that for three months the Common Council
has not had a quorum present but once, and be
can’t get them together to pass the proper orders.
are

He calls upon the people to coerce their servants to the discharge of their duty.
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.
—Mr. Grau and twelve principal artists of
the Italian opera arrived from Liverpool in the
City of New York.
—Madame Ponisi is
ment in Richmond.
—Morris Brothers’

playing
troqpe

star

a

are

engage-

singing

in

Springfield, Mass.
—Jules Janin, the celebrated French author
and critic, frilly indorses the merit of the English comedian, Charles Mathews, whose personification in a French dress of “Used Up,’-

(L’homme blase,) has excited great admiration
in Paris, Mathews’ French being as idiomatic
as

his

English.

Janin pronounces him to be

a

Greeley

ET The release of John Mitchell was grantod in response to the request of the
Feenian

congress, in session in New York.
ty Irish and Mexican bonds are in the
market for sale, pledging the faiths of these two
republics I

tertaining repeated invitations

to visit this

concert tour, in company with the
violinist Joachim, has finally declined, not
wishing to be separated from her six children.
—The Bateman troupe have returned from
their tour, aud are again giving concerts in
New York.
—It is said that Listz is composing another
oratorio called “Saint Stephen,” which is destined to be performed at the coronation of the
Emperor of Austria as King of Hungary, if
on

LIGHTHILL,

OCULIST AND

AURIST.

make his next professional visit, on MONDAY,
Nov. Gth, to remain until SATUKDW
NOON, Nov.
11th. during which time he can be consulted at the
UNITED STATES HOTEL,

DEAFNESS, CAthe EAE, NOISE in

on

TAEBH, DISCHABGE from

HEAD, and all the varied diseases of the EYE,
EAE, THEOAT, and NOSE.
All operations in OphCuiimic Surgery successfully
performed.
Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.

a

that event ever takes place.
—Mr. George Vandenhpff has returned from
Europe, and is engaged to give readings at

Montreal, Toronto, and other cities and towns
in Canada West and East, all through November. He will return to New York in December.
—The members of the Musical Protective
Union in New York have resolved to demand
eight dollars apiece for playing at concerts and
halls, and two dollars extra for each necessary
rehearsal. The consequence of this advance
has already been to cause five concert
givers at
Irving Hall to determine to dispense with the
services of an orchestra altogether thi3 season.

Brougham makes his first appearNew York this week in his own comedy of “Playing with Fire.”
—While performing the second act of the
at

“Child of the Sun,” at Astley’s Theatre, London, on the 11th, Adah Isaacs Menken, riding

dummy horse, fell through an opening in
the stage, aud though she received but little injury, a scene shifter, upon whom she fell, wa3
on a

much hurt. Miss Menken resumed her
part
after a short delay.
—Madame Faure Lefebvre, the prima
donna,
intends leaving the lyric for the
spoken drama.
The story that Duprez, the tenor, is to
sing
in his own opera, “Joan of
Arc,” in Paris, is
contradicted.

The Augusta correspondent of the

Whig,

says the following appointments have been
made by the Governor, and commissions issued
at the

Adjutant General’s office, viz:
11th infantry.

Surgeon Bichard L. Cook, Augusta,
surgeon, vice Blunt, time expired.
Qr.-Mr. H. H. Andrews, Ntwburg, Capt. Co.
A, vice Rolfe, time expired.
2d Lt. Philip H. Andrews, K, Bobbinston,
Qr.-Mr. vice Andrews promoted.
2d Lt. George Payne, Plymouth, Lt. G. vice

Gbeene, Editor of the Boston Post,
Boston, 12th June, 1864.

From C. C.

Des. LiOHTinLL—GentlemenHaving been under your treatment for the past six months lor Chronic Catarrh, I take pleasure In saying in gratitude for

Sergt. Major H. A. Manley, Skowhegau, 2d
Lt. E. vice Lamson promoted.
Com. Sergt. Samuel Frye, Fryeburg, 2d Lt.
B, vice Frost promoted.
Sergt Geo. P. BlaisedeU, Bangor, 2d Lt. K,
vies Andrews promoted.
Sorgt. J. H. Estes, F, Monre, 2d Lt. C, vice

Williams,

time

expired.

12th infantry.

2d Lt. Sylvester F. Jordan, Lisbon, Lt. E
vice Harriman resigned.
Sergt E. W. Oake3, Auburn, 2d Lt E, vice
Jordan promoted.
18th infantby.
2d Lt. S. N. Martin, Lubec, 1st Lt, A.
Sergt James E. Knight, Pembroke, 2J Lt A,
vice Martin promoted.
The Saunders Abduction Case—The

belief that I

practice, as

to

cured; at any rate, the symptoms
have disappeared, I trust not to re-

am

of the disease

wsll

as

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
A 09 al 71 Ernst Wafer Si.,
N SI >7.
VTV K I E ,“*'W I

Bay for Eastern account Grain, Floor, Berk
i'oRK, Laed, Hans, Butter, Seeds, etc.
rae
wnowing choice brands ol Flour on hand >—
Bertshy’s Best.
N. Warren,
cabinet,
Eagle,

F. F. PRIEST.

Champion,

t^Reiuciubcr Dr.
Xov.Gth until

from

rif2^ir
Ub & al rates.

Only.
Oct 30—d&wtd

Opening of

BONNETS,

Complaints, Dyspepsia,

dice, Costiveness, Headache, $c.,
GENERAL

No. 80 Middle

EDlrOE

THE

OE

THE

Boston, Jan. 1.1865.
BOSTON JOURNAL.

Dear Sir:—A desire to
afflicted induces

those similarly
the following statement.

For many years I have been troubled with
discharges
from my nose, which afterwards tegan to
or

drop
0020 into my throat, causing me to hawk and
spit almost constantly, more especially in the morning.
Soon my head began to be affected more severely;
pain in head and over my eyes. My breath became
feted, and knowing what the result must be to oonsantly inhale a feted breath, made me seriously consider my condition. My friends and even some Physicians told me that my difficulty was
Catarrh, and
consequently an incurable one. But when I asked
them the reason why it (Catarrh) could not be cured,
their reasons were so unsatisfactory that I resolved
to consult Dr. Ughthill, ot whose suill In the treatment ol this

disease I had

so

often heard.

The very examination made by him inspired me
with confidence, and I at once resolved to place myself under his treatment, which resulted In a perfect

My general health,

which was
badly affected
disease, began to improve, and I am now as
well as though 1 never wa3 afflicted. The treatment
is rand, painless, and perfectly harmless. To those
similarly afflicted I would advise to call on Dr. Dightldll, and they will find In him all they desire.
Respectfully, &c.,
CHAS. SMEAD, Hancock House.

cure.

by

Street,

E. S.

benefit

to make

me

this

GALLLERY,
Portland,

....

Brethren Editort .-—Will you permit me to
make a statement in your valuable paper, lbr the
benefit of your readers who may be afflioted with ca-

iy Card Photographs at Three Dollars
DOZEN,—the BEST in the City.

PER

maySSsndfim

Rare

gradually grew worse, producing cough and
hoarseness, destroying the sense ol smell, and breaxing down my general health to such a degree as to compel me to resign my pastorate and suspend public
I made diligent use of the usual remedies, such os
snuff ol divers kinds, nltra e of silver, tar-water,
olive tar and inhalations, but without any very
salutary effects. Last summer while journeying in
the country for my health, X heard ol Dr. Iiighthill’s
successful mode of treating catarrh, in Providence,
R. I. I visited him, and put myself under his treatment.
1 began immediately to improve, and thiB

Lewiston,

Oct 2*—8N <11 w*

the present time. My
catarrh has gradually melted away, my cough has
disappeared, my voice has become natural, and I am
to

preach the blessed Gospel.

able to

once xnoro

on

The

LighthhTs is that he cleanses the
with a healing solution, applied
by a curiously constructed syringe, in the passage
peculiarity

of Dr.

leading from the roof of the month to the
a

or

serious-difficulty

Let

few efforts

and

ter

me

in this

mode of

Af-

pain
application.

P. R. RUSSELL.

Cares of
From the Rev.

Dettfaess*

Address

20

discharge in an ear, which has been
very offensive of late, and, as far back as I can remember, always more or less so ; and having been
'entirely restored to hearing since under your care,
I feel that 1 cannot withhold this acknowledgment
from any use it may be to others, especially as I have
applied in vain to my family physician and other
physicians of reputation. Yours truly,
of

From jAaiE8 Cruikshank, L. L. D„ Editor of the
New York leather, Albany, N. Y.

certify that, having been afflicted, during the year 1806, with severe and almost total deaf
nes3, and having tried the ordinary medical and surgi;al aid, under the care of those esteemed as eminent practitioners, 1 was induced at last to put myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill. His treatment
This may

brief

and successful.

ed, and the

1

was

completely restor-

apparently permanent. I have
all confidence in Dr. LighthilTs skill and integrity in
the diseases he makes specialities.
cure

is

JAMES CRUIKSHANK, L. L. D.

Albany, Oct. 1,

1862.

From statements made by Mr. Clark, of South
Berwiok Junction, I was induced to call on Dr.
Lighthill, No. 10 Bedford street, and now choer-

fully record that after being under his gentle but efficient treatmen: only a short time, I could hear as
well 03 ever with my right ear, which I have not been
able to heir my watch tick through lor six months.
j. H. BURLEIGH

Prepared only by

La WHENCE, Mass., Jan. 27,1865.
Iighthill—Dear Sir; On the first day of
June, 1863, I came to your office so deal that I could
Dr.

W.

Me.

by

00.,

difficulty hear anything at all, but after remain-

ed

general health

was not affected,In act I
followed
business without any interruption.
Yours respectfully,

Discharge

from

e

loudest conversation, when directly addressed
tojroe.
I had consulted many physicians and

aurists,

no

relief.

friends, (who, by their
LighthUl’s success
ties;) X gave him

a

but

Acting under the advice of
own
experience, know of Dr.

the treatment of such difficultrial, which resulted in the comin

plete restoration of my hearing. The discharge from
my ear entirely ceased, without detriment to my
health.

The

care

performed upon me four
months ago, during which time my
hearing not only

hill,

refunded.
TEBfiETTS BROTHERS,

or money

Proprietors, Manchester, N. II.
W. W. Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by
Druggists everywhere.
maylleod6m*
Stock List*
Sales at toe Brokers Board, Nov
American Gold.
United States Coupons,..
U. S. Coupon Sixes, t£81,...
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series.
United States Five-twenties, 1st issue.

the surprise of my friends and myself In

145$

liCj
106*

97;

97$
102J
small.101$

In tliis city, Oct, 31, by Rov E C Bolles, Freeman S
Clark and Miss Mery H, daughter «T James Simonton, Esq, all ol Portland.
In this city, by Rev Mr Bray, Dexter Whitmore, of
'Bowdoinlisun, and Misr. Lizzie Sliea, or Lisbon.
In Hallowell, Oct 13, Joshua Cunningham and
Augusta K Dingioy; 11th, Geo H Hubbard and Lizzie E Decker.
In Bingham, Sept 18, L G Wilson and Florence
Baker*

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturer^* prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tf

MRS.

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED NURSE anil Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Philadelphia

FSSJSl

preseer,

*?

|

for

Concord, Kennedy, do
pZMraLr‘rvP^r^nonth5
Fred W arren, do lor Beliaat; hiawaPorJand,
d° tor Ke* ^urypart, (and all tailed

^xtW^’

8h,P Eastern

Star, Given, from

Henry buck,

^ David Nichols, Geary.
1m1 loss
^ hVUtforetopmast
and foremast
Murray, Bar bailees;
\firshail ®Coombs,
I>n
^ttIe Ka!?n{
Philadelphia; Sea Breeze,

wL
Caruenae,

*

f
(with

™

or

Lord» Rondout: sobs Ida,
Python, Candage, and Alcora,

^Jj****6**^**

Foster

*118*’ ^ ®
phta
Cld 1st, brigs Wm
***

D

Kennedy, Geyer, Philadel-

Mason, Small, New York; OmaTrenton, Atherton, PortHamnibal,
lb*gcrs, Bangor; Lizzie, Ealon,
ll5n£»
Harrington;
Morea, Kellar, Thomaston.
schs

FOREIGN PORTS.
Loghorn Oct 11, ship Molooka, Nichols, from
Staples, ar 10th, for New York.
Ar at Queenstown Oct 11, b.qrqne
City of Baii"or
Aylman, (late Edgerly, who died on the lassacei Irum
Basaeln.
At Port
Spain Sopt 21, ships Lion, Cooper, for London; Marmlon, (Br, late C D Merwiu) Rogers, do.
Ar at Havana Oct 20, steamer Tonawauda, Berry,
Boston, (to return 26th.)
Ar at Havana Oct 2i), barque
Gertrude, Creech, ftn
Boston; Norton Stover, Stover, Portland.
Sid 2titli, brig Prairie ltoso. Doughty, Baltimore.
Ar

at Matanzas Oct 17, barque Evelvn. Ilowdoi
Bangor; 19tb, brig Rio Grande, Lawrence, Bortlaml.
Sid Oct 18, brig Orison Adams, Ran loll' Baltimore;
19th, O C Clary, Bryant, Philadelphia.
Ar at St John NB Oct 27, sch Emerald, Spicer, ftn

Portland.
CM 27th. ships Enterprise, Grant, Liverpool; 28th,
Jos Clark, Sherman, Liveipool.

[Additional per City of Boston.)
Old at Liverpool 17th, Welkin, Blanchard, for City
Point, Va; Culloden, Hutchinson, Portland.
Ent lor ldg 16th, Freedom, Bradley, lor N Orleans;
Glad Tidings, Thompson, for New York.
Ar at London
14th, Anna Camp, Drummond, from
Rimouskl; 17th, St Albans, Pike, St John NB.
Ar at Gravesend 18th, Hudson, Potter, Bassein.
Oft South Foreland 16th, Pocahontas, Graves, from
Callao lor Hamburg.
Ar at Portsmouth 17th, Investigator, Carver, from
Shields for New York.
Sid fm Falmouth 14th, Crescent
City, Elwv.ll, (from
Rangoon) for London.
Sid ftn Shields 15th, Sami Tarbox, Tarbox, for New
York.
Ar at Deal 17th, Fanny Buck, from Callao lor Rotterdam.
Ski ftn Queenstown 17th, P G Blanchard, York, for
London.
Ar at do 13tli, Hellespont, Bu.nh&m, Callao; Martha, Patten, St John NB.
Sid ftn Sydney NSW Aug

Shanghai.

10,"

Buena

ber. Singai»ore.
Sid ftn Calcutta

bourne.
Callao.

Sept 5, Kearsarge, Balch,

for Mel-

Valencia Oct 12, Sliakspeare, Packard, from

CHILDREN

*

TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening ho gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give
selves, and

rest to

your-

Relief and Health to yocr Infants.
We have pufeup and sold this article tor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it
what we have never been able to
say of any other
medicine—Never has it failed m a single instance to
eject a care, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,

and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from
and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is ad-

pain

ministered.
Full directions for using will accompany ouch botNone genuine unless the fac-simile Of (JURTIS
tlle
& PERKINS. New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.

june3snd&w6m

Relatives and friends arc invited to attend.
In Brklgfon, Aug 10, of diptheria, Wilson, ehlest
son of Ed .fund and Almira Dearborn, aged 18 years
7 months 19 days.
In Auburn, Oct 21, Isaac S Drake, aged 19 years.

Vegetable Sicilian Hair H©newer has proved itself to be the most
perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, aud contains no injurious properties whatever.
WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

INAL COLOR.

FROM

Ar at Elsinore 12th
lor London.

Kellev, Walker,

Julia

from

ult, Andaman, Otis, Cronstadt

SPOKEN.

Aug 15. lat 54 27 S, Ion 59 50 W, ship Cliatsworth,
Camp: ell, from Callao for Spain. Captain sick.
Oct 23, off Carysfort Reef, was seen a ship bailing
from Bath, supposed the Sorrento, from New York

Mobile.
OOt 23, off Tortugas, S by W 39 miles, ship Clara
Ann, of Bath, from Boston for Apalachicola.
for

It is

a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or

young, should fail to

gy
take

Ask for

no

use

it.

USED BY THE

MARINE NEWS
PORT

ll&ll’s bicilian Hair Rellcwor, and

Phillips If

Co

Wholesale

SEELE’S

HAIR

I/TFE I

A Magical Preparation
-FOR-

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

DRESSING

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY--

CHARLES

CUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE of MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

ITCH I ITCH I ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch!
AVlicaton’s
Ointment
Will Core the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs*
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
For
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents.
sale by all druggis.s.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington SL, Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of posLage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct

25,1865.— S N d&wlyr
A Fa«t Worth Knowing,

That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

EF* A Physiological View of Marriages
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and EngravingB of the Anatomy of’ the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and. successful mode

cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
ti uthfiil adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
Dr: LA CR013C, No. 31 Maiden Ltoel
by
^
Albany, N. Y.
^
The author may be consulted upon any of the disnis
book
eases upon wfclch
treats either personally or
by mail, andThedlciae sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—0 x d*w«m

addressing

Steamer
Steamer

Agents.

auglkhmd&wfim

PORTLAND.

Wednesday, November 1.

R. P. HALL A CO.,
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F.

OF

ARRIVED.
Forest City, Dunavan, Boston.
Montreal, Liseornb, Boston.

Hamilton, Pole, Philadelphia.
Br g anstlllian, Hardcnbrook, Philadelphia.
Brig C H Kennedy, Clark. Philadelphia.
Schs Annie Freeman, Reed, Bay Chaleur, 410 bbls
mockerol: Julia A Decker, Donton, do 540 do; Annie
Sargent, McIntyre, do 200 do.
Schs Alice Foesctt, McKown, Bay Chalenr, 250 bbls
mackerel; Geo Wasliington, Stewart, do 250 do; Jas
Barque C

Over and Under Garments,
CLOTHS,
And

a

(nil variety ot

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
CHEAP

Aa

the

n.

CHEAPEST,

GOOD as the BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS, at the Store of
And

as

P. MORRELL & CO.,

SAILED—Barques Rebecca Goddard, and Ellen
Stevens; brig Snow Bird; schs Henry Janes, for
Cuba; H Prescott, for Baltimore; Texas,for Boston*

and others.

V

DOMESTIC ports.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 2GJi ult, ship Endeavor,

Doane, New York.
NEW ORLEANS

Cld

Packard, Providence.
GALVESTON—Ar lith nit, barque

_

Eva H

Fisk,

07th, Kk Maggie Bell, Gilkey, for
New Haven.
Sid fin Cape Henry 29th, brigs Antilles, Geo Harris. and Jessie Rhymes, from Baltimore lor Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2Sth, seh Wm Crawford,
....

undersigned have this day formed
THE
nership under the hrm style of

SHAW

Musical Director,
Will

HEKR BCECHEL.

give

a

CITY

Concertat the

IIAL

I,

Nor. 7th.

TUESDAY,

Admission to tie reserved lower tlocr One Dollar;
Proscenium ficc—to be had at Paiue's Music Store,
tnd on the evening of the Concert, at the dour.
53^“ The public are respectfully referred to tie N.
York end Bostou papers.

Nov 2—d6t

NEW CITY

HALL!~
Nov. 3d.

Monday Evening,
WENDELL

PHILLIPS

Will deliver his great L. cture

The

cu

Victorious!

South

Doors open at 6*; Lecture to commence at 8 o\lock.
Tickets Twenty-live confer: For sale at Lv*&
Seniors, Bailey & Noyes, and at tho door.
uov2dtd

At tlie OLD CITY HALL,
a lew
only, cumj-ieurine Nov. 2d, Mol,.

(lay.
FiR
Joseph, the

llELGIAN

GIAN' I
Bamum'a Alusecm, N. Y., 7 teet 8 Inches high,
weighs 102 lbs
Also Smith's STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS ot the War.
Open froth 9 to 12 A. M. and from 2 to 9 P. M.
nov2(tlf.

From

NEW JUVENILE BOOKS
-TO

BE-

PUBLISHED THIS SEASON
-DY-

.1. E. TILTON &

Co,

BOSTON.
THE CRUISE OF THE FROLIC.
Ey Wm.
H. G. Kingston,
$1 50
GOLDEN HAIR. A Talo ot the Pilgrim Fath1 50

er*,

ANTONY WAYMOUTFI: The Gentlemen Ad-

By

venturers.

tho author of “Dick On»-

POPULAR GERMAN STORIES.
By Ilan*
Christian Amloneu.
With Twelve Illustrations. Second Series.

Third Series.

1 50

1 25

1

1

POPULAR GERMAN STORIES. By Andersen & Grimm.
With Twelve Illustrations.
F urtb Series.
HANS ANDERSEN’S STORIES. Four Vols.

25

1 25

16 cent* each.

BOX, and other Stores,
NAUGHTY BOYS, and other Slories,
GOLOSHES OF FORTUNE, and other StoTINDER

76
75

ries

76

SWANS, and

other

Stories,

75

put
.3 00

THE RED

SHOES,

65

THE DARNING NEEDLE,
75
THE OLD HOUSE,
75
THE UGLY DUCKLING,
75
Tlicso four aro bound la muslin extra,ond put
into a library box,
3 00
THE YOUNG RECRUIT; The Adventures of
a Drummer Boy.
Illustrated.
1 uO
JACK AND HLS PETS. By Mary and John
Howitt.
LITTLE DICK AND THE ANGEL.
By
Mary and John Howitt.

1 50

A Tale

of Our Ooa*t He1 50

THE THREE SCOUTS.
“Diummci Boy,

a

1 50
1 50
1 Z0
1

HATS, CAPS,

1 60

WILLARD PRIME,
THE LITTLE REBEL,
THE TAILOR BOY,
MAY COVERLY. A Book for Girl*.
FAIR Y DREAMS; or Stories from Eii-Lrjul,
DANDY

1 00
1 00
I 00
1 00
1 00

JACK,

THE WINNIE

—

ICO

AND WALTER BOOKS. Four

volumes,

FUR

GOODS!

©“Furs Exchanged, Repaired

and A1-

tcred.
JOHN P. SHAW,

RAILWAY^

OF

TRAINS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oa&nd after Monday, Nov.
W^Wwtrains will run as follows:

&A,1365,

—

for South

Paris, Lewiston

and

Auburn at 7 35 A n.
Mall Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Montre »1 and Queb c at 110 p m
1 his train connect* with Express train for Toronto,
Detroit and Chicago. 8 eeping Cars attached from
Island Pond to Quooeo ami Montreal.
No Baggage caa bo received or checked after the
me

above stated.

Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewi>ton aud Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebeo Ac.
The Company

are

not

62

THANKSGIVING,
CHRISTMAS STORIES,
TALKS ABOUT OLD TIMES,

8 10 a
1 45 p,

m.

responsible for baggage

to

HEAIjD»8

SONS,

Machinery,

CIRCULAR SAWMILLS; Improve! Wentworth
Planers; Jigger and Scroll Saws; Box, l'owderKeg, Jointing and Matching Machinery: Pail and
Wood Turning lathes; Water-Wheels; Mu lay Saw
aud Grist Mill
Work; Superior Corn and Cob Crackers,&c.
EaTTlie above Machinery can be seen and tented
at the Work!.
Nov 2—dljv.lw
Barrc, Mast.

OF MAINE.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Augusta, October 31, l.'KMS.
An adjourned session of the Executive Connell will
be held *t the Council Chamber, In August*, on
of November hist.
Monday, tho thirteenth d»y

EPHRAIM FLINT, J*.,
Secretary of State.

Nova—dtd

A neat oj» arel a hall' storied
COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
BARN, together with TWO ACRES
Ac r 1 qrii ijB OF LAND, in good state of eultira
BT'fff ’v.yWy u„„. House contains seven gabbed
HaU and Closets- never tailing well

A

novtdlm.

guits

An Owner Wanted.
of goods was loit at this office moic than
months ago, which had been previously ad-

Uuless called for within four weeks,
sold, and the amount, after paying charges,
held ftihject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
as

claim thereto.

Read!

Read!

Read!

anil buy a county for bo best domestic
invention ever brought Into Blaine. Young mrn
call

THENto start in

life, havim* but a lew hundred dollars to invest safely, oml perfectly sure of rookies a
few thousand dollais yearly, slmuld not lose a la
ment iu securing a county. It will be offered for solo
here for only two days more, to elope up the unsold
counties in this State. It Is meeting with the unselling
qualliied approval of all who see it, and, I**
most rapidly. It will be many a morth bef re uuoii.er such onportunlty is offered for making money raprldto. ebr 1idly for ho small an Inve tineut. The
that the
ienges all competition, and will wager
* mount and vainvention w ill i:erfom t he
™®4
niyre
over
riety of labor, aud will pay Wf
the j rice ankod, than an\ doinHtio
in the year,
once
if
at
would
fall
you
article ever patented
counties uncd-l, at
make vour selection of the be*t
nov2 d3t
Bf#. 80 Federal Sireel#

wishing

PJ^f

grcaUst

tor

following is

a

statement of th

tiff'd rs of this

pmananeeet the requireTHE
Company, rendered
ments of CV'p. 40, Sec- H, of the Revised Statntoa of
m

the State of Mane.

paid in,
140 two 90
Capital Stock,
Bonk and other slocks,
129 goo 00
Loans on Mortgage, of Real Estate
ble

first floor, lurnisliwith board, at the house 77

APIECElost.

six
vertised
it will be

JOHN C. PROCTER.
Lime St., Portland.

Portland, Nov 2.—d3w

nnd Stocks,
44 gq-j 90
Premium Notes,and Bills Receiva-

Board.
ot Rooms, on

ed or unlumitdjed,
Free St.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Nov2^-dlw*
I-

4* or SO large bearing Fruit Trees,
with choice truits.
of
the most dcs.ralde streets in the
Located
walk tom the Seminary,
village, within Uve minutes
Station.
Railroad
ami
Churches
if
applied for soon.
E’er sale CHEAP
Enqoire st Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
A
REDLON
CARD, or
at Messrs.
are

one

Apples!

OAA BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;
£\JVJ 100 Barrels Greenings;
200
Selected BaMwliu;
44
lOO
Pure Cider;
41
50
Cranberries:
Cape
For sale, at the Lowest Market
Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

DLEASAXT

MAIMS.

VILLAGE,

GORHAM

in

Bnilder* of the Most Improved First On**

Apples!

SALE!

FOIt
AT

Room..J"5^o3

ESTABLISHED IN 1630.

HEALU

C3

<n

2 50
BOOKS.
62
FRANKIE’S ROOK OF BIBLE MEN,
63
SUSAN AND FRANKIE,
62
SABBATH TALKS ABOUT JESUS,
SABBATH TALKS on the PSALMS OF
63
DAVID,
These four volumes are elegantly bound in
muslin, with illustration*, in Hurray box,
THE ALDEN BOOKS. 4 volume*.
2 50
C2
THE LIGHT-HEARTED GIRL,
THE LOST LAMB,
63
62
THE CARDINAL FLOWER,
63
THE BURIAL OF THE FIRST-BORN,
These four volumes arc elegantly b nnd hr
iu
box.
with
illustrations,
muslin,
library
gy Sold by Bookseller* generally, or sent by mail
on receipt of price by publishers.
Our illustrated catalogue s nt by mail fireo on receipt o stamp to prepay return postage.
Nov. 2—d3t

FOUNDRY MACHINE WDRKS. ^VponThelot
moetl grafted

STATE

bound
library box
4 Volumes,

62

u.

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless cotioo is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng r tor every $50 additional ralue.
C. J RRYlJGES, Managing Director.
II BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2d3t
Portiimd, Nov. 1,1805

s.

C3

STORY-TELLING AT

elegantly

Canada.

ALTERATION

Morning Train

STORY OF OUR DARLING NEL-

LIE,

THE ASHTON

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

THE

2 50

These four volumes are
muslin, with illustrations, in

FltED E. SHAW.
novMtf

Portland, Nov. 1,1865.

50

1 60

each.

STREET,

Where they will be CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
LATEST ST k LKS of

AND

150

THE BOBBIN BOY. (Gen. Banka.)
THE PRINTER BOY. (Benj. Franklin.)
BIOGRAPHY OF SELF-TAUGHT MEN.
MAR Y EVANS; The Rectory of Moreland,
THE PLYMOUTH ROCK SERIES,
HI

with all tlie

—

tho Author of the

bridge,

copart-

BROTHERS,

lUS MIDDLE

By

DICK ONSLOW AMONG THE REDSKINS,
THE DRUMMER BOY.
By J. T. Trow-

the old stand of J. P. SHA VY,

At

Haskell, Nowbaryport.

Cld 30tb, ship Scotia Doane, Mobile) barque N M
Haven, Hall, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 3»th, skip Triton, Neilsen, from
Penang; barque Thoe Pope, Alexander, Monrovia;
brig Lucy Heywjwd, Wilson, Demarara; schs Garland. Norton, Philadelphia for Boston: Comet, Itioh.
Elizaoethport for ProvidbnO“,

THREE BROTHERS FOfKIES!
KARL FORMES, the Groat Basso
THEODORE FORMES, Tenor ol lioyal
Opera, Berlin.
W1 EH ELM FORM E3, Barytone oi the
Hamburg Opera.
Assisted Mr. F* SUCK, of the Boston Philarmonie.

ment,
LIFE-BOAT.

Copartnership.

£lst, brig Golden Lead,

C

THE-

roes

Attest:

Castle.

-OK

THE

DISASTERS.

The U S steamer Massachusetts, at
from Key West, reports the late storm asPhiladelphia
very disastrous along the Fionda coast, wrecks
being visible
i s whole extent. At Key West on the
22d, every
vessel in the harbor was driven
ashore, and at ilavUght next morning, twenty wrecks were visible from
tho lookout.
A large ship (name unknown) was
ashore, high and dry, about seven miles from Moro

The Great Combination

Also, New Editions qf the following Popular Books
for the Young:
DORA DARLING, The Daughter of the Regi-

No. 113 Exchange St.

master.
■sch Princess, (Br)
Mahony, St John NB—master.
Sch R H Dexter,(llr)
Brauy, Hillsboro N B—master
Sch Denmark, Cressey, Boston—A E Stevens & Co.
Sch IVb, Crockett, Bellast and Caatlne—Eastern

Packet Co.

OPERATIC_COHCEHT!

Not 2—dim

B

Pool, Pink ham. do 250 do.
Sciis Regalia, Pinkham. Bay Chalenr, with 190 bbls
mackerel; Telegraph, Rose, do 230 do; Leaking V ater, Dunton. do 158 do; C D OUvar, Dunton, do 170 do
Sell K G Willard, Parsons, Philadelphia.
Sch Hudson, Tinker, Elizabethport.
Sell Union, Kelley, Elizabethport.
Sch Bengal, I'ilUbury, New York.
Sch Tangent, Rich, New York.
Sch Wm Arthur, Loring, Now York.
Sch Geo Brooks, Henley, Boston.
Sch Ida Morton. Prince, Belfast.
Sch Emeline, Famham, Newcastle.
Sch Union, Rosehrook, New York for Bangor.
Sch Julia Elisabeth. Merrill, Boston for Calais.
Sch Me tori' Higgins. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch < cn Banks, Ryder, Bangor for Washington.
Sch Ottoman, Dodge. Bangor lor New York.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Sch Euroelydon, (Br) Phinney, Parrsboro NS—

G It A N I>

FAIRY STORIES.. By Hans Andersen &
Grimm. Four Volume*. 75 coat* each.

t

other.

1-2 o'clock.

7

These lour arc bound in muuJia extra,and
into a library box,

New Advertisements.

North America... ,Ncw York. .Rio Janeiro... .Oct 30
City oi Dublin.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 1
Scotia.. ...New York. .Liverpool.....Nov 1
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg.Nov 1
Eagle.New York. .Havana.Nov 2
Hi bernian..Q uebec.Li verdool.Nov 4
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Nov 4
City of Now York.New York..Liverpool.Nov 4
Corsica.New York..Havana.Nov 5
Miniature Alumnae.November 2.
Sun rises..G.33 Moon E?se8.'.4.32 PM
Sun sot*.... t.. .4.52 High water. 9.45 AM

HALL,
nl

Every larallv and every person connected with thla
Society ia cordially Invited, and will be expee'ed to
Music and uth. r entertainments will be
je nreaent
1'EH UKDEB OT Committee.
provided.
<;ilt
HovumherSd, IMS.

WILD

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lustrous and silken.

LANX'ASTEK

Friday CrcainKi Sov. 3,

POPULAR GERMAN STORIES. By An ler•ou A Grimm.
With Twelve lllustrati jus.

DATE.

FOR

“

Arat Flushing 17th,
Philadelphia.

Akyab.

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

of the members of the
rear! Street Universal 1st Society will take place

low Among the Ifc.-dakius,”
POPULAR GERMAN STORIES.
By Hans
Christian Andersen. With Twelve llluoLatioiiH. First Series.

5t3r*Funeral on Friday afternoon,2 o’clock,
from his father’s rcsidoace, near Deering’s Bridge.

———————

Half's

IT

*

Society!

SOCIAL OATIIEKING

Sid ftn Batavia Aug 24, B D Motcalf, Anderson,
Sourabava.
Ar at Mauritius Sept 7, A II Badger, Marshall, fin
Table Bay CGH; 15tn, Southern Chiof, Higgins, mi
Rangoon.
Ar at Lic&ta Sept 29, Marathon, Crowley, Cagliari.
Ar at Helvoat Oct 15, Elizabeth Cushing, Brown,

-ttz—3-rr—

Soothing Syrup,
FOR

A

Vista, AyTes,

Ar at Newcastle NSW Aug 1C, Fairfield, Whitney,
Adelaide.
Sid ftn Hong Kong Aug 25, Silas Greenman. Web-

Ar at

Universalist
A

Boston.

wrq*J6

Deucy; brigs Maria Wheeler, Geo
W
m A
Hat io S Bisho Avondale
and Nigretta: scha Ida F Wheeler.
Mail, Helen McLeo
Gregory, Ocean Traveller, Nancy It lleaV:
gan, Nicola, Surf. Challenge
EDGARTOWN—At 29th schs N Clifford, Shuto.

DIED.
-:-r
In tlds city, Oct 30, Hattie E Brown, aged 5 years
3 months 20 days.
In this city, Oct 31, Augusta A, daughter of Hon
Samuel F and Almira T Perley, of Naples, aged 17
years.
In this city, Nov 1, Mr Thomas Harmon, aged 93
years.
C3T*Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at the residence of Freeman Furlong, 124 Spring St
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Oct 31, Miss Martha y, daughter of
Daniel and Eliza W Holden, aged 17 years 11 months.
“A light is from our household gone,
A voice we loved i9 stilled,
A place Is vacant at our he rth,
Which never can be tilled;
A gentle heart that throbbed bat now
with tenderness and love.
Has hushed its
weary throbbing here,
To throb in bliss above.”
[Eastern papers please copy.l
C^"Funeral on Thursday forenoon, at 11 o’clock,
from the residence of A B Holden, Fsq, corner of
Wilmotand Lincoln streets Relatives and friends
ore invited to attend.
In Westbrook, Nov 1, William H, son of Benjamin
and Charlotte M Sweelsir, aged 18 years 8 mouths.

PEARL STREET

fobabethpoi t.

do.
SwanHOLMES S HOLK-Ar sou,, Wooster,
l.rigCircassian.Tucker, Boston for Philadelphia; sths E a Willar.l, Pur**“*• Phlladelidda 6>r Portland; u MuLnoil.
EaUn,
for lHmarise,tta;
Mail, Merrill, ftn do to^
Boston
for
Aull,
Cardenas;
c?^o Boherta,
o
do tor New York;
Lucy* Ame-, VorriU, Portland for Philadelphia.
Sailed, barque Zotoff; brigs E H Kennedy, John
Model, Abby F Larrabee, Circassian, LinAi Webb:
coln
sebs Flora King, Challenge, L uirel. S>
“°*a»
N®V«N» Dlrigo, Mary Louba, John,
A EmLard, F
Coffin, Henry Cl osbv, Convoy, Gen
Dedance, William Arthur, Dolphin, Hattie K
J^ott,
Sampson, Ida F Wheeler, an<! others.
At 31st, barque
Deucy, Smith, ftn Philadelphia tor
Salem; brigs Geo W Chase. Dunning, Baltimore for
Boston ;\\ m A
Dresser,
Hatch, Delaware City fir
do• H&ttie S Bishop, Butler, Philadelphia for Pcrtland: Avondale, Dix. do for
Bvngor; Nigretta, Kicc,
do: scha Nancy R Heagan, Bunker,
4^h fcr for

1.

_MARRIED.

was

remained good, (in spite of several oolds which I suffered from,) but actually Improved, so that now I

and to

healthy

iii

—...

PRICE

the Ear.
South Behwick
Junction, Sept. 1st.
Dn. Liohthill
I. A. W. Clark, of South Berwick Junction, Me., hereby
certify, that lor three
years I have been troubled with .deafhoss and discharges from the ear. My deafness has been such
that, with the utmost exertions, I could not hear t

could get

block,

do
purpose, I was induced to try SMOLANDER’S COM2d issue. 101
do
POUND EXTRACT OF BUCKU, aud, after using
States Ten-forties. 921
United
two bottles only, I have found it what it is representMaine State Sixes, 1882.... 95l
ed to be in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubUnited States Debt Certificates, Sept. 98$
Eastern Railroad. 97
led with Weak Back or Kidney Complaints, and
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad..... 95$
would cheerfully reccommend it to the public.
JOHN R. DOW, Insurance ,Agent.
Smolander’s Buck a Is for sale by all Apothecaries,,
Price one dollar.
octl8snd2w

J. D. GLIDDEX, 36
Amesbury Street
or

TIIE MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVThe aou, will positively m^tore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether
brown or auburn,
and being a delightful dressing, it imports to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the glonds or roots ore not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors trom
the scalp. It Is warranted to produce the above re-

ERY of

for Portland,
oc6snSw

my usual

Otorrhcra,

TIBBETS* PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

GENERATOR,

Unsolicited Testimony.
Portland, Me., July 25,1865.
2 o Messrs. Burleigh If Rogers .*—Havkig been troubled with my Kidneys for some two years past, and
having tried a great many patent medicines to no

was

Cures of

Portland,*

sults

trench,

Boston

about one year, (not constantly, however,)
entirely cured; my hearing having remainperfectly well since. While under yoor treatment

my

B. C.

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
Maine.
oct31sn mw&f6ui
Agents,

R.

treatment
and

PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4 Bond Street, New-York* and for sale by all
druggists; priee$2,<er bottle. Call for PERRY’S

STORE,

_IT.

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

South Berwick, Me., July 17, 1862.

with

less.

2G*

all druggists.
F. PHILLIPS &
Agents
sold

make the hair aplife and lustre.

new

Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

warranted to <io all that is claimed for It. Will
restore the Grayest Ileada to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scalp, frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist aud glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.

bottle;

or

imparts

C.

la

a

JOHN NOTT.

was

Box

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer

per

but

Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Llverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation tuat will effectually remove them without injuring the texture or
coloi- of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.

AN

Schenectady, Jan. 17, 1864.
Dr. Lighthill—Dear Sir : Having been cured

by you

E.

dead,

boautiul black

a

DR.

C.

or

or brown, as preferred.
Priee
Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Dbxaa Barnes & Co.; New York, Wholesalmayl28Neodly
Agenfcs.

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

octl8Bnd3m

It does not rub otf

Dye.
dusty

Gives

At

Market Square,

i ^

/(|}j j

;

W cents.

Elevators!

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET

John Nott, D. D., Prof. in Union

College, Schenectdy.

tian
pear

-A-ITXJEIR SON’S

no

advise all troubled with catarrhal difficulties

apply to D*. LUbthiU.

to

nose

little practice there is

a

Me.

Wanted.
WANTED.

i

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons w ishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can
DYE AT HOME
s,
better than any barber can do it, by using the Vene-

LOOK, LOOK !
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, aud I will
send you any one of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladles Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. 5 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladles Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Pin, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button’, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
L DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
Oct 27—SNdiw*
Box 132,

It

improvement has gone

Wl [

New Advertisements.

sch Martha
31st, BCY“,ln!a.
Maria, Sprague, tor EHasbetb-

At

Chance.

For sale at a bargain, the Stock, good will, and fixa well established DRY AND FANCY
GOODS BUSINESS, in one of the most flourishing
cities in ihe State.
For particulars apply to
G. HACKMAN Sc CO.,

Dress

dim*

june31dlyr

tures of

A WET N 0 USE
1786, Portland.
Oct 27—SNdlw

N

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
domain!, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon tbe si in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good’s Dealers

No. 90 Middle Street, Portland.

A

oi

Weakueas of the

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Dear

tarrhal difficulties? I have been much troubled with
catarrh of the very worst type for some twenty years.

Oct 3—s

WORSIELL,

23 Cents per Set!
From Rev. P. R. Russell, Lyon, Mass., to the Watchman and Reflector, Feb. 1, 1862.

Me.

dec23tf.

maner.

cases

Proprietor of Mansfield’s Vegetable Miti gator.
For sale by MANSFIELD <S CLARK, No. 27
Green St., Portland, Me.
Orders by mall will receive prompt attention.

DAVIS, Proprietor,

in the best

all

DEBILITY, general
systom, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, those Bitters will
be found most
valuable. Delicate females who are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine Invaluable.
They operato
gently; they purity and mako new blood; they regulate the Liver, and give lorce and
strength to the
whole System. Prepared by
DR. W. P.
MANSFIELD,

PORTLAND

Copying done

but in

or

whole

from the choicest shades of
Velvet, Satin and Silk, to whir a the attention of the
public i3 respecthlUyJinvited.
Oct 31—SNdtl
made

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Bitters.

These Bitters are not
only valuable In all casos of
Bilious Diseases, IAver
Jaun-

COLEY,

WUl open on THURSDAY, Nov. 2 at her rooms, No.
4} Free Street Block, (up sta rs) a variety of WINTER

niarlSeodly

Mansfield's Debility

Winter Bonnets l
A.

McClelan.

Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
chargs.
stored and insured at
*
a?d Prolaco bought,

ighthill’s visit,
Xov. 11th,One Week
1

At 31st, ship Atmosphere. Eves, Liverpool; barque
«eice, Ship Island.
3lst, ship Thorutoo, Wells, Liverpool; McrcurjqBtetson, Havre.
PKOYIDENCE—Ar 31«t, I rigWbiiaker, Look, ftn

H,S“T"’
Chi

l&W BEDTORB-Arjoth, brig 8 Strout,Wallace,

W

Gardner, Worcester Co., Mass., July 1,1861.

C. C. GBEENE.

To

NOTICES._y

BICE BROTHERS,

any^

as

affected at all.

ALONZO S.

wetid tltase!.0f

75,800.

are

afflicted.

Very respectfully, your ob’t Servant,

n

of October was

eqn

Rfp^cneral health, whiJh
was much impaired in consequence of tiRT constant
discharge from my ears, is now as good as I can wish.
1 cheerfully recommend the Doctor to all similarly
never

Induce the

Jury in the Saunders Conspiracy case at Montreal, were discharged Monday, after being can hoar as perfect as
tuff®}*though my hearing had never
anvil, ,“',t
Idaho has twenty men for each woman locked up eight days, and not being able to been affected.
tW??
agree
in
a
the
the
upon
reout
somebody
Judge
verdict;
specially
point
Territory.
I would recommend all those afflicted with tho
The Secretary of the Navy has ordered
manding the prisoners to jail till the March
above complaint, to place themselves under the mild
term.
that
a trial of the
—A Society of French antiquarians
Judge Mondelet addressed the Jurors
Algonquin sha.lbe made at
isstriv
treatment of Dr. Llghthlll.
A. W. CXtABK.
in very
strong language. He told them, in
ing to prove that Joan of Are was not burned ssa, after the manner suggested by Mr. Forbes.
Ilie speed,
is
either
not
at all, but was married, had children, and
to
substance,
be limited to eight
however,
that they were too ignorant
died
quietly at Metz. They contend that she came knots, but it will be more likely to approach to understand the evidence, or they had per- Cure of Discharges from the Ears, of nine
thirteen.
to Metz in 143S, where she was
tJt
jured themselves, the ease not being one which years’standing, upou Mr. F. F. Priest; of
recognized by
her two brothers,
York Journal of Commerce is admitted of doubt.
Gardner, Maas.
I
though they thought she hod
been burned long
PcniaD8 are making considThis Is to certify, that for nine years or more I was
ago, By-and-by she marries
erable
**!?'*tb*
Mons. dci
Horse Railroad.—The number of passen- afflicted with a disagreeable and offensive
firea™s in
Amoises, chevalier; and some one
e«y.
discharge
rather indifferent as
has beon lucky
to quality.
conveyed over the various lines of the from my ears, rendering me quite deaf. About a
enough to find the very mar- The trad ^
gers
" P“tolS U
brisk fOT
riage contract, dated 1430,
Southern Portland Railway Company during the month year ago I placed myself under the care of Dr.
Lightu.!,„oasy
rvm.#808

SPECIAL

kind and skillful attention, that I havo derived such
essential benefit from your

Asst

Bunser disch.

and as f write this my

MRS.

ing under your mild treatment about six months, 1
commenced to improve. I remained under your

Millitary Appointments.

ed,

Catarrh.

of

—John

ance

ears

the

Cures

ceased discharging, r*y

ears

improve, and shortly? *tforwards
were radically cured and my hearing restorto

my

one’s

inside nasal passage

—Theodore Eisfeldt, the esteemed conductor
for many years of the New York Philharmonic
concerts, has been appointed Kapellmeister to
the Duke of Nassau, and has entered on his duties.
—Helen Western begins an engagement at
the Howard Atheneum this week.
—Camilla Urso, the admired lady violinist)
was recently reported in London, and has gone
to Germany, intending to study some time with
Vieuxtemps in Frankfort, and then make the
tour of Europe.
—A German paper in New York says: “Mme.
Clara Schumann, the famous pianist, after en-

country

£)B.

turn.

!i2T”The Bangor Whig records the arrest of
John Horn of Carmel, for stealing a horse,
wagon and harness. The horse was stolen from
John Benjamin and wagon from Charles Trafton both of Carmel. Failing to find sureties,
he was committed to jail.

week’s time my

one

hearing began

avoided

to make thanksgiving in this state come on a
different day from that appointed in
Mass., so
fiat our good Governor would not be without
a

SPEC IAIL NOTCES.

Will

great artist.

of a fortune
the Pope. He had for many years lived on a
life annuity of 1,000 francs, ol which he contrived to put by a third.
The only condition
contained in the bequest is that the Pope will

work of

It has bean determined to construct a
railway through the Alps by the pass of SR
Gothard. Eight
years of labor and an expenditure of eighty millions of francs will be involved in the gigantic undertaking.

nov2

dlw

on

hand,

e

so.-

"2 $

7.

Real Estate,
00
cash on hand,
SMI 41
Whole amount at risk
Whole amount of liabilities, 2,014,-iri.CO.
slooo.oo.
Nov 2—d2w

GEO. A.

WRIGHT, See’y.

For Sale.

Dwelling nouse and Lot of Land No. 3 MontTHE
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 CO f et
x

House two stories, in good repair. Inquire of
^. L. CARLEXoN, Attorney at Law,
nov2dtf
No. 80 Middle Street.

■»

Thursday Moraine, November 3,
PORTLAND

AND

1865.

VICINITY.

53T* Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
by sending in their advertisements
tn the
day.

accommodate us,
at an early hour

Nevr Adrcrtinfaicnti T«-D#7*
Linen Goods,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Blankets, &c.—E. M.

ratten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Social Gathering—Pearl St. Lnivers''Jist Society.
Dwelling House for Sale-S. L. Carleton.
Lclgian Giant—Old Citv Hall.
Apples for Sale—A. T.llall.
“The South Victorious —Wen. 1 hillips.
Lecture,
Jbew Invention ior Salo-»-80 Federal Street.
An Owner Wanted- Pres* Onjce.
New Juvenile liouks—-J. 1-■ lilton w Co., Boston.
Grand Concert—City HallBoard—TT Free SI.
Grand Trunk Bail way—Alteration cl Trains.
Stale oi Maine—Council Meeting.
Cloths, Ac -P. Morrell & Co.
Brotlion*.
Copar! uersliip—Shaw 0.
Proctor.
House t'jr Sale—John
Foundry a»<i Machine Works-S. Keaid & Son.
liisurance
Cj.—Geo.
A. Wright.
Ocean
...

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
OCTOBER
TERM—DAVIS, J., ftliaiDIisrO.
Wednesday.—Hossa H. Gould vs. Peltiah
Gould, libel lor divorce. Divorce decreed. S.

L. Carleton for libellant.
Louisa Watson V3. Chandler
Watson, libel
for divorce.
Divorce decreed.
Carleton for
libellant.
Isaac B. Choate of Westbrook was admitted
to

practice

the 23d of October.
The case of John Goddard vs. Eben S. Coe
& ala., executors of the estate of David Pingree, was taken up. This was an action of
trover for the conversion of a
large quantity of
logs, claimed to be owned by plaintiff, to Filigree's use. The damages laid were $50,(XX).
Much interest was excited in the case from
the appearance of Gen. Shepley as counsel for
defendants,—his first appearance in court since
he entered the army.
After the ca3e had been opened by Mr
Drummond for plaintiff, and the contract by
which Pingree came into possession of the
property had bean put in, Gen. Shepley moved
a nonsuit on the
ground that an action for
trover could not he maintained, but that an
action should have been brought upon the
on

The motion was ably
argued by
Gen. Shepley for, and Mr. Drummond
against
it.
dhe Court sustained the
and the
contract.

motion,

case

goes up on report.
J. H. Drummond.

Geo. P. Shepley.
A. A. StrouL
Court adjourned to 0 o’clock Thursday

morning.

MUNICIPAL COUBT, MOV. 1.

Michael Ward, for violation of the Lord’s
day by keeping his shop open, paid a fine of

Diaries fob 1866.—A large assortment,
both for pocket and other use, may be found
at the bookstore of Messrs. Davis Brothers,
>To. 53 Exchange Street.

the heat

2:57.
Second Heat.—The horses
the Yirst

scoring.

by

were

a

length in

off again at

Dick took the lead and

it all the way,
lengths in 2:50.

winning

the heat

by

kept

three

Third Heat.—After four scorings they got
the word. Dick led to the third turn when
Tieonie passed him and took the lead, keeping
it to the finish and winning the heat by dour

lengths

in 2:40 1-4.

The race was

to Ticonic.

adjudged
"

An impromptu trot was got up between the
heats, in which Miller Boy and Timothy Bear
trotted half mile heats, best three in five to
harness. Miller Boy wron in three straight
heats—time 1:40; 1:37 1-2; 1:38.
This afternoon the match between Sorrel
Dan, Ticonic and Lady Gay Spanker, for a

purs& of $200—mile heats, best three in five—
Sorrel Dan to wagon, the others to harness,
will come off. If it should not rain the track
will be in much better condition than it was

yesterday, and some of the best trotting may
expected that has been seen on this course.
Season tickets for one year, admitting to all
trots and Skating Park, ate sold at the low
price of $10. Ladies free.

be

Melancholy

Death.—George

Farnliam
of Boothbay, seaman on hoard schooner H. S.
Rowe of that port, while in a state of intoxication yesterday afternoon fell overboard from
Custom House Wharf. He was rescued from
the water by Mr. Brown, one of the Custom
House boatmen, and Mr. Sampel
Sargent, after being in it not over four minutes, but was
'insensible when taken out. They took him to
the fish market of Messrs. Yeatou & Smith,
where, after using proper means for some
time, he exhibited signs of life. Surgeons
were called, and he was removed on board the
schooner; but he died a little after six o’clock
last evening. It was the ram, undoubtedly
that killed him.

Famham has twice before fallen overboard
in this port while in a state of intoxication.
He was about 30 years of age, and leaves a
wife and three children In Boothbay, whitlier
his remains will be taken.
The Milk Question.—Yesterday the milk
dealers tried on the tcn-eents-a-quart price;
with what success we do not know. As we
have said before, it is simply a piece of petty
Feed for cows is much cheaper
extortion.
than last year, and currency is worth much
more than then, and yet this combination is
formed to take advantage of a public neces-

To be Continued.—The sale of linen and
woolen goods at Patten’s room will be continued to-day. It will be the closing sale of the
lot.

See advertisement headed
Read.

Read Read

The New York Herald.

Mr. Bennett ot the Herald, has claimed to
be, if he has not been conceded to l>e, tbe Napoleon of the American press. If reports are
to be credited this Napoleon has found his
Waterloo, and met with a Waterloo defeat.—
His quarrel single-handed with Max Maret/ek
not

might
though

injured

have

him

very badly,
that, but when
despot with Bamum

he had the worst of it in

he undertook to play the
he waked up the wrong passenger. Mr. Barnum, with all his humbuggery is a gentleman,
and a man who in all

ordinary business

trans-

actions is above reproach. The showmen oi
the city and theatrical managers understand

him, and of course took sides with him against
When Mr. Bennett, to gratify
the Herald.
personal malice, closed his columns against
Mr. Bamum, the latter at once appealed to his
professional friends and they all made common cause with him, withdrew their advertising and work from the Herald office, and now
in the heading of all the theatrical, opeiatic
and similar advertisements In the city papers,
is conspicuously displayed this line: “This establishment does not advertise in the yew
York Herald.” A dozen or more different establishments thus advertise the Herald daily,
informing all amusement-goers that they need
not look in that sheet for information.
The lForZd has an article, the statements of
which arc all backed by the Weekly Review,
from which we copy the following paragraphs:
The Herald is going down-hiU faster than
its worst enemies had imagined. The five
presses in its job-printing office, which used to
running night and day, are all stopped,
save o::e.
Cause, nothing to print. The profbe

its from this branch ol its business used to be
$12,000 per annum. Now it i3 a dead loss.—
The withdrawal of the advertisements of the
opera and theaters, which used to average a
column a day (250 lines at 40 cents a line),
has inflicted another loss of over $36,000 per
A loss of $08,000 is the blow of the
annum.
managers. Besides this, other advertisers are
withdrawing their business, as they find the
circulation of the Herald diminishing, and it
is now drumming for advertisements as if it
wore a new

enterprise.

following

who fell in the battlefields of the Shenandoah
Valley and were buried there. The names
are taken from the headboards of the
graves:
Adams —, 1st Battery; Anderson, E. J., Co.
A, 29th; Addison, O., Jst Battery; Adams,
Isaiah, Co. F, 12th; Barnes, H., Co. H, 34th;
Butler, G, Co. A. 29tli; Bricknell, Lt B F, Co.
K, 7tli; Butler, Geo, Go —, 12th; Bersey, Sgt
M, Co E, 12th; Brooks, A S, Co A, 1st; Cliadbaum, K R, Co B, —; Custine, Jas E, Co K,
12th; Carson, C H, Co D, 26th; Can ton,.Job,
Co B, 1st Battery; Cvartt, Corp V, Co A,
29th; Cushing, Sergt J E, Co K, 12th; Davis,
Geo H, Co H, 1st Battery; Davis, Jas W, Co
K, 1st Battery; Frawcht, N, Co F, 14th;
French, Sergt N F, Co H, 29th; Greeniief; A
V, Co A, 29th; Gray, E B, 5th Battery; Hecksor,, Boscoe M, Co H, 12th; Hoglin, Ferd, Co
F, 28th; Hennison, A J, Co E, 12th; Hatton,
A J, Co C, 29th; Hale, L D, Co C, 12th; Knox,
T T, Co E, 1st; Keene, Wm, Co C, 1st; Lawrence, Henry, Co 1,1st; Larett, Corp W, Co
A, 9th; Murphy, Jeremiah, Co —, 5th; Myers,
Henry, Co H, 14th; McGuingle, John, Co K,
1st; Moore, E K, Co D, 29th; McKee, John,
Co —, 5th Battery; Phelps, Aivah B. Co E,
12th; Page, Albert, Co D, 29th; Ruble, L J,
Co I, 4th; Rider, J M, Co —, 1st Battery;
Sargeant, S W, Co G, 29th; Spears, S W, Co
B, 28th; Star, B W, band, 29th; Sprague,
Thomas C, Co C, 1st; Skillings, I, Co C, 36th;
Sherwood, John, Co —, (ith Battery; Seavery,
C L, Co F, 12th; Stinband, Almon, Co A, 29tli;
Thrush, Corp J M, Co T, 10th; Thomas, Geo,
Co E, 39th; Thompson, Capt Sam’i F. Co I,
12th; Towers, C P, Co B, 1st: Tyrell, Jacob,
Co F, 30th; Ward, J B, Co C, 30th; Wentworth, B, Co E, 12th.
A Lie and its Refutation.

The Copperheads are exceedingly unfortunate in their efforts to holster up a bad cause,
and to make the worse appear the better side.
It Is always the misfortune of error to be in-

consistent with itself. We have an instance
of this kind of inconsistency in the efforts of
the New York Copperheads to secure a
party

triumph by ignoring truth and justice.
The Sunday Mercury, in advocating
Slocum Copperhead ticket,says:

the

“It is not the Democrats wlio oppose negro
suffrage,
hut their opponents. II the darkeys had the
right to
vote it is now morally certain that they would vote
the Democratic t.i ket ta a man. Hence Beecher
comes out a-ainst their enfranchisement.
‘Dat’e
what’s de matter.’

Further down the
two inches

same

column,

and not

have this sentence:
“If the Republican party carry the day we will, of
havo
colored
course,
congressmen, African senators,
darkey givernors, and perhaps a nigger President.
We had better look oat, therefore, an! not offend our
colored brethren; for by-and-by we may have to approach them

distant,

as our

we

rulers.”

The Iribune advises the editor either to
stop lying, as he does in the first paragraph, or
stop refuting his own falsehoods as he does in
the last, or, if he is incapable oi doing either,
he should at least pul three Inches between
the lie and the refutation.

sity.
We are glad to know that a counter combination is being formed.
We saw yesterday a
piper drawn up to be signed by tlie grocers,

agreeing not to pay over twenty-five cents a
gallon, so they may be able to retail for eight
cents a quart.
Large numbers were signing
Let private families back the grocers, and
reftise to pay the exorbitant
price, and the
shoe will soon pinch where it wa3 least ex-

it.

pected.
Tampering with^tiie Teeth Is madness.
Avoid the cosrosive dentifrices, submit to no

scraping,

nothing but Sozodont. Orient
ns ingredients.
It preserves the
removes all impurities. It
strength-

use

herbs aie
enamel. It

the gums.

It deodorizes

tainted breath.
It is harmless as water, and more valuable than
ens

its

weight

in

a

gold.

BY

-TO THE-

EVENING PAPERS.
From

California.
San ShtANCisco, Oct. 26.

An arrival front Japan to-day brings dates
to Sept. 15th.
Among the cargo brought by
this arrival are 220 packages of silk worm eggs
for shipment to New York, and thence to
France.
They are valued at $83,000. They
are shipped by this circuitous route to avoid
the tropics.

The Oregon Statesman estimates the overland emigration to that State this year at 10,000, nearly all of whom will settle in the WU
liamctte

for the purpose of
putting her on the route from Rockland to
Deer Isle, connecting at the former place with

Johnson,

the steamer Regulator from this port.

Levee.—The

ladie3 of the Sumner Street

Church Sewing Circle will give a Levee at
Lincoln IIall this
evening to which they would
invite all their friends.
It is got up for a
charitable purpose, and is
of the attance of our

deserving

benevolent citizens.

Independent Course_The name of
Geobge W. Cubtis, Esq., 0f New
York, was
accidentally omitted in the list of speakers engaged for this course, in our article of yesterday. Mr. Curtis is one of the ablest and most
eloquent speakers In the country.
Gband Concert.—The Concert to be given
by Karl Formes and bis two brothers will come
off at City Hall next Tuesday. A rich treat is

anticipated.

Valley.

Sandwich Island dates of the 9th inst. are
received.
R. C. Wylie, minister of foreign affairs, was

with

steamer Marcena

TELEGRAPH

dangerously

Deeb Isle.
Steam Communication
as we are informDeer
of
Fuller
Isle,
—Capt.
ed, has purchased of Capt. J.B. Johnson, the

TELEGRAPH,
DAILY
PRESS.

TO THE

--♦♦«»

four dollars and costs.
The Hsrall's rates of advertising have been
Cornelius McCann was complained of by
reduced, but still it has occasion to issue no
Elizabeth Eastman, who alleged that McCann
while the other quarto papers
called her bad names and kicked her in the triple sheets,
often have occasion to do so.
tire mouth. McCann brought his whole iamiPoor Bennett keeps at the head of his colly, old and young, to swear that it was no such umns a statement of the pretended circidaiion
thing, and as he had the best of it in evidence of his own and other journals which falsifies
the record in the revenue office in the case of
the Jndge discharged him.
Charles E. Greenlaw pleaded guilty to a The World, the Tribune, and the Times, and
pretends to a circulation which the Herald
search and seizure complaint and paid the fine
never came within 40,000 of, by the cheap
trick of paying a large extra tax on fictitious
aud costs, $22.20. He did not stop to receive
his change and the Recorder will credit the issues, on papers which it never published.—
The advertisement would be worth to the
balance to the next visit of the police to GreenHerald the extra few hundred dollars which
law’s premises.
it costs if anybody believed it, but they den’t.
The World says the Republicans are everyFobest City Park.—A trotting match where
abandoning the Herald for the Times
came off yesterday afternoon on this course
or Tribune, and Democrats everywhere are
between Ticonic and Brighton Dick, mile
discarding the Herald, first, because it has
heats, best two in three to harness. The track ceased to be a good
newspaper, and second, bewas lieavy-ffom the late rain.
cause it has always misrepresented and betrayFirst Heat.—The horses got off at the first
ed them.
scoring, Brighton Dick two lengths in advance.
Ticonic soon lessened the gap, passed
The Maine Dead.
Dick at the first turn and maintained the lead
The
is a list of the Maine Soldiers

throughout, winning

BY

ill._

Fenian

Excitement

in

Canada.

New York, Nov. 1.
The Herald’s Toronto dispatch says that the
ministerial organ, L’Union Nationale, In
speaking of the eontemnlated Fenian invasion,
declares that the government is organizing an
army of 40,000 men to be stationed along the
entire frontier line of
and Toronto,
and to garrison all the Quebec
Defrontier towns.
positors are withdrawing their binds from the
and
a
banks,
panic prevails.
The French
Cadets, who left for Mexico,
have turned up on the other
side of the lake,
where they have unpacked kits
and settled
down.

-—

Items.
New York, Nov 1
An El Paso letter of SGpt. 29th
Juarez was still there, and that there wa3 no
prospect of the French leaving Chihuahua to
attack it.
Various

Washington, Nov. 1.
The Naval Court Martial, of which Vice
Admiral Farragut is President, convened today, and Col. Marston, of the Marine Corps,
tvas arraigned before the court on the
charge
of misapplying the money of new recruits
placed in his hands. It is said that he pleaded guilty to the charge, and was allowed two
days to prepare a statement in extenuation of
the offence.
The President has appointed Col John Tagrevenue collector for the first
gart internal
district of Pennsylvania, in place of Mr. Harding, deceased.
It seems from recently received official information that reorganization in Arkansas has

progressed quietly and

at sea.
Advices from Gen. Howard Indicate that
he is rapidly completing his labors. His report will decide what fhture action will be
taken by the Government relative to the

freedmen,

is a success.

President

Johnson has informed the Governor of that
State that there will be no interference with
its government, and. not only does he invite
the State to resume its former relations with
the Federal government, but promises it all
the aid of the government in the premises.
Hon. James L. Orr, Governor elect of South

Carolina,

was pardoned some weeks
ago, but
that State has not repudiated the rebel debt
she has failed to prepare herself for official
as a State
loyal to the Union.
The U. S. Consul at
Manchester, England,
to
the
State Department under date
writing

recognition

of Oct. 17th, reports that up to that time there
had been no abatement of the plage among
cattle, which was mainly confined to homed
cattle, but it had in a few instances broke out
with great violence in flocks of sheep. As
there is danger that the disease may be transmitted to America, he suggests that imporportation of foreigu stock be for the present
prohibited. By the importation of hides from
Russia the disease is by many supposed to
have been introduced into England.
It is said that $1,020,000,000 has been paid
to the army alone since the beginning of the
war.

The number of bids for performing the mail
service in Virginia, West Virginia, South Carolina and Florida, which were opened to-day,
is comparatively small. Two hundred of the
most extensive mail routes are, however, already in operation in the South.
The Gov. of Dakotah writes to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that there is no doubt
of the desire of ail the Indians in that Territory for peace. The season, however, is too
late for making treaties.
Gov. Parsons of Ala., had an interview with
the President to-day.
Ex-Gen. Longstreet is stopping at the Met-

ropolitan

Hotel.
Information has been received that the
French government has low ered its duties on
raw whale bone, the product of the American
fisheries, the tariff on that article now being
the same a3 on that imported into France from
European countries. This has been done
without any application on our part. It is the
This
spontaneous act of that government
voluntary concession to the United States,
of
small
though
comparatively
importance, is
coupled with other propitious circumstances
which encouiage the hope that our commercial relation generally with France will soon
be placed on a more favorable footing.
The following has been addressed to Mr.
Marvin, Provisional Governor of Florida, at
TallfthajutAP
Your letter of Oct. 17th was received and
submitted to the President.
He is gratified
with the favorable progress towards reorganization in Florida, and directs me to sa; that
he regards the ratification by the Legislature
of the Congressional Amendment of the Constitution of the United States as unmistakable
evidence to the successful restoration of true
loyal relations between Florida and other
States, and equally indispensible to the return
of peace and harmony throughout the Repub-

lic.

(Signed)

William H. Seward.
There has, as yet, been no definite executive
action on the findings of the Werz Commission owing to the immense mass of evidence
to be examined. A brief of the case was not
sent from the bureau of military justice to the
President until to-day.
The procession of the working men of this
city to-night was not only large as to numbers,
but brilliant in appearance. They carried
torches and transparencies with appropriate
motoes to illustrate the object of their combined movement, viz., eight hours for a legal
day’s work. The line was about a mile in
length. It was, perhaps, the largest and most
imposing civil procession ever witnessed in
Washington. The workingmen halted before
the City Hall, where addresses were delivered
to the immense crowd in advocacy of the eight

hour system.
The following

lost overboard; viz., George Conrad,
seaman, and John McCarty, formerly a steam
tu» captain of Philadelphia.
The steamer Idahoe, with 134 laborers for
the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad, had arrived at
Savannah from New York.
St Paul’s Church in Savannah was burnt
on the 26th ult.
Hon. H. V. Johnson has gone to practice
law at Augusta, Ga.
115 bales of cotton were burned in the cars
of the Alabama and Florida Railroad at Mont-

men were

gomery, Ala.
The steamer Raleigh arrived at Savannah
on the 26th ult from New York.
She took
fire on the passage, but it was extinguished

readily. Her fires were also extinguished by
the heavy seas, and the utmost consternation
prevailed among the passengers for a time;
but the skill of the officers carried her through
safely.
The steamer Columbia, from New
rived at Havana on the 26th ult

York,

ar-

Attack

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

Burial

of the

same

year, aforesaid, subversive

or an-

to the civil and military authorities
of the Government of the United States of
America, under the Constitution thereof: be
and the same are hereby repealed.

tagonistic

Herchel V. Johnson, Pres’t.
J. D. Waddall, Secretary, Oct. 30,

(Signed)

Attest:
1863.

J. Johnson, Provisional Governor.
Marine Disasters—From Mexico
The City
of Mexico Threatened with Inundation.
—

New York, Nov. X.
The steamer Vera Cruz, from Vera Cruz
22d and Havana 27th ulL, has arrived. She
reports between Savemier and Carysfoot Light-

house saw nine vessels on the reef; one of them
a large screw steamer apparently American,
about five miles south of Carysfoot and surrounded by wreckers.

The Lake of Texuco, immediately adjoining
the City of Mexico, was on the 5th of October
within an inch of the level of the city. If the
rain had continued a few hours longer destruction of property would have resulted.
Maximillian and the Empress would leave
on a visit to Yucatan Nov. 6th.
The railroad between the Ruelba and the
city of Mexico would be completed by the 1st
of

May

A subscription is to be opened
throughout
the Empire for the relief of those rendereddestitute by the inundations of the past rainy seaThe Empress heads the list with two
son.

thousand dollars.
A convoy had arrived at Mexico from Granajuts with $9000 in silver.
A curious phenomena occurred in the Valley
of Mexico on the 6th ult. Five large streams
of water burst suddenly from a mountain,
which, if they do not diminish in volume, will
form a considerable river.
An ex-rebel named Mitchell had rented a
plantation in the State of San Luis Pots! and

would plant 500 acres of cotton next season.
A railroad train had been plundered by robbers, not far from Vera Cruz, and an officer
and niue men of the foreign Legation captured. It was said that Marshal Baglin would
dispatch a powerful force to put an end to
these ontrages. Three hundred of Fequero’s
band are said to have been routed by the citizen

soldiers of Oajaca

near

From Fete

arresting vagabond

city.

Senor Duran has been appointed Imperial
Minister to Great Britain.

IWashington Correspondence.
New York, Nov. 1.
The Post’s special Washington dispatch says
the statement of the public debt for October is
favorable.

Washington to-day.

negroes.

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.
The steamer Pocahontas, from New York
for Apalachicola, has arrived. She sailed from
New York last Saturday afternoon. During a
heavy northwest gale Sunday forenoon, off
Cape May, she sprung aleak, and put into this
port for repairs, and will probably have to discharge cargo.

New Orleans, Oct. 31.
Cotton—in good demand; sales 5000 bales at 5flc.

172c.

Molasses—65 @ 70c.
on

cents in

**eavy

and

inactive; middling 30

specie. Freights to Liverpool

1

these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be
bought of other parties who get them through second or

The receipts of cotton was fair but the market was
dull and prices lower; Middling 52c; Sea Island unchanged, quotations 85c @ 1 25. Most of the sales
were at 1 00 @ 1 05.

&T~Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,
and in

shall

cose

no

we

Mobile,
Cotton—sales to-day 300 bales at 54c for middling.

knowingly sell

an

Flour— sales 12,000 bbls; State and Western 5 @ 10c
better. State 7 60 @ 8 60. Round Iloop Ohio 8 90 @
12 25. Western 7 70 @ 8 75. Southern firmer; sales
COO bbls at 9 60 @ 16 25. Canada 5 @ 10c better; sales
400 bbls at 8 20 @ 12 25.
Wheat—firmer; sales 28,000 bushels. Amber Milwaukee. old, 1 80. Winter Red Western, old, 2 29.
Amber State, new, 2 35 @ 2 40.
Corn—lc lower; sales 69,000 bushels.
Woatcrn

Ladies

invited to call and examine

splendid stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in pr‘ce from
84c to £3,50.
Call! Judge for yourselves 1 Be
are

sales 1400 bbls. Mess 33 75 @ 33 87.
Total stock, new, Nov. 1st, 1865, 69,795 bbls. Same
date last month 8G,485 bbls. Same date last year
7335 bbls.
Lard—heavy; sales 540 bbls at 24 @ 28$c. Also
750 bbls for December and January sellers* opition
at 24c.
Whiskey—quiet; sales 270 bbls at 2 35.
Sugars—sales 315 hhds. Porto Rico 13/c. Musco-

private terms.

Markets.
New York, Nov. 1.

Sscond ifcxir(/.Stocks heavy.
Amei lean Gold.145ji
United States 5-29
7-30. 98
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.1061

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

CORSETS l

Company.44

Cuml'erland Coal Co. 4H
New York Central. 100
Erie.931

Read*ng.1154
Michigan Central.113*
Michigan Southern.742

JVo. 3S3 Congress Street.

found

BELL'S

of the be3t selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that
CAN
be
found In this
which will
be

one

can

cash

city,
price, at 363 Congress

be sold at the lowest
Street, near Green St.

SAMUEL BELL.

Oct 24—dU

Tailoring’!

PLEASE REMEMBER
-THAT-

N. S. GARDINER’S

Clothing

Establishment

-ia

81

at-

Middle Street,
Where he keeps

Full

a

Assortment of

GENTS’

FITZGERALD

&
Fitzgerald
their

Under

Cloths

FURNISHING GOODS,
Embracing

ANDERSON, Agent.

g3P“3klrts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—d2m

Cassimeres,
Doeskins,

Fancy,

make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. Hta stock of Furnishing Goods
la large, embracing the best stvies in the mai ket.
Which ho will

81 Middle Street.
IV" DON’T FOBGET THE NUMBEB.

Published—Views of Appomattox Court
place of Gcii’l Lee’s surrender.
House,
Just

the

In every town in the State to canvass for some of the
most popular Engravings—sure to sell in every family. Enterprisiug men with a capital of five to fifteen dollars, can make from three to ten dollars per

Address

Circular.

H. W. HALE, P. 0. Box No. 1772.
Nov l— d3t&w4w*

CHASE,

CRAM k

STURTEVANT,

Commission Merchants,
Wldgery’s Wharf,
Portland, Me.

octlMtt

rplIK

host in the City.

on

Glass l

Also, MELAINOTYPES

A. M. McKEXiVEY'S
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
281 Congress St.

A Card.
BUSINESS meeting oi the Young Ladies B. F.
Society will be held at Miss Carter’s, on Danforth Street, on Thursday, Nov. 2d, ai 11 o'clock. As
business of importance will be transacted a full attendance Is requested.
Pee Obdeb.

A

oovldst*

showing

are

884 CONGRESS ST., Car. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner.
Gilding doffc in a superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
has had torfcy years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best

ALL

piITZGERALD
New

& HODSDON

Gloves

Cost!

AND

RETAIL)

Trees!

W. ADAMS, at his Nursery at Mor-

rill s Corner, offers a lew extra sized Pear Trees
with fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to $3 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 5-kc to $1 each.
LARGE GRAPE VINES, to be removed from land already sold.
Price according to
oct21 cod& w5w
J. W» ADAMS9 Nurseries,
Morrill's Comer. Gardeners, well

Nurseries,

will bo fur-

nished—at cost—to plant trees and
vines in the City or Cemetery. Names
be
left at the Tea Store.
orordCTsmay
MAPLES of large size for streets, grown
“the Nursery, with abundance or roots.
Am. and
Siberian Arbor Vitae; Hemlock and
Norway Spruce,
**ew Am.
Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 26—d3w
«

Maloney,

Music

about 75

MANAGERS:
J. H.

OR

AT AUCTION!
a.

by Chandler’s full Quadrille Band.

Eqnilable

Life Assurance

Of the

United

WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, Prttident.

United States Cotton Sale.

GOODS!

on

violation of the

Pept. 2,1845, on board Steamer “New York,” 3
bble. Whiskey, marked G
Sept. 23, at Grand Trunk
Depot in this city, 1 Trunk containing 3 bags Nutmegs. Sept. 29, on board stoamer ‘‘Neff York,” 1
bosket marked “Mr. Somerville, Boston, Maas.,”
containing Crockery and Glass Ware; 1 package
1

Ju* Whiskev. Oct. 4, on board steamer
Brunswick” 4 bottle Brandy.
Any person or persons claiming the same are requesed to appear and make such claim within ninety days Tom the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be disposed o in accordance with the act
ot Congress approved
Ajirll *, 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
N T. 1,1S45—dlawSw

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits

are divided among the
Insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts Is
less than that oi any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden
New York.
CHARLES B. HALL, Agni.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

HAVE

LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly
A for
sale by

on

Block,

WHERE

New York Amber

Black and Colored Silks,
From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
in n akes that we can recommend for SERVICE.

Woolens,

complaints.

Flannels,
Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

Havana White Sugars,
Havana Brown Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

LARD,

31—d2w

One Price, and No Variation!
Trimmings

DENTIST,

Clapp’s Block, market Square,

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bate. All operations warranted to give satis-

and

and

White

Wares,

Glares, including

Qxiallty

We would
Ladies to our

Also—

Small

Kids

Hosiery

the

Imported.

Strayed
premises
FROM
Mills, Oct. 13th.
3 white
the

Raymond, Cumberland
Chestnut 31 are, 6 years old,
feet, striped face, li.ilit mane an l tall.
Anyone giving information to the subscribers, or
8. T. Raymond,where she mavjbe found,will be suitably rewarded.
H. L. TAYIA3R & CO., Twnpfo SL
Portland, Mo., Oct. 25, lftW-dtf

invite the special attention of the

Goods

Department!

French Fluting t

FROST,

B.

94 Exchange

f\ALL and sec Samples
Vj 40 Preble Street.

Plain and Fancy Style*, Including the finest qualities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at
ONE

Street,

returned Irom Boston with

LARGE
SPLENDID ASSORTMENT of GOODS, of
HASandJust
all kinds Cor
a

Proposals for Erecting

Garments,

The Portland

Kindling Wood Co.

now

prepared to

Sealed proposals for the erection of a Chapel on the
I
finer of Danl' tii an
May streets, according to ll:e
recelv d at
nlaa of the arehitect, Mr. Eassott, will be
the office of H. M. Pa) son. Ho. 32 Exchange street,
until Saturday, H vemocr 4tli, 3 o’clock P.M.
Plans ami specifications can l-e seen at Mr. Pay*

Sawed any required length, (and Split if wished,)
Am LOW at it can be Jumithed in the City.
Please call and see, 322 Commercial Street,
or address through the Post Office,
A. I. HODSDEN, Portland, Me.
Oct 2*—d2w»

Manulacturers’

Bracket and Scroll

wv

A stated meeting cf the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association, will be held In the
Library Boom on Thursday evening, Nov. 2d,
at 71 o’clock.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.

OotM-dtd

Wanted.

Green-house proprietor in the vicmltv, to
taho charge of an India Uubbcr Tree duriug the
winter.
BBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle
Oct 19—dff

SOME

ONE

PRICE!

Appbat^

Oct

OF

Y0*?^m^wperh'r

ntlS%A$!^
iDipwJ*"* ^ySiech" itnng,”

fF. r. w. A.
Bre law, wlahe*
write to the Eli*"

soon
at

tM

Z.

ocMd.W

Berlin.__—--

Crayons,
-TiZTZ71
TttMrrai'lngs,
Albums.
for sale at

E. WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,
removed from Exchange to No. 74 Middle
HAS
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having

A

KD

FANCY

VtoO’er**’

,nrirhTS.
ABT
MciEV.VlCY’9,
2S4 Congress St.

Book

Cases!

llall

Music Stools.
Chairs, <P Square

they

ELIPHALET WEBSTER &
Sept 18—edlw t eodtf

hind done at A. M.

1

18 Exchange Street to 14
Middle Street.

received his son, J. H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
will insure the various classes of risks against
tire, at as reasonable ratea as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage*

afty

__^^s^row

20—dtt___
REMOVAL!

From

St.^

Copying Pictures

And No Variation.

Sawing.

Manufactured by
S. IIEALiD &
SONS, Borre, Mass.,
where they can be seen in
operation.
oc31dlw

hand,

sod’s office.
By order of Building Committee.
Oct 31—5td

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

SAWS,

from 12fl0 to 2000 revolutions per minute—the best Mill for Chair

MAKING

Block,

Wood 1

Stove

SCROLL

5 Free St.

a

Chapel.

Remember the Number *, 4f*

S3 to $13 per yard.
Please call early and make your selection*.
Oct. 30, ISM.
oc31dlw

S. SHEPPARD 8,

Septa—<13m*_

PRICE, and Mo Variation,

Being con-incod by onr SUCCESS thus Ear that our
MOTTO is the true one to socure the confidence
of our customers.

Prom

at Mrs.

Notice one door below Oxford Street.

0

Outside

Ladies*

_

French Fluttng !

Ila.iitllcei'cliiefH I
In

P.

of 8. T

one

Comprising the most desirable goods lor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

augll’65eodis&wly

TEETH 2

TEETH 2 TEETII 2

Dr. D. still continues to Extract fcoth by Electricity without pain. Persons having do ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic 3Ia~hine8 tor sale
lor family use, with thorough instru* tions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at liisfuaise.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 31.; from
urt* P. 31., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltf

at

Best

O. H. OSGOOD,

will,
vigor of health.

CLOAKS,

130 Commercial 9t.

action.

polypus,

Of the TA TEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTERNS, and of the BEST materials, which we offer

—

THOMAS LYNCH,

No. 8

Who have cold bancs and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs: nervous and sick headache: dimness and swimming in the bead, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowols; pain in the side and back:
leucorrhcea, (or whites); foiling of the womb wuh inand all that long
ternal cancers; tumors,
*raln of diseases will find In Electricity a suie means
too profuse
menstruation,
For
Of cure.
painful
menstruation, and all of those K*ng line of trouble**
is
a
certain
•pecifk.
with young ladies, Electricity
in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
and

And ALL GOODS noeded for HOUSEHOLD USE!

&C.,

Rbeamgtlo,

LADIES

Linen Damasks,

FOB SALS BY

reggs
WMr

the gouty, the lame anil the lazr
leap with joy, ail'l move with the agility and elastic
11/01 youth; the heated giald Is cooled; the frostrebitten limbs restored, the uncoulh deformities
weakness to
moved; fkintnesa converted to vigor,
to bear : nd
strength: the blind made to see, Urn deal blemishes ol
the palsied form tomovd upright; the
of mature hie
youth arc obliterated; the accidents
and an
prexented; the calamilioswf old ago obviated
active circulation maintained.

BLANKETS,

Syrup,

Electricity

By
The

Including

Be/Lned Sugars,

Oct

of the beat fabrics, and

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

Clayed Molasses,

BEEF, PORK,

Prices I

SHAWLS,

Muscovado Molasses.

DEMING,

Electrician

171 MIDDLE STREET,

GOODS

DRESS

Cotton.

Nearly Opposite the United State* Hotel*
he would Tcspoctfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha*
uermanently located in this city. Luring the two
years we have been in th;s city, we have cured some
of tbo worst forms of disease in persons.vJio Lave
ti led other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is rflen
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without chaige.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia >n
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption wd en
la the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, ecroflila. liip
diseases, white swellinga. opir.al diseases, curvaluie
Of the spine. contracieTl muscles, distorted limbs,
pakv or paralvsis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, eonaUpalion and liver c-unplaint, piles—we cine
every caw that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, stricture# of the chest, and all forms of femile

TILE-

In styles of Plain and Fancy
in tiie Choicest Shades.

N.

Medical

GOODS.!
Cash

W.

DR.

are

Our Stock comprises

Clenfuegos Molasses,

a

A. M. McKEXXEY,
Oct 3—cod*eow3m
2*4 Congress St,

Btore,and

Lowest

Porto Bico Molasses,

M. C. M. A.

Mirror Plates !

In

Mobile

MEDICAL ELECTBICITY

weekly receiving a fur
and carefully eelcted stock of FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC
now

Bales

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may be seen In balo at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the ofllco of
the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New York, two
lays before the sale.
Oct. 27—dtd

ELDEN& WHITMAN,
5 Tree Street

of

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton Agent,

2800

(Accumulated In Six Yean.)

Furnish

were

By order

VARIATION I

NO

O’CLOCK P. M„

AT I

At Exchange Sales Boom, 111 Broadwaj,H7,

-AND-

-AT

Are

Is hereby given that the following deNOTICE
scribed goods
the
seized at this port,

On FiHDAY, November 3d, 1865,

-AT-

DRY

Considerations far Insuring in the Equitable Life Asenrauee Society.
Fiest.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec arcd non
JorfeitaUt after three years, for a pro rata amount.
Tmao.—Its cash income ie greater than that ot
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Foohth.—No other company ever organized < 1ther In Kuropo or America, has experienced such ex-

II. DRAl'EUi Auctioneer.

J.

ME.

(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, 1869,)

BAXLEY & Co., Auctioneers.

IIKNRY

Octal—cl tf'

WILL SELL

Society

Stales.

Sleighs, &c.,

Blankets,

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

Street,

THE

on

we

nesses,

Tiokjcts for the Course, Including the Ball,... .$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,...1.00
Single Tickets for tbe Bail,.....1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two lallcs).
Spectators to tne Ball fifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.

[RETAIL!

PORTLAND,

ocUJOutd.

m.,
Saturday, at n o’clock
Every
Lime St.,
shall «11 Horses, Carriages, Har<£c.
Robes

Maybury.

J. J.

05.

x

Horsey Carriages, Harnesses, kt.,

CosteBe,

John Clehaa,
P. C. Ward,

One Price !

LIFE INSURANCE.

Seizure of Goods.
a

ON

Premise*, will be s Id tne two story double
House comer of Unmberiatul and Chestnut Streets.
House is roomy and in good order, well an angod tor
iwo families, with plenty oi hard and soft water. Lot

One Price!

Order!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

days hereinafter mentioned, tor
Revenue Liws:—

M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St

Beal Estate, comer of Cumberland
and Chestnut Sts., at Auction.
FRIDAY, November 3J. at 3 P. M., on the

Thomas Noonan,
B. J. Jennings.

DRY

148 and 150 Middle

Pear l

hardy as <o resist the cold which so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its superior.”
Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hem. Joseph Brect, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorse all
that has been Laid in relation to its excellence.”
Price.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 per doz. Smaller $12 to $24
J. w. ADAMS' Nursery,
per doz.
Oct 20—d*w5w
Morrill's Corner.

our

October 31,

O. C, O’Douoghue,
Edward L&ndregan,

showing their

are

at

WHOLESALE

was so

trained in

ON

uid Fere Sts, will be sold the block of woo* en dwellings numbered 14 and 10. together with he land.—
The ouildings are of modem build, two storied, and
containing 12 rooms each, in th rough r* pair, and
iwve always commanded good tenants, will be a id
ogether or seperately as the curchmers may desire.
Land abont 56 feet on India, by 10Q in depth.
Immediately ailev will be sold a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India St., 16 cet on Fore
oy about 4<> in depth.
For particulars call on the Auctioneer.
Oct 26—did

McGTHnchy,

FLOOR

Oct 11—dtf

on hand
oc3eou&eow3m

Pear

on Fore and India Sts.,
at Auetion.
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 6, at halt past twelve
o'clock, on tho premises, Indri, between Mid. le

O’Donnell,

HOOP SKIRTS

constantly

large; similar to the Bartlett in form,
jflgg “Very
less musky in flavor; vinous, melting, butqgfpbut
—Cotery, and Juicy; fine texture; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Norfolk Ag. Soc.
The late Dr. Brlnckle said “It was of superior
quality, as weft as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Jlochester, Ar. ¥., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking bett.*1
Mr. Horey, Prest. of Mass. Hort. Society, thought

Large

Real Estate

HALL,

D.

the prexn
It is a one

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, li Exchange St.

E.

their

&c
^Manufactory! Molasses, Syrup, Sugars,

Clapp’s Favorite

on

house,
story
throughout;
■i good rooms, good cl* sets and cellar, abundance
water. The lot is good size, with a line garden spot.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctions «.
Oct 31—4 td
a

COMMITTEE OP ARRANGEMENTS:
John McAleney,
D. J. Farr,
John Kelley,
John
James O’Donnell,
Hugh Dolan,
P.
Fran is O'Reiley,
P. C. Ward.
JohnLlehan,
J. J.
J. H. Costello,

A. M. McKENNEY’S

Frame

TUESDAY, Nov. 7, at 3 P. M
ON
ise«, house No. 75 Bracket Stroot.
md
half
finished
wooden

BALL ON THANKSGIVING EVE,
Under the auspices of the (FHonoghue Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

CORNER OF FREE AND CROSS STS., (2d Floor,)
PORTLAND, MAINE

a

House and Land at Auction.

Hall,

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

Tuesday evening:,

showing

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.

Engravings, Lithographs,
Card Photographs, Picture Frames,Ac.

particulars send for

Nov. 1—dtf

Following each week in succession on the Wednesday evenings o»
November, together with a

DEALER IN

T?»>
a5d
“New

Ambrotypes

a course

C.W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.

__

Iraybury,
J. M.

FITZGERALD

Broadcloaths,

and

are

/clock.

Commencing

Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

& HODSDON
best Manchester

HALE,

—

Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

Both Plain

hodsdon

WHOLESALE

New York Skirt and Corset Store,
28 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

“it

Custom

& HODSDON are selling their
goods 80 per cent, lean than any other house
In the trade.
oclldtf

ANDERSON’S

ot workmen. A large assortment
for wholesale and retail trade.

TO'OT'IST

SAMUEL

will bo
THEBE
held at

AT

Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

For full

LOCKE

^FENIANTsplWBLIES.

their

11—dtf

To

A splendid assortment from 89c to £7,50. From
plain Domestic Corset to the most beautiftilly
Embroidered French Coutille.

day.

J.

Street, a lot of Men's and Boys’ Cloth in % consisting
>f Coats, Pants, Vests. Jackets. Overcoats, Ac.
Also a lot of undershirts an«l Drawers, Tiaveling
Shirts, Wool Hose, Ac. Sale to commence at 7

On Taeaday Evening, November 7, 1SG5.
Term to consist of Twelve Lessons. Ladles’ Class
will meet at T o’clock. Gent.’s Class at 8 o’d ock.
Terms for Ladles $3,00. Gentlemen gs.Oii.
P.S.—Those wishing to attend will pleuso commence the first lesson, as this will be the only term
bo will teach this season.
novl dtd

MANUFACTURE

CORSETS.

-A.T

A.

be sold this (Thursday) I veiling, at the
WILL
Auction Store of W. C. BARNES, 100 Federal

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,
AT

Oct

Clothing at Auction.

oct24 to nov22

CORSE1S11

coupons.101J

XT3?

showing

are

Oct 11—dtf

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

United States one year Certificates. 97j
Missouri Sixes. 77
Canton

New
FTZGERALD

HODSDON

IKid Gloves, for $1.00 and $1.75.

AT

GENERAL

Treasury

MR.

re-

•omaininit Crum the stock sale. Kvery lot must be * 11.
So postponement on a count of weather.
novMlt

cts!

commence

our

Agents Wanted

Pork—lower;

Stock

75c to $3.00.

25 cta
CO

Gentlemen,

wi 1 be in attendance

Music

12 Exchange 8treat.

Lln~ns, Linen Goods, Dress Goods,
BLANKETS, &c„

his Fall Term in Waltzing Polka
Mazurka, Varaovlenue, Waltz and Polka, Quadrille,’
Gallop, Polka Reiowu, Spanish Dance, &c., at

their

148 and ISO Middle 8t.

89c

Oats—in moderate request.
Beei—steady; sales 600 bbls.

on

t

LANCASTER
&

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

2. M" "HI he sold without the least
Jarve.the remainder ot the s ock of

danci^gI

□

P. E.

ZHZ.

New York. Nov. 1.
2500 bales Middling Uplands

vado 132 @ 142c.
Coffee—firm; sales 1120 bags Rio
St. Domingo 400 bags.

Hoods, from

showing

are

Oct ll-dtt

inferior

SkL-t.^a

Neir Fork Markets.

@

$50.00.

to

Oct 11—d'f

GEO.
Oct. 31.

87

New Style
FITZGERALD

& HODSDON

Oct 11—dtf

Mobile Markets.

at 57c.

Cloaks, from $7.00

M.

To Whom it May Concern.
.’AY. (Thursday. Not. 2d), ot 10 o’clock A.

Nov. 2d,
SewUl* Circle of the
The public arc reapectfliUy

Lancaster

showing their

are

E*

levee at Lincoln

a

Cards of Admission,

C$r-Good

10c to $2.00.

Oct 11—dtf

Ladies

third hands.

be

LEVEE!

tnyUcd
Cards of Admission, Ladies,

offer

Savannah, Oct. 28.

of State, is here, ento Houston and

largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
gives us such advantages in tho matter of
price, that in many cases we are able to

Savannah Markets.

Galveston, Texas, Oct. 2$.

Judge Bill, Secretary

and widely spreading trade in these
articles, and connection with one of the

sive

New York 1J @ 2 per ce'-t. discount.

Cotton—active; sales

$5.00.

to

showing their

are

•kirts; Wool Table Covers; 50'pairs Wool Blankets;
rith a great many other articles too nunx rous to
a ntion.
A ao, Caahmero Square and Long Shaws.
The above stock may bo examined the day before
lie sale, and every article warranted perfect.
oct25 did

Thursday Evening,

Oet 11—dtf

the

Freights—unchanged.
Exchange has advanced.

Checks

LllTZGERALD & HODSDON
X1 New Styles of

Knit
Ladie*! Anderson intends to give you
thia season, Skirts and Corsets at
prices
which must be satisfactory. Our exten-

middling.
Sugars-dull; prime 172c.
Freights—Cotton to Liverpool 2d.
Exchange on New York 2§ per cent, discount. Gold

Oct 2V—eodSw

tente to W
ashington.
The telegraph is working
San Antonio.

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

for

From TMeat.

The bark Houston, ashore on the western
end of the Island, is still waiting for orders
from the New York underwriters.
Judge Pascol denies that he has petitioned
the President for clemency to Jeff. Davis.

Skirt and Corset Store!

Market.
New Orleans, Oct. 30.
Cotton—quiet; sales to-day 20u0 bales at 55 @ 56c

at

wm
There
HALL*

Will

& HODSDON
New Style
FITZGERALD

NEW YORK

New Orleans

Mr. Seward and the French Minister have
had an interview this week.

An order mustering our General officers will
be issued soon.
The 'Tunis Embassy visited the fortifications
and Freedmen’s Village in the vicinity of

ANDERSON’S,

convinced.

Sugars—quiet

SOCIAL

Oct 11—dtf

Buttons, from

Accident to Steamer Pocahontas.

that place Oct. 7th,

the 22d ult. and routed them. The loss of the
latter was fifty killed and wounded.
Another account report the eastern part of
the city of Mexico was submerged and that
there was danger of the total overflow of the

OPENING

Uarneaa.

Oct 31—did

showing their

are

to

not, flr,t

Tickets 50 cent,.

Nov. 1—dtd

& HODSDON

If

Hirucu

tQ

S,» 'ri,JWlC

Day and Good Track 1

Hale,

Orleans.

N ew Orleans, Oct. 81.
The steamer Herman Livingston, from New
York, and Sheridan, from Boston, have arrived.
The steamer Angler, outward bound, got on
the Bar.
Gen. .Canby has rescinded Gen. Fullerton’s

order

jrVGood

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

-AT-

Fete

B~

SKIRTS,

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

Gold Certificates.
New York, Nov. 1.
The Secretary of the Treasury has informed
the Assistant Treasurer at New York that new
gold certificates of the denomination of $100
and $1,000, will be seDt to this city early next
The $20, $50 and $500 notes may not
week.
It is intended to bebe ready for some time.
gin the issue of these certificates to depositories next week.

of

Issue

killing thirty-seven
capturing sixty-eight
prisoners. Seventy-eight of the Austrian hussars fought four hundred of Fiquero’s band on
and

of Col. Dahlgren.

the Remains

LAjiY<UYgp\S^J

showing their

Hoop Skirts, from. $1.00

JjllTZGERALD

killed.

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.
The remains of Col. Daldgren laid in state
in Independence Hall during the night, and
the funeral service took place this morning.—
Rev. J. P. Wilson of Newark, delivered an impressive sermon and the remains were then removed to Laurel Hill, escorted by six companies of the 7th regiment of the 1st Army Corps,
two companies of marines and city troops who
acted as guard of honor.

next.

Over four thousand laborers are employed
on the railroad from Vera Cruiz to Mexico.

of

was

BAIley"of Portu^1'^',“AN' *° W**°“-

bU

JjllTZOERALD

November 2d.

on

Oct 11—<1U

NOW

Thursday,
PURSE

GEO. H.
G. M
A. SAVAGE, of Water ville, name.

Middle St.

are

DN

|SOO.OO!

injured.

& HODSDON

SATURDAY, October 2feth, 1SC5, at 10 A. M.
and 2.1 P. M., and continued troin day to day unit ti e entire stock is add.
This stock is vained at
ver $20,000, and lull will be found the finest mid
»est aa*oitmon
ot goods ever
tt'eied a! auction in
hie city, consisting in part os follows, viz.; 808 Brown
jinen Table Cloths, of all sizes ; l.ooo Blenched
double Satin Damask Linen Table Clotl.s. seme sultblo for extension tables, and Hi finest goods imor ted; 2tH) dozen j and
double Satin Damask Linn Napkins; 500 dozen double Damask
Doylies; £5
>iecos 6-4, 7-4 and < 4 bleached and brown Table Linn, suitable for hotels and board!..gbouses; 75 pnccs
-4. lu-4,11-4 and 12-4 Linen Sheetings; 20 pieces4-8,
-4, 6-4 Pillow Case Linen; ICO pieces t-4 heavy Pamly Linen; 250 pieces 4-4 Shirting Linen, Richardon Manufacture;
750 do*. Diaper and Huckaback
rowels; Scotch Diapers, Bird’s ye Diapers. Ladii s'
,nd Gent’s Handkerchiefs, Russian and American
rashes: French and American B* d Spreads; Broadloths, Beaver < lot! is, ( a si a eres, 1 ilot (lulls:
hirts and Drawers; Water-Proof < loths: Balmoral

M.lc Ilcat.,
Be.t Three i« Fire.
JAS. TURNER, ol Boston,
name,

OctU-dtf

SKIRTS,

HOOP

New Orleans, Oct. 30.
The fight between the Imperialists and the
Liberals around Matamoras commenced on

One Liberal General

or

Special Sale of Dry Goods!

AND STAKE OF

Fitzgerald It Uodsdoa,

SKIRTS,

HOOP

On

secondary importance,

H8 A 150

is shut off.

All

We, the people of Georgia, in Convention at
our seat of
Government, do declare and
ordain that the ordinance adopted by the same
people in Convention of the 19th day of January, A. D. 1861, entitled ‘An Ordinance to Dissolve the Union between the State of Georgia
and other States united with her under a comentitled “ The United
pact of Government
States of America.’ ”
Also an ordinance by the same convention,
on the 16th day of March, in the year of our
Lord aforesaid, entitled an ordinance to adopt
and ratify the Constitution of the Confederate
States of America, and also all ordinances and
resolutions of the same, adopted between the
16th day of January and the 24tli day of March

skirts,

HOOP

garrison oidy prevents its being nightly
prised. All communication with the ulterior

killed.

not worn

£DW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange 8t.

FARK l

Gay Spanker,

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

sur-

received to-night:
“Millebgevill, Ga., Oct. 31.
HU Excellency, Andrew Johnson:

convention.

hoop

matter of

CITY

Sales.

rhla Sale •! Dry Deed* continued
throngb
Tae<dar, at 10 A. M. and 2) p, M.t and
throughout Ike Week*

Sorrel Dan, Ticonic, and Lady

bat to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first consideration;—It is
more difficult to get than doth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Oar dedded
success in the
Hosiery and Glove
Trade has induced os this Beeson to add
another Depart ment-that of CLOAKS,
from the colebrated
Manufactory of
PAINE, BEERY & CO., New Tori City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new
tiylet are now
arriving and will be fbund to comprise ihe
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not
satisfactory, will be exchanged if

Hoop Skirts,

being

en

people a

HOOP SKIRTS,

on

the 25th and lasted three hours. The liberals
were successful at first, gaining a portion of
the works around the place, but those were
subsequently regained by the Imperialists.
The Liberals were roughly handled and put to
flight, closely pursued by the Imperialists.
Brownsville reports say that the Liberals lost
500 killed and wounded, and that the Imperial
loss was several wounded and less than a doz-

Auction

BETWEEN

Excellence as regards the Pit and Style
of a Ladies’ Cloak Is considered by some

HOOP SKIRTS,

Matamoras by the Liberals.
New York, Nov. 1.
The Matamoras correspondent of the Herald
writing under date of the 12th ult., states that
the attack by the Liberals on Matamoras commenced on the Sunday previous, and the fact
of their
led up in three lines of battle
led to the belief that they were commanded by
American officers, as they never formed in
that way before. The Liberals held their
ground, and the most constant vigilance of the
The

FOREST

LADIES’ DRESS!

HOOP SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,

The steamer Chase had not arrived from

New York.

was

going ou well. The Convention has
passed the following ordinance:
An ordinance to repeal certain ordinances
and resolutions therein mentioned, heretofore
passed by the people of the State of Georgia in

Entertainments.

TIrandracei

as

states'that

The Times’ dispatch say that the Secretary
of the Navy has ordered that the trial of speed
between the Algonquin and Winooski be made

1

Mlscellan eous.

Miscellaneous.

New Yobk, Nov. l.
The steamer Lee, from Savannah the 28th
ult, has arrived.
The steamer Wabash, from Philadelphia for
New Orleans, put into Savannah in distress,
having lost her smoke stack and sails. Two

I

nFCKIVEB and for ale by
fc lll!D90X»9,
4 Free St. Block,

JUST “burroughs

JOct5«-dtf

For Sale and to

Poetry.

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

By EDwABO

rr.EiffAST Village

Is the

$100.00

Frefi'okt.

of

i

Five minutes walk from the Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 523 Acres
of good laud, well fenced and watered, embracing hay-field, orchard.
large garden and pasturage- A good
two story house and out-building.:, with stable and
barn; all in go >d repair. To any gentleman wishing
a country residence, this property is particularly
recommended.

h.

1

■_

I,..

bro litters

Dannie.

Bound the shining stepping-stores,
YJUr dear footstep’s soothing patter
jungles with your gleelul tones.

Enquire

the

on

premises of

Capt. J. A. MITCHELL;
C. PROCTER, Lime Street, Portland.

JOHN
oct3Ud2w

Or

B iys of brighter realms beam ever
In the homes where children dwell—
Lighting up the yeniil hearth-alone
With a joy no heart can tell!
Oh I these babes of blessing lead us
By the hand to hallowed scones—
Even as our Savior taught them,
And we’re blest by these mild means.

Pur Sale.
House* in good order; a pleasant
and desirable location on Cumberland St. Possess ion given first of No'v.
For particulars Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Portland, Oct 26.—03w
Lime Street.

TWO-Dwelling

A

ofJOH?r

The following, which may be said to illustrate the triumph of conservative principles;
we copy from Harper's Magazine:
A good ojd Dutchman of our State was in
the habit of sending his son “Hans” to the
Trill every Saturday afternoon with a bag of
grain, '/’his was slung across the back of old

sorrel

and sorry-looking horse;
and in order to make the bag maintain its balance a large stone was put in one end of the
hag, while the grain was pendent in the other.
One day Hans had the task of getting the com
ready for mill, and by chance forgetting the
stone, as he seized the bag the inclosed grain
parted, and he found the load equally balancei cn the back of Bawbones. Turning he
spied the stone, and examining the burden
discovered that the load went quite as well
without it as with. In joy at his great discovery, Hans yelled at the old man, who was in
the corn-house:

road.

ter sthoue in one

ent!”
The old gentleman looked at Hans’
strange
innovation, and in a voice choked with wrath
at the presumption of the youth, said :
“Dake dat oil'! Dake dat off, an’ but dat
sthone in ter pag, like it waspcforel Yous
granfader went to mill mita sthone in ter pag
to balance it, and yous old fader too, an’ now
you goc3 an’ sets youself up as you knows
dan both of ’urn!

more

I

whips

you.

Hans,

dake it off, an’ but the sthone in ter pag!”
Haps did as directed, and with the monstrous pebble in one end of the
bag, and the
grain in the other, old liawbones went on his
and
the world moved on.
jouruay,

It is a mystery why certain savage and barbarous tribes, in diffeient parts of the
world,
have different sets of numerals for several different classes of objects, as one set for men
and

animals; another for roundish objects, as
cocoa-nuts, pebbles, etc.; a third for long
things, like sticks, etc. The Unipa islander?
are known to have five or
six; some of the
Micronesfans, twelve or fifteen; and an old
of
the
grammar
Catchiquel language of Guatemala gives about forty.
An American

was

teaching English

to a

German, and an being asked if there were no
irregular verbs in English, replied by ffivint
one solitary
example. It was, “I go, thou
wentest, he departed, we made tracks vou
cut stick, they skedaddled.” But on
asking
fora repetition of it the German found that

it varied every time, and he at last
gave it up
in despair as a grammatical Proteus.

For Sale.
•fS-rV The

two- story houso and lot corner ol Linand Mayo Streets, containing twelve
It is finished for two families, with
abundance of hard and soil water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repuk.
Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 21—dU
144 Middle St.

Hpijcoln

B=&ruoms.

Storage
Oct. 21,1865.—0Ct23d2w

been sold in this market only

ITyethas

~FOR
AfARM

It has taken the lead of every
thing in the
Cooking Stove line.
In no caso has it failed to
give entire satisfaction,
and it has aheitod the
highest praise from ail who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of onr former
fhvorite
Stoves, besides others which they do not possess.
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes,
Into a sifter

dropping
beneath the
sifted without moving.
V.d. It sifts ashes without
or other incumdust,
branee, and the cinders are ready to be used imgrate,

are

*>d. It consumes as little, if not
actually less, coal
tnan any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may be regulated with
greater ease and
perfection than was ever before considered possible.
5th
If has a largo Ash Box,- perfectly tight, thus
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as anv Cook
Stove,
and the castings are heavier and liner than those of
other manuiacture.
7tli. and last. These Stoves are warranted in respect to working, cracks,
&c.

imperfections, &?.,

Cook Store iiiiiil yon have
and examined the

n

seen

eldorado:
New and Second Stoves of add kinds hat
FOUND AT OUB STOVE STOBE.

be

AFARMLand, situated

ON THE BLANCHARD

Assistant

for

The Buildings are. a Two-story
Dwelling
with good Carriage House, Birn and Wood
*

October 3d 1

invited by the undersigned, ior
PROPOSALS
the delivery of good, merchantable
Timothy hay
are

and sti-aw on board of vessels, at such
land Harbor, as may be designated.
The Hay and Straw mast be

ard

WOOD) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive

°aiihr“euvc»late
„’’be.Hay
and

“

mema.

^

Plain>y' tL°

JONAS I{-

oetfdtr

nal?°

Bills will be accepted Irom time to
to meet
requirements of the Government. time,
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the
Quarter^
master General.
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M„ U. S. A.
Oct 4—dtf.
the

prj»r7'-tw

Hay

144*11
Tli, ii,,

cheap.
aekn,>wlcd„4
Bale at May may

otoer machine an prem as
owe of them* “happy hiia*’

n,\Tj7,

**1
thine. Model and
bs ^.
Bisk, A done.’, CoaiiMrdal St. Bead (by 1 y.,-.....
Addmn. STEPHEN J. A 1st TIN, Portland. *.
0*4 tl—wodlm

•tie

A FARM
Or

FOR

desirable LOT, situated on the northerly
| lifii
J.
of Free
above

Street,

St.,

Oak

3,1.

with the Stable

thereon.
For particulars apply to
A. B, STEPHENSON,
Oct 8—fedtf
121 CanimeMalSt.

For Sale.
LOT in Evergroon
Cemetery, on

nue.
Said
is very

lot is

the main Aveof two lots in one

composed

handsomely

ticulars, address Box
Oct 4—dim

For further

laid out.
596 F, O.

par-

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37 j JMidu’e St. Apply to P.
s. W., en tlie
premises, er at house No. 12 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
\ ocCdtf

THE

For Sale.
desirable dwelling house No. 16 Brackett St.,
adjoining, the residence of J. G. T’oltbrd. Es-i.
1
Lotts by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
lA
n.
k
Sept 25—dtf Cor. Middle find Exchange Street.

THE

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

S?«5SSft3S£
SSSig?
payment of
flic FIRST,

each

a

Two

S. II.
<

Coolidge

Sept

given

ion

A.

Store who is
Cutting
JOSEPH F. DUNNING,
55 Dantorth St.
Oct 27,1866.—dlw*
MAN in

Remember that
Ladies or Gentlemen.
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to soil line Steel Engravings an 1 Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box I7S2.
Oct 14—d&w3ro

EITHER

Lost I

Trunk
Sabattisville

or

between

and

on

a
August
Trunk*
marked “HATTIE B. HAMILTON, Portland?—
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec Depot, or E. T. CUSHMAN, Portland.
Oct 11,1865.
ocl3d&w3w

.‘

-.f.y

Wanted.
SITUATION in

A House

a Hotel, Saloon, or Boarding
COOK, by a man who has bad expeWashington St.

as a

Appy

rience.

at 79

Oct 26—dlw*

GOOD reliable Amercan Woman as head Cook
a Boys' Boarding School.
Wages $4 per week.
An assistant lurnished. Address
WARREN JOHNSON,
Oct 19—d2w*
A
Tbpsham, Me.

A in

Wanted.
young la<ly, silua ion as Catfiker or Book-.
Keeper, in a Dry Goods, Millinery, or Fancy
Goods store. Tlia. best of refcrtyiees given.
a

BY

a

Apply to

N. M. WOODMAN,

Oct»—dtf
■

•»-*

»-—■-

GlreCt.

28 Oak

Aperient Bottles, emptied,
which good price in casli will be paid,
CUMMINGS’S
goods

“A.

several

on liberal terms,
exchanged
;
d order to

it'returned clean andin
’»
H.T. CUMMINGS?1 1 *
Oct 14—d3w#
432u Congress St.

go

Wanted to Purchase.
thousand acres, more or lest, bf Wood Land;?
it must

ONE

be covered with

mostly hard, and

from

a

situated

so

eight

heavy growth

of wood,

that vessels

drawing

to ten ioet ol water can approach it. Proposals tor the Same addres ett (o JOB A? TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 56
Washington Street. BostoD, stating loca ion, price
per acre, &c., will receive.prompr attention.

Boston,

10.1SC5.

(Jet.

QdScUm

Tenement Wanted.
tenement suitable for
WANT
small tamilies, with good water privileges.
Please
D

a

one

cr

two

address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

Wanted.
without

a

Z.,

aug5eodti

Omce,

Vessels to

B.. (or

load deals at St. John, N.

English
est rates of

and Dish

same

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond,

Ports,

at

high-

place for Galves-

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharl.

To be Let.

29^-dtl

To Let.

or

retail,

in the

business
now

purposes,
block, 147 Middle

FOR

300 CHEAP

QKQ BOXES Choice Vermont Dairy and FacOoO tory Cheese, for sale by

137 Ccmmerbial St.

Real Estate for Sale.
and LO
Middle Street, known

r No. 37
HOUSE
the Payson House.
House and Lot

02

Portland,
as

enfner ot Waterville and Shcrbrook
Toruis easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37 J Middle St.
julyildtf

Sts.

Valuable Meal Estate!
FO R
of

ner

SALE.

finely located

MTlie

Real

Estate, on

State and Danforth

the

cor-

Sts.,

lit;til Estate fbr
Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

A

residence in Cape Elizabeth,'
Portland Bridge. The house is
tiT, stories,
tl« p
two
coutahdng 13 rooms, closets, &e., all in

Portland,

lai Coaiaofdti

ovc*

11a

v

Jefferson

apt Mu

Cur. Ci^ai

and Hi Foderd

•’—

fur

will Confirm these Facts.

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

FOB MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

LITTLE’S

FIRE AND
Insurance

LIFE

Cienfuegos” Muscovado

J
V“
lvifi) ffcr.
e

ROBINshf.
So. l

If.TT

Oet. 20.-dim

Apples

und Ji utter.

BBLS. Pall and Wtan

Of If I
*-9* M
"

r

continues to issue Policies or» Buildings, Merchandise, and other good property againss Joss or
damage by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount Of *50,000 if

wanted, viz:
Fhoenlx Insurance Company,
OF .HARTFORD, CON*.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
*1,000,000

QF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Capital

City
Cash

It*) Tttt« < boiee Bwtu x
itMNlilwl Uiti Iwf Whin by

Surplus,

*250,000.

Fire Insurance

Company,
HARTFORD,' CONN.

Capital and Surplus,

*450,000.

Insurance Company,
HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
*350,000.
Forth American Fire Insurance Co.

HARTFORD,

CONN.

Capital and Surplus,

*400,000.

Few England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
*250,000.
OF

EXETER,

April 27,1865.

Ort. 3#.—dtt

Life Insurance

»*.

IS*

ft..
Yttf fmi

aiaara

» ha W.

AW,

ftuaa

hiMMc,

Leave Brunswick,

wim.
wa

au«

_

«

Hl«4toeuu:k. PUok
*W l< I < Mil I Mm]
rKFl
*
FI*; DbiUaKf fur &alt bg
Co B. ruH a. Ayrui St. rr.tucis Hitts.
Oft- IT, IBk-lHi
H*rr*,
Whakt.

rtwito IMMI KtttTtnv t«» Hair
1 In ttrtr, mm wuW
£2* ** **m. Amni]
*******
tm4
#*»*i
t
to*
H
wL',_ g ****
ftttomm
i8hf>
*
*

mH Imm.

wt0 ttwNrfi*-4

vu

JTLa

**nr mm

T“r
1 mm Bate

a

?a'3S£Z22]T*1
Ihm, -££UdE£’*Ki:
ajMWE-1
hi

*

pnfMfk

-m

Naa*

Hr

««*r.

Atf

BN**- •»* aaft Ik«. w
Alkaata. <-• laaa uM —yrM,J
^ <lf*® ** *** *»*•• r*a b»

rtas a
CmneftY,
Ntf i«l Caaua.

W auaa.

4*4

■*
aA»* msS a *«4*
h» «sa, mm4 ♦ Umt irfiwdt
Tana*
«ka actaftea.
tWMf, kept, 6,

tlw r*
©£*»

flMkHNNtkkQkl

JJJJiJm**
hjfl*

,_S T*

I* »u t
'P'Ao tafj^FurrU.Wt Sanaa, c-ntrailr located, ta

r_,,

ALTAR LIBBEY. wb> ha* hal Ik.’ad.
'«'•
j k H»rn M ED rreSi iZ

Al’BltlkTLd, Mi the la Mir
**
both otwam
be Dead tmrmkher
m mfl? d-wtlympwujhm. «a
Wt’ART * co, in
ZJT.rjT.y **—»r <
he will U
,u it
happy to bm*i
Ms —•£* wewle. their order*,
W

rnnu'v ...

»
la

---*

_

perwmaay

Furnace wart

axvah.libbet. J

FLOUR!

LITTLE, Agent,

Of

Mutual Insurance

Trains will arrive

rtni

r" rth. ia a U«kt fttnc?
Or# of tba beat thiugy

*CH!Iia,',artX.l,;i*1T
°et ? >~4xfttH*m 3 Ro*53 ^xUauu^ St.

LABOK MrorUMent >4 all grad™ of FLOI B
n»w nrrtrtnjr and Ibr *Wo by the CAR LOAD, or
othwwUr, at tau prtoea.
■Fh» patronage ot arr tbreaer customer, solicited.
M. UABBLiy,
A

|J^J’^»A\"fEl>

lo

parewJe^^lSmWLd
If

1
Ort :x—dtf

“

M=lu Wharf,

-roB BALE

and 4 were

u

Ibr

follow*:—

zmama

205 p.m.
817 a m.

^ma

T0

W.

mates and Mata of Hew-Park
•••*■ Cl»>. Bank and other Blocks.
docks and othcwwso.
t*mn»t«ni Hot.# and Mils ileceivaOU

*4,874 7oC
1,187 He

«WiaSh.”''™SKT«s,ft
5A“rSt""’
Ear®lia.£rd.jt.

300 do Ertxa -All Long flax
do IS syt Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
300

Bath, April 20,1303,

A1

Alma

f,

Jtocph
j Hear,
R J

Howtuad.

Beni Habcook
Pletch' r Wesw
Rob B

Mlunrti

Jttbk D

£**«•“
W H. H

Domic, Tlce-Pravident.
Moon*, Id Vioc-PfWA’t

Applications rroetred by

MUHGER,

Arbroath.

4.7*
ap22dtt

166 Rore 8t.

VebJlsdlm llmeodfcwdw

to proon/e

at 4 o’clock P
Those vessels are fitted up w‘th fine
a.-eommodations fer passengers, making this th.
most pniodv
safe and oomfortalle route for
Sew York and Malue
state K
1
SW.OO. Cabin passage 88.00. Meals extra
Goods forwarded by th<# line to and
from MonQneboo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
bt.John.
Shippers aro requested to send their freight to the
steamers m early as 3 P.Mon the
day that they
1
■care Portland.
For IVeigbt or passage apply to

travel”” bett^n
KooT

P«s*ge7,n

Cholera Morbus,

$lek Headache.
sickness at Stomach,
Dysentery,
Fever and A-rue.
Heartburn,
Colic 1’ains,

in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels, it is a sovereign and permanent cure for
and

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
and in everv instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach, enabliug the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it.
It is the most wonderful remedy and

Railway Ticket Office. 31 Ex-

change Street, upstairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

Mall Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by oarly application at this office.
Maxell 20,1S66.
marSOdfcwtf

his

ever

TOV

THAT ARE

BXTFFBRINQ,

Wc beg of you. If you are sick, to make just
)t it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

one

trial

New Haven, Conn.

§H.

International

Lyon’s

Calais and

Co.

SL John.

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
SCIENTIFICALLY

A
0n •nd after Monday, March 27 the
■LhE&aS^IISteamer Nkw YouK.Capt H W Chieholm, win leavo Railroad Wharf, foot of Stat* St,
every Monday at 6 o'clock p. m ; and the Steamer
Nkw Buckswies, Capt E B. Winohes*er, wiilleave
every Thuksoay at 5 o’clock p.m, for E&3tportaxid
St. John.
Returning will leave Rt. John every Monday and
Fhnrndays at 8 A. m, fer Eastport, Portland and
Bos on.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” wi|l conneot
for St. Androwa, Robinston and Calais, with the New
Brasvcick and Canada Railway for Woodsock and
s

tioalton stations.
S age roaches a'so connect at
Eastport lor Mac Ulan and intermediate plaoes.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind* or, Dfgby and Flalilax. and with steamers for
Frederic and the 8t John River. Through tickets
procured of tho agentj or the clerk on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until
C.

r. m.

Portland, March 20.1865.

FALL

4 o’clock

C. EATON. Agent.
mchVlti

ARRANGEMENT!

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pills

safe to

and is

use

or

Powders !

at all times

For all Female

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES.

forbidden in the directions which accomespecially
pany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by
Druggists everywhere,

C.G. CLARK & CO., Gen'l Agents,
U. S. and Canada.

For

Coe’s

Portland. Mav 31, 1885—dti

Railv/ay.

Cough

No Medicine

ever

Balsam!

known

will

cure

perfoefc and PERMANENT CUBE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to tie
tact of his
long standing and well-earned reputation
tarnishing sulUcient assurance of his sUU and suc-

CAUTION TO THE FUELIC.
intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out
for general use should have
their efflcacy established
b> well tested experience u»
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties ho roust
tulnll; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to he the best in the
world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The un
iortunate should be FABTICulau in
hi*
selecting
pbvsician. as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovertablc fact, thatsyphilitic patients are made
many
miserable with ruined constitutions
maltreatment

.J^Jery

regularly

by

from inexperienced physicians in general practice
ior it is a point generally conceded by the lest syphilograpliers, that the study and management of there

should engross the whole time of tlio«-e
who would bo com patent mid successful In their treatThe inexperienced general j.ra ..tment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
of treatment, in most cases makone
ng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dungerous weapon, the Mercury.

complaints

Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OB RELIEVE

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH !
quick

as

as

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committal an excess of any kind,
be
the
whether it
solitary vke of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In mxitnrer years,

SEEK FOE AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

and Complexion.

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleop,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad hath in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

the reach of all,

INTERNATIONAL

Prloo

INSURANCE COMP’Y
No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Hardly

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the b’adder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnin a mannei
ing sensation, and weakening the system
the patient cannot account lor. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment Tf ill often fco found,
and aometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mQkiah hue,
onto changing to a dark and turbid anp<ar»nce.
Tnere are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so »y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies wdl
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
De. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (earner of Middle
Street!, Portland, Mo
gJT* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Being Only

•special accommodation.
Dr. II.’» Eleetic Ecuovatiug Medicines are unrival
led In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
in oil
of ob
raaes
LADIES w ill find it invaluable
9truetions after all other remedies have Lien tried in
in
It is purely vegetable, containing
vain.
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all rimes.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DIt. HUGHES,
by addressing
'No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

35

N. B.— Ladies* desiring may consult
Cents ! S

own

N T’S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF
paid in.

WHITE PINE

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

COMPOUND,
Is now ottered tothc afflicted throughout t'.ie
untry,
after h wing been proved by the teat ol eleven years,
Jn the New England States, where i s merits’have
become as well known as tho tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseas.
the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
IS of8nr$,
either in
a
es

the mala or female, frequently yet for mint
per loot euro in the short space of three or ?oui
days, and always in less time lhau any other preparation. In the nee of

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES

a

Jan'y 1» 1805*

organ*

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Proud it:s
and Pulmonary After tona
Spitting of
generally. It is a remarhab’e remedy
for kidney Complaints, Dia-

Tarrant's Compound Extract qf Cubebs and
there is no need of confinement or change of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i-entiiel tasteleas, and causes nounpleaa int aensa'ion »<> the patient. and no expe sure. It is now acknowledged by
the most learned In the profession that iu the abovt
class of diseas es, Cubebs aud Copaiba are the onh
two remedies known that can be relied n}on with
any oertainty or success.

Tarrant?* Compound Extract of Calebs and

Copaiba

Dollars !

JVE TER

Manufactured

TAR RANT

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

N

w. i-oland’s *

J.

Dr.

such Word as Fall.”

IrTX

tbah
attend

of

one

in constant

jan1.18C5d&wly

England Remedy

blew

eod&wlyr

TAR

Original Capital
Million

lady of experience

THE GREAT

Copaibs

One

A

sex.

ance.

and Is for rale by all Druggists.

no

LADIES.

THE

TO

C.G.CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Ilaven, Ct.

“There Is

Surplus, 201,188,10

Medical Infirmary,

DU. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, wLc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tliesi

IV. F. PHILLIPS if CO., J. IV. PERKINS if CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.

CASH CAPITAL,

by

the consumption, and by their
to
Aft such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time ere
made to rejoice in perfect health.

the

August 31,1805.

ever

charge

ranted or no
made.
one
a day pastes but we are consulted
or more young man with the above disease, seme ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
bad

nothing

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
Itdoesnotdryupacough.bufc loosens it so that the
patient can expect rate freely. It is within

Tlii« Co. b the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

system

Eleetic

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

On and after June 1, the (are between Portland and Bangor will le
$3.00; Rockland $^.00: ether landings on the River reduced In proortion, per s'eamer Resmlator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.

all

IS

though they
frit-mis supposed

J. IV. PERKINS If CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
tmd H. U. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

On ami after Monday, Oct. 30th,
the new and fast-going Steamer
“ItESULATOR,” Cupt. W H
Mower, wlfl leave Railroad Wharf,
n>J»foot ofState Street, Porthtnd, every
Tucsday and Friday Evening,at 10 o'clock, connecting with the 3pm train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Moxday and
Thursday Morning a‘ 6 o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buoksport,Winterport and H amden, both ways.
Passengers ticketed throughon t^e Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage ar ply to
A. SOME# RY,Agent,
At Oflice on the Wharf
Portland, Oct 27 th, 18G3.—dtf

$1,000,000

Cube

HOW

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
■x

A

standing or reeeutiy contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from thb system, and making a

fiursues

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. IP.
PERKINS * CO., Agents, fort land, Mo.

Steamship

RAMEEiaNG

opportunity

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

KMEBT k FOX. Brown's wharf, Portland
H. B. CEOMWKLL k CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
Mav 28, 1865.
dtf

betes, Difficulty oi Void-

ing Urine,

Bleedfrom the

Kidneys ami Bladder, Gravel, and other compla'nta.

For Piles and Scurvy, it will be ibnnd very va.uable.
Give it a trial U you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe ami sure.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers In medicine gt n-

ally.

xV.

f.

_

XT',

FAIL8.

J. W. PERKINS,

only by
A CO.

*

PHILLIPS*

W. F.

278 Greenwich 8*., New York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
m»iy6G5dlv

H. H. HAT.

__

We

Grand Trunk

speedy in its action, ever known to the
No one will do without it 1b the house that
used it once.

the most

"*»}■’

Tip rough Ticketsat tho

General Western Ticket

are

to issue policies on
term of years, and also upon

Dwelling

prepared

EVERY
Houses for a
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

General Aigml*
Oct 5—daw3n

far

Slate of M*ii»e*

i

Lead.

RATES.

90

Exchange

Street.

SST* Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. tho Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
B. Jr. BBACll, (Jen. Aijt.
WM. FLO WEES,
276 Broadway, New York.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

Trunk

JAS.

E.

Pit IN DEE,

90

Exchange Street,

August 10—dOrn

Agent,

As

FORTLAHD.

For the

OIL

PORTIA,VB.

NOTICE.
percons Indebted to me are hereby requested
to settle their accounts with me at once, and all
persons having claima against me are requested to
nroBent them for settlement and aR persons are hereby forbid harboring or trusting any one on my account.

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
oc!0d3w*

indication of

how this Company stands AT

IIQME, we take the City buxines* of 105 Companies
Agencies, named in the Treasurer's Report of the
New York Board ot Fire Insurance L’ompanl**, for
and find tha> THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

ItKOIOtr* of l*»w
and a^

Vuu^ J*aKB«Yi.v^Knt, ojuo.
Wear, ala <h« KaiB klnuat,

for se!»

rates, at tfca Uetox Iicxet Orstci,

EVELETH

HOUSE,

Greenville, Maine,
Foot of Moose Mead Lake !
'1 Ms
a
ttv!s nt,s’Hss frir the tree*
ellcr. The house fa* well kept, and « mtaina
all the modern improvements. Those travelling for health or pleasure will 1n< frwi a

stopping piaeu.

A beautifel Steamboat atarttf tr mi .th« wharf a Jfaw
rodb fro® the VtaMh House, am! makes a trip to
■he “Kineo House,** every »iay, and once a week
ihruugh the Hake. 1'apt. Thema-s UuUniet c<>®u*a4* the Steamboat, and also
K*gw the Hotel”
luil n Ir IMM W kept. Uoof shooting kivf rrnglfng
all about.
octhit?

CM. PI SIC JPOND NO U

sIT,

V-t pahllo ux rwpte'fully Informal that
,it li the lateetion of the Proprietor th.l
hr* U ease ehatl he kept . Orat-claee roae

It

an

and

Hotels.

at

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKES SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. Tbe public will find It fur their merest
to give us a call.

Sew York Estimate of thr International,

Through Tickets.
pans ol thu
at tho lowest

INSURANCE,

MARINE

Office,

Man.

Thrc Vaeeet

_T-tf

happen eerr«d. T V. 1.1
UEO. W.BtBCIt;

ISfit,
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY Qf
NEW YORK THAN ANT OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list Includes t he EnglIrh Companies and tbe Hartford Agencies, all of which Call
for behind the Iaternsthssal hi point ot patnma e In
thle City.—New Tor* fbmmerrM AdrerHter.
This Is a most gratify lug and remarkable fort, beat
understood by those who beet know the real m.rlss
and • Ulfkil managers .-nt n this steiUng corporation,
which thus within two yean take* tbe lead at saoiee
of other Companies that have been eetabHehed from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, Fumuekt.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Viot-Fawucir.
C. C. MINE, SKcnjrxany.
OLIVER A. DRAKE. Am is r a ST Secbet utY.
OFFICE lou Fare Street, Fartlnnd. Me.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned hare this day lormed aeopart1 ners* Ip under the sty le o!
8. K. JACKSON
SON.
loi the purpose ul ihung a several COAL BUSINESS
root
of
at Sawyer’s Wharl,
High Street.
8. R. JACKSON,
rftHK

OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, Juno 12,1885—i r

der the
THE

name

KINO

and

firm of

&

a

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

Anil having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINE S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. ElNO.
J. D. DEXTER.
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new
ue.,29 >65 tf

firm.__

MECHANICS’ HAIaL.

7

■fATELL arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhiMV V tions, Levocs, &c., may be obtained on application to
RICHAkB COLE, Superintendent,
No, * Tolmiin Place.
J unelMti

PLEASANT

to

tho palate,

cause

no

pun, act

ren, are jest the thing.
Two taken at nlcltt moTthe bowels mice the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases ol Piles and Falling at the Recta*. We
promts* ■ cars ior all svrapnim* *f the Dvarapeta,
sueh as
after ea.ln:, Sour Stomach, Hpltol food,
Palpitations; also, II radar ho. lriaiinras,
Paha la the back and Loins, 1 elb.wnea* ol the Skill
and
Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious
ness, XJver Cempinhu, Uerl Appetite. Debility,

tinjr

'PHE sahn'rlbera ofitr for sale

lane quantity el
A iteatrahhi building loU io the »«t Emit/the
ou
Pine,
lying
Vaughan.
city,
Seal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BramhalL Monument Dai it or th. Orange and Salem Streets.
They wIM seU on a credit of from one to tan years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satixtkrtorv character, thee will <vfnnrce; if rfm'rnf, oaefemeth ef the root y hmlctirn, cm
omxpUtxm y the Amur. From parties who build tma

meiUateiv, no cash payments keoviked.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to tern
A. 51., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may he Seen, and full particulars obtained.

J. B. BROWN ft

SONS.

mayttf

16*.’..

REMOVAL.
undersigned take this method to iuiorm their
customers and the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 6 Washington Street to their new Bakery. Non. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old

THB

customers and

give us

a

as

many

new ones as

will

call.

be pleased to

R. Wr. SMARDON,
R. S. SCAM MAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

10—Jtt

Notice.

Copartnership

undersigno<! have this day formed
THE
of
nership under the Arm

a

copart-

name

CHASE BROTHERS,
For the purpose of Carrying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN
BUSINESS; and will occupy tho now
store, head Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,
DANIEL CHASE,

Portland,

Oct. 18, 1803.

oclfrrrcgtf

For Sale.
Brick House and

Two-story
THE
Street, at obeat BABGAIJt.
enquire ot
For
a

particulars,

octlWtf

Lot, No.

2

Deer

SENJ. KNIGHT.
Atlantic wWarf.

of New Y

IJw,

LEAD. Dry
Lead,

jalyti ly

rent*.

E WHITE
ED LEAD.

and in 0.1,

LITHARGE,

cents per box '.small hoxaa »t cent*. For sale by J.
8. HARK ISON A CO., Pr'prktnra, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will ha malted lo any address on

enckada* au

s.

Manufacturer! of PI'

Monthly Palm, and all Irregularfile.. k’euralgla,
Imrduv >nrf Ike l.oz,mot just
Faintness, Ac.
ad nr they seed, at they art sn jeauasrf and mo,4orow«
hot they may he ranitd la Uu wd poctrt.
Pit. e CO

GUt.m

m'

Red

etc.

Abo, LINSEED OIL. Rat

,

Boded

and Refined.
For ule

Tit To aar aad beeoaytxced of thstr rapartori*7 os»r • soryi hi*g e'e* ol th* klsd ease lO red to
tka pabile ter Browtktiit, (bwyks. OrIds. Maaeeeb«m tiwm Throat.Ca'arrh aad >aOa«ara
Namrroaa teatlmama •irom IBtCleMrr, and otbeta, so*
For tale by tha prtae'pal
eoapasytag each hex.
Draggtou thraaxhmuth* atty.
m*,raK

generally,

by Druggist*

and

Dealer)

St

by

ROBERT COLGATE St Co.,
General Agent),

a#7 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Oiipraashm

Inducements

Great

Atlantic V rite Lead

-*■ promptly, never require Increase ol doao, do not
exhaust, ami lor elderly persona, females and ehild-

Mrs. S, A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer atui Dress-

August

Copartnership.

Hrn^ntffne*! have formed

Whit

John W. Monger Jt Co.,
niMdly
Agents.

Fodlaad. Slay 3,

Portland, Sept. 22,1805.

Portland, October », lew.

and

Assets

*

ALT.

Works,

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst cue of
and one dote will instantly
existcnc
relieve the moat aggi&vated attacks of

world

to that particular Lranch oi
be Ieels warranted in til- auALL Casts, whether of long

time

medical profession,

Dyspepsia in

Street,

IJiniKBE be cau be consulted private],, and with
V T the utmost confidence by lh» afflicted, at all
hours < ailv, and Irotn 8 A. M. to 0 V. M.
Dr. H. addresses those wlio are sulteriug under the
affliction 01 private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice oi ►clt-alu.e.
his entire
Devoting
the

BOWELS!

STOMACH AND

whUNF-SDAY

7‘

r. U. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

I. w.

notioe,

WFDNlcs.

;;."„'Sb2s
MiSJSK'BttA;
BATUEDaY,

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information oheerfdUy furnished.
Tb&vjcllbrs will find it greatly to their advantage

Jr

James low,
Chcs H Mcribcll.
Jovaa President.

Bryee.

every

$1,201,188,10

Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosao, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Louh, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
lie. and i3 prepared to furnish Through Ticket*
from Portland te ah tho principal Cllies and Towns
in tho loyal States and the Canadas, at the

Bwiium.
rreaf'noi vuunopv
w

aScvid I-one,
aee

11 orgy,

Cnrwclioi GriiaolL1
C a iiaed
Watts Sviman,

nuiwoB,

nnt.i tart her

Wharf, Portland,

Leave

Agent for all tho great Leading Routes to ChicaIS go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Mi waukee,

■u. im.hu

u

rTfSo!s!,“ltttWOOI>'
Brown's

D.. LITTLE

The fairf sf the Lake !
hi n«n

U,«ae,T3i

ht-orft*

Bteomohlps

W. W. Hnerand Fix AX CON
^»«faaasS.!ro',f<< APaHKi'’,c»Pt
1A, Capt. U.
’7i‘*

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

«

Tha Coiopacy has Asset., o«r gttvtn
MMurn

Lowell H> Ihrook,
■ Warr. a We,ioa,
Hnyal J’lrntya,
Caleb Baretow.
A f 1-Uiot.
imne! S Milter,

LINK.

—

31 EXCHANGE STHKET.
■arl3Jk«*«F
B LIT! tfc. Agent. ^

XI
amonnt to the
of
aia
which here has been redeemed
ty

Lf*iSf,ST
hartes H RnweU,

Steamship Co

SEMI-WEEKLY

important to Travelers

Company

,h* v*"* 1*53 I
JKufUSP*,y
frodti tor
Tears

t

and a'l diseases of the

Fare Reduced to the Penobecot River

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng. r for every $50'* additional value.
C. J BUY DOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Superintendent.
oclOdtf
Portland, June 22d, 1865

The whole profit# of the Company revert to tbt
A sens an, and ai« divided
Asscallv, anou the
Premiums terminated daring the year; and 'or which
L-crt flcates are ioaed.
bturimy burnt! util re-

JAMES T. FATTEN & CO.,
ernmout oontract

***••*» talbot,
kWeyor of Ctutopu,

0..

BY—

BATH, ME.
llf\A BOLTS Superior Blsarhat
liUU 303 do AU Long flax “6ov-

for

as

No. !i Temple

DYSPEPSIA!

S»b.l8,l8G3

New England Screw

Canada.

From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,

tor. William, NJCW YORK.
Jaxcaxt, 1M£.

6 fmkaranUi,

_

nnaV!uni!^l<f>

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 A A.
Mail Train for WaterviVle, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montroil and Quel)- cat 125P m.

gtSBBSSEl

Insure* Against Marine and Inland Nail
gallon Risks.

Wm

_

RAILWAY,

UijfywwqjgM-trains will run as follows:

ATLANTIC

_

Nootoh Cwivas,

For hUJe.

'£?*'■

■—

r~'taw«.AHM.lM,.

FLOUR!

^“*u.t,_dsn,

t»|»r»uU Xoliw.

M*

ijavu.
«

8.00
8.27
8.12
9.06

GRAND TRUNK

__

Hackmetack.

-FOB--

CAN BE FOUND AT HI3

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

/

5.54
Westbrook,
6.18
Cumberland,
6.33*
Yarmouth,
7.00
Freeport,
Oak Hill,
7.30
Arrive Brunswick,
W. BATCH) Traia Muuaacr.
sepSddtf
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1865.

4a..1114 >W
t

Whan.

«<•*«—w»w

--

9.30
RETURNING will leave Portland lor Brunswick
and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays exceptedj
as follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

_

J*<"« H

■aftM

A. M.

7.30

Hill,
Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

CM ASK

BROTifKRS,
•
h< *1 Lujinaf.
t
WWW < ara per
mr**
*jf**Pl
hpWtdn
OiariTT Wb S rk& Vs.
3yfJ,

■

O*1 a-ad att.er Monday, October 2d, 1865,
Freight Train, with Passenger Car attached, will leave Brunswick for Portland and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:

TURKS MILKS FROM POkTlAbD.
•'*' •*■
»,

Montreal,

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

APPLY TO THE

UnMed

far w>

The World’s Great

Wlll U0tu further notioe, run u
follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes-IM —,
Friday and SaturJoy,
1,
day, at 7 o’clock p. mThursday,
and India Wharf, Boston,
FriTue8a*y.
Wednesday,Thursday,
dlv'a.M
and Saturday, a: 5
day
o’clock P. M,
tare in Lal»m
42.00.
Z&’ Freight taken as usual
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
anv amount
exceeding $50 in value and that porsonB'vou an>' paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every $000 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
Aug o, IS6o.
-dtf

Dll. J. B. HUGHES

Dyspepsia Cure

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

_

ts?3?&r»'

apriOtf

SPECIAL NOTICE.

*100,000.

C**“'

Yrllou- Cam anti Flour.
***** xtv..
3500

NOYfiS, Superintendent. *

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

N. H.

Particular attention given to the insurance ol
Farm Property, Cily and Village Dwelling*, and Household Furniture, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very favorable
terms.
All losses equitably adjrslea and promptly
paid, as heretofore.

U Wall St,

[■

_Medical.

--

Eastport,

&J(ENNEBECR.r!

EDWIN

Por*Jaii*i

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
Capital,

* -nmts't

Supt.

daily.

OF

Ot

G. W. SMITH,
No*. • and# wmor fnnet

p.

Freight train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

Merchants

■ he

Arph

and 300

it.

On and after Monday, Oct. 9/A, 1865,

and Molasses.

hopbeada

for Portland at 7 30 A.

n

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

undersignedhaving the Agenov of the followTHE
ing well-knoWn, sound and reliable Companies,

and

M

MottcwM;

30

250 P.

and

train from Portlaud at 1 P. M con815
nects at Kendall’s Mills with the train for Bangor
and other stations east same night
Passeugers from
Portland desiring to take this route, cun purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that they g
to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost them no
more by this toute hananv other.
Trains due In Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 820 A. M, and ever/ day at 230

Agency.

Established in 1S4I.

Office 31 Exchnuge St., Up Stain.
Sept SI—dtwCw

BOXES Yellow Sti^r;
75 huffihwadti “Kerned! s** Muacovado

m.

Monday next, trains will
pg3g|||n
Port'and daily for Bath Augusta,
YVaterville Keudall’s Mills ana Skowhegan, ut 1 00
P M. and on Saturdays only for Rath and Augusta at
P.M.
The

a

M^r.TriTT, «"—»«*<» »«W1

g-——.-

WARREN

W. 1).

SALE !

—

Oak

*®

c oougje a co.f
nrciaJ ti«J FnuiklUi •irat-Uu

On and after April 3, 18G5, Prssenger

OF NEW YORK.

Sugar

u. I

t.-rm of Yean,
■»* owaptel
la %*£_.“*
hjr chart*
Mmnu~rZ JgyMf—aa PaSa Wjmf utf
»•

LESS to insure

costs

Those who really wish to know all the tacts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerfully oS'ered to understand the
whole subject.

OctaO—<i2vr_

Stmt

_

a

MUSCOVADO

BBLS. WINTER APPLES,
200 Bbls. Silver Skin ONIONS.
50 Bbls. Red ONIONS,
1000 Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
BATCH & FROST.

Me.

Huum: Lot*.
Bam* Lota, c meriting tS,oy| mh of
Laud, m iKiry, (,«•■ hian
L»«|g at. Iu4
#. ti wnmaaBSmT]
A
r
u-Uand, April
M, Mt..- uf

whh

Comparisons

£5T°

it

Wdtv the Great

& Molasses.

At 1G Lime Street,

300

T'ci 1 .©t

CHAU BK R.S
LARGE
Ap|4 to

Because it is paying back to its
members larger IHv-idends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

Commercial Street.

CHOICE

FOR

STEPHENSON,

JpMu

;

Hbds. CUoic* MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
4‘i Tcsjnboke MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cash Assets, $14,000,000.
Cargo brig Euddrus, now landing and for sale by
H. JRAT ON,
as is well known, offers greater advantages
Which,
No. 1 Central Wharf.
than any other Lite Co. in this country.
Oct 30—d3w*
The rates of Premium aro less than with most othI*
-<---\-- encompanies, while the Dividends are larger, and
i
the security greater than any other.
For Sale.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied
TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
"J
to the payment of future premiums, or to augment
Also, ShipKne^s; Oak, Hackmetack
the amount insured. Policies with this company are
and Hardwood Plank, for vale
v* >.
by
constantly increasing in value. All needftil informaL. TAYLOIi,‘61 Commercial St.
tion cheerfully furnished on application to
n
uCi 2t—dtf

ou?

A.

__

Co.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

344

For Sale or to Let.
TIIIE new French Cottage, on the Cane
Cottage
X TOd, opposite dpt. (liven Wal/1, nVcontatlS"
tjurtocn rooms, with about seven act*, ol !»"■<
|7
is unsurpassed on the Cape.
Enquire of
_

Sugar

QA HOT>S.
OxJ SUGAR,

“‘■‘•ange 1 Stable and
cunta'“h Ii'-ou,.
feet, and for beauiaunsurpassed in Hi!, Icinty.
r or particulars
enquire at

Jnly25dtf_

Oct. 25,1865.—dlw

Trinidad

July e.—dtf

easy,

BENEFIT

_

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of Lis
Attorneys, Messrs.
Dxnnosi & Jackson, 53 Exchange
Street.

Term

THE-

TWITCUELL BROS. & CHAMPLIX,

■

july25 dtf is

Vermont Cheese.

Choice

S12iUA^i5I^iC*fnI''.e
Sts, 50

DKY OOODS B0XES> ,or “le

By the Portland Kindling Wood Conp’r,
322 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 2j—d2w*-

HAL~5 RUBBER EMPORIUM.

House Lot for Sale.
Deering and Henry^
c2!'nci' of of
x 100 feet.
Enquire
R. W. GAGE,

SALE.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

On and after

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Cash

Merchandise.

PORTLAND

Portland, April 3,18C5—dtf

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST

OF

FOUR

M.

P

through

OF

Wanted.

due In Portland at 1

Stages cunnect with trains at principal Stations,
Ibr most of the towns north aud east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Watorville June 22,1365.
jbne23tf

UnTI Coe’s

WHO

Life Insurance

Cosh

small genteel tenthe city.

a

near

Aug.

Chambers for

turning is
daily

FRANCIS CHASE.

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

*

family
children,
the centra1 part oi
BYement.
X. Y.
Press

Sept 13—d3m

ELEGANT
wholesale
street.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. BI. and re-

Leave Boat*

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

MUTUAL

Forest City, Lewiston and

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

or

use.

STORY BRICK STORE, centrally local ed
on Ejcclsnec
Street, suitable for a WlmiUale Dry.
Uooda business, of for tta monniitc lure of Clothing, ox
of Boots and Shoes. Will to vacated this month or
S?.5?^;^FSr„f'utllcr information inquire of DIt.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. lv. HOW, coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
"
Portland, Sept. 19tb, 1865.
dtf

ton.

Wi^ely” PORT LAN D

t,

c

tor

a

To load lumber at
,,

or

To COMMENCE MONDAY, June 26fA
JffiC!3HK!866 Trains leave Portland. Grand
Trunk Station, for Lewiston aud Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., aud 1.25 P. BI.
For tangor and intermediate Stations at 1.23 P. BI.
Returning—-Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. U and arrive in Portland at8 20 A M
Leave ltangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2 15 P. BI
Jlotli of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

BOSTON

THE STEAMERS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

m.

-:-?-

A;lso,

Horses for Sale.

MAINE .CENTRAL RAILROAD.

REASONS

The necessary result Is,
In it than in any other.

freight.

the

that

place
Depot,
the 15th
ATofthe Kennebec
Depot in Portland,
last- medium sized Black

SPRING.

Railroad Stable on Spring street,
ATgaodTItirs^s,
suitable fot work
laasily

A

Waiyted,,

Agent%

1663—dtf

If

WHY THOSE

A acquainted

1st.

S. E.

a:

27-dtf

Standisti, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Senago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Ceuter for West Buxton, Bonny-Bagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsficld aud Qssipeo
At Saccarappa fur South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
1JAN CARPENTER, Supt.
26

I

AKC,,t f°r M»8”-

TWO

Wanted.
a
and Pr vision
Grocery
with
Moats.

30, 1865,
further

notice?
Leave Saco River for Portland at G 30 and 9 40 A. if.
and 3 40 p. u
Leave Portland for Saco Rlvor at 8 00 A. if, and 2 03
and 5 30 P a
The940 a M and 200 p if. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
WStages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

leave as follows
4»Pi»gaCp»Trifcipa
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40

Me ALPINE,

Aug. 2C-<ny

Office.
Oct 28—dim

corner

son

cominencme with

Office Ho, 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

Three Dooms Wanted.

or

"ITTANTED by a merchant and his wife (no cliilVV dren) two or three unfurnished Rooms, suitable for housekeepi ”g, or would take a good furnished
room with board in a quiet iamily or small boarding
house. Address Rooms, Box 1590, Portland Post

Address

Store to Let.

j

renewal,

u-jko.On ami after Monday, Oct

Portland. Oct

Settled.

COMPANY NAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

On the

I-

Cqji»",1ttl>l'traiii8 will leave aafollows, until

BETWEEN

Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer& Co. Postes:
Oct.

,_,*'*■* w

;

THIS

Promptly

Divide*,! is paid, thni biding the insured in meeting their payments
hy an immediate
return, the advantages ot this
system over that
of scrip Dividends without interest pavabie
in four
or/ii-e years, or "an mlevf the Director*;” Me obvious.
Ao ofAer Company has ever
paid a Divide,,.', in this
wav.
The Dividends are equal to thoso of anv Lite
LOSt.
; <
J
j
Company.
Dr. Cumming'8, Park Street, and tlie
Those intending to effect new insurance or ina
and
corner of State
Deoruie Streets,
Lin^u crease existing policies, trill do well to
Cuff and Gold Sleeve Button attached. The finder* merits of this Company. Information examine the
from official
will be suitably rewarded by lc aving the same at Mrs'.
sources for the past or preoedii g year,
cheerfully
J
oct30dlw*
FESSENDEN'S, Peering Street.
given.
^

_

SALE!

Krrkmm+r far Ci Py I'roptrrtp

!

Wanted.

For Sale.
f

ty ef

hay
ruu-iw
m RAY an J OOTXuN
PuL^ Thi»> u, uM
p..rt.ble and easily set up ln rTi.w
will mew. une ton of bay Into so cubic
n'«: nibvuin;, roBLotm
*
the bay; alar of bale 28 in. by iTlm ty
v‘„

Very Day

Wanted.

Clark Street. The property consist* of a lot of
Land 03 f et front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient iwo•toried dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
families, and being in a good state of repair.
Fof terms, S-c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to the nndersigned
at 490 Caugreaa Street,
octHdtf
.JOHN J. W. REEVES.

heretofire existing under the
partners'Ip
THEnams
mid style of CLEAVELAND & CO, fa

prfssi

OLIVER,

is perfect, indispensable in every family every
day in the year, and its sale will make more money
for the man who controls a county rtehl, costing but
from one hundred to live hundred dollars, than from
one thousand to five thousand dollars invested In any
business in Portland. Parties who would be so lucky
as to control terrify on this valuable invention, must
not lose a day in securing It, tiS' the territory is being
sold faster tiian any invention ever before offered the
public. Call at once at No* 80 Federal Street,
oct27 alf
and select your county.

and

Dissolution of Copartnership. hua.S£0rTha l0t
l^Uo I?,U
?5*S22i«Jr£
location
nereby .llssjtvcd by the r itlremcni of Mr. Parker L.
tho business hereto ore conducted by
JeJSTJSf!*,
them winbe conttnoed
by Mr. Frederick F. HaV.
under the same nrm mine f
Cl-ayetand * Co
PARKER L. CLEAVELAND,
*•
Po Band, Oct

Life, Tea Tear XouFarfeiturc, aud Ten Tear Non-Forfeiture Eadonweut Plans,
an

use

PERLFY.

House anS Land lor Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
THE
Charles H. Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
others, would oiler for sale the desirable Eeal Estate
si' uated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

price,

Straw will be inspect!*! by a GovernW0‘;5bcl before being shipped.
bcTfe<>1i'r9 1 to d3pver llay anil
Richmond, Va, and
?:
iS‘ ? subj6"t
to ‘be above rcqulrc-

Policies Issued

PURCHASERS

Portland,

wharf in Port-

securely baled,

House,
House,

in Good Repair.
For ftirthor information inquire of
Nlr. F. A. l-EltMY,
On the Premise.; or to the Subscriber at

Office, U. S. A„

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Wanted this

its

>

C. WALK-LEY. President.

Losses

All

Allg 4__dtf

Forage and Straw!

Quartermaster's

ROAD,

One Mil. from Cumberland Center,
i'Eir Acres of which are covered with WOOD.

No. 114 Fore Street,
Portland.

Proposals

3

day

good

Far term* apply at

F. & C. B. NASH.
oct23d4w

iN_tUMBERLAND!

containing about Seventy-Five Acres

mediately.

Don’t buy

SALE!

For Sale and to Let.

short time,

a

~

J.

CONN.

Organised A. D. 1S50.
e TJ
O 1
1 ~i-

-IN

Chains and Anchors nearly new.
For terms. Adi. enquire of
SAMPSON & OONANT, i
Oct 17,1865—d3w*
Commercial AVharf.

and

Stove,”

OFHARTFOED,

For Sale.
The Schooner SPLENDID, fifty-eight
tons burthen, well found, Sails, Rigging,

TUE CHAMPION OF THE DAY I

IS

CHARTER OAK
Life Insurance
Company,

Medical.

_

Arrangement l

Summer

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

RICHARD FRYE.

Oct 31—dlw

to Let l

RICHARDSON’S WHARF.
Enquire of
El. E. I FIIAM & SON.

ON

A

“El Dorado Cook

J* B. THORNTON.

Oct 25,1865.—eodSw*

said the old

I’ve kot ter com pal-

Sa|e,

Of 70 acres, or more, on very tavorP®i^BB_
u, able terms, on Oak Hill, in Scar boro.
■L*
no v occupied by the Bttbxciiber.—
Distance from Portland fifteen minutes by Rail,and thirty by the county

out.

anced in ter pag mitout

light
lbs, h**abo«t
spot the site of i silver dollar; a secofft!liaiul Harness, silvar mouuto‘1; a Wagon oiMillue &
Trull’s make, Lyndon. Vt., newly painted black and
varnished, and striped with red, with one more stripe
on the offliub than on the near, and two cushions on
the seat, el ptic spring, the right one having Wen
Also a Silver-Plated Harness,
parLially brokon.
evet v buckle of which is silver-plated,the strap across
the forehead ot a light blue color, anu the cross straps
nails. The wagon contained a
on the nose filled with
Sleigh Kobe made from a woman's shawl, stuffed
tbo
and
edges fringed.
with batting,
Whoever will return said property, or give iufor
mation whero t may bo found, to the subscribers at
On ot d, Maine, shall be suitably rewarded; and whoever will secure the Oliefr or thieves, and return the
property, shall receive One Hundred Dollars Reward!
white

TX>R County rights for the most important and valF u «ble domestic invention over brought in* o Maine,

TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containing 20
Also a two-story
rooms; centrally located.
lot.
Lot contains
WOODEN HOUSE, on the
4500 feet. Inquire
c< pROC'TER.
Portland, Oct. 26—dSw

Farm tor

-WITH THE-

Oct.

800t«

car a

TWO,

For Saie.

“Fader! fader! come’era!”
“Vot’s yon want, Hans?”

from tlie

situa ed
three-story Brick Dwelling Houses,
un”
on Pearl St., for sale
cheap for Cash, if
mediately. Inquire of*
Street.
JOHN C. PROCTER* Lime
02t 26—d3w

A Relation by Marriage.
As my wife at the window one day,
Stood watching a man with a monkey,
A cart camo Dy with a “broth 01 a boy,’
Who was driving a stout little donkey.
To my wife I th n spoke, by way of a Joke,
here’s a relation ol yours in that carriage 1”
To which flic repliod, os llie donkey she spied,
“Ah, yes, a relation by marriage I”

fanner, coming
“Looks here, iader!

Steamboats.

YORK i CUMBERLAND R. R. PORTLAND AND

INSURE

subscribers,
24, 1E65, at
West Miuot, One Black Mare, 0 years old, weighs
STOLEN
2 Incpsatelow the
from
008

For Sale.

Tha our feet may falter nevur,
While we haste to sock Thy taee;
With those dear and guileless children,
Walki g trustful at our side,
Lend its, 1 nrd! the way of wisdom,
Up to w here Thou dost abide I

a

Reward !

WM. W.

Heavenly Father! teach our consilience
Well to weigh thy gifts of grace,

Uawbones,

Railroads.

Insurance.

_

From the Congregationlist.
Little Children.

*7dcTifc»the

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let.

act

of

directly
the

quired

upon the roots

hair, supplying retiourishtnent, and

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies anti Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,
airpearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

glossy

Saw by alt

Depot 198

& 200

Sept 27, 1SG5—<l&w6m

Sanitary

Dnggiu,.

Greenwich St.

Commission.

■'•"“"■SiSiSS!'*,.

"*

w. avKKs.

PURCHASKR FOR K ASTERN ACCOUNT,
_

OP

floor. flRAiM, seres. pitOTtaioxs. la up, butTICK am] WESTERN P1WDU0K iwnsmllj.
Particular attention given to
shipping
and cheapest route*.
No. MB Scut*

O. Box 4T1.

P.

Chicago,

by qaickoet
Hnl.rSt.,

Illinois

Aa/crcncr*—Mcaara. 8 O. Rewd’ear k Co; Majn8ou»: U. A W.CWckorir*; C. H. Oumm'B.a
•f**
*

^o:

J. N.

Cbaa. U. Stone; lla'lett, imyi* A Cot Holton.

Bacon, K^q, Prinidint Newt-n National Bank,
Newton.Mara; C. B Coffin.Eaq. N T.City fnWMly
xntra

Mortgage Hands—.linuo*coggin It. It. Co.

Third Mortgage of the Androseogfln IiaUrood Company toScth May and ala. 'n -rutt, naa
been I rccloseu. A new corporation ha* been organized thereon, called the Leeds and Fann1.aiiroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons secured by said mortgage, are hereby requestei t.) pre-

THE

siibscrfcer

^*£5*/^

IkTiU**

at
sent them to the
in the Leeds
and receive therefor CertMcfue* of Stock
Company, in accordance
Kaiiroad
and Farmington
with the S atute.
jAt)E„ (, WOODMAN,
lYeasurer of the Leeds and I* arming ton Kailroad Co.
1S£>.
Sept L*,

_mwXUwew

Copartnership.

N. Y.

O S. Panitarv Commission, I
-roadway, N. Y„ Dec, Mi. I8«4. 1
trON. JSBiEL WASHBURN, Jb., of Portland
k.A Maine, has consented to
accept th? duties ol
Uoneral Agtrnt of the Commission for Maine and
is hereby appointed sooh
agent by authority of the
Commission.
He will be ready to famish adrioe to tho friend*
of tha Commisston’s veork throughout the B'ete.
▲II money contributed in Uaice tor tlio us* of tn*
Commiss'on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Boa. Mr. Washburn la the tola agent recognises
by the Commission lor Main*.

ease,

j.

subscribers have this day entered into Copartnership under the firm name of

THE

MORSE

t

WITHEREll,

purpose of carrying on the Clothing and
Furnishing business, at So. OS E.rchanvx Slroel.
for the

Portland, Oct. 2, 1803.
..

_

N. W
W. B.
octSdSw

Mouse,

WITllC.ItE LL.

For Sale Cheap.
Two second-haud FIRE FXwith Hose Carriages; all in
order.
good
gpjgjn
lot ol Hose suitable dr
a
——zr-*~- Also,
Hand Fire Engines. Ajtplv to
EZRA BrsSEI.L, Chief Etighter.
A. P. MOBOASI, Chairman Committee on Portland Fire Department.
jnnsiett
_

